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Report of Expert
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A review of the applicable accounting standards and their application to fifteen identified commercial
loans held by Regions Bank as of March 31, 2009.

Report of Expert John C. Ham

I have reviewed a large volume of documents, including the policies and procedures of Regions Bank and
loan-specific information, related to the decisions made, as of March 31, 2009, regarding the accrual
status of fifteen identified commercial loans, totaling approximately $168 million. I have also provided
my own opinions regarding those accrual status decisions based on my education, training, and
experience and from the available Regions Bank information I have reviewed.
This report and my opinions are provided to attorneys representing Thomas A. Neely, Jr., former
executive vice president of Regions Bank, for the purpose of assisting those attorneys in the preparation
of Mr. Neely's defense to charges brought by the U. S. Securities and Exchange Commission ("the SEC")
regarding the accrual status decisions made by Regions Bank during the quarter ended on March 31,
2009. The primary allegation brought by the SEC is that each of the identified loans should have been,
but was not, placed in a non-accrual of interest status as of March 31, 2009.
In addition, the SEC also alleges that Mr. Neely should have designated one of the identified loans as
being "available for sale," rather than "held for investment," which designation would also have
required, under GAAP, a reduction in that loan's carrying value from its "cost" to its "estimated fair
value," since the loan's estimated fair value would have represented the lower of those two value
estimates.
Over the last approximately thirty years, there has been considerable accounting and regulatory
guidance respec_ting the adequacy and appropriateness of financial institutions' ALLL. From time to time
over this period, accounting standards promulgated by the Financial Accounting Standards Board ("the
FASB") and accounting guidance provided by the SEC and various bank regulatory agencies have created
seeming inconsistency between the goals of those bodies related to the accuracy, consistency, and
transparency of the financial statements of financial institutions and the goal of bank regulators to
assure the safety and soundness of the nation's banking system. In an attempt to reconcile these
potentially conflicting goals, the financial regulatory agencies, the FASB, the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants rthe AICPA") and the SEC formed a joint task force in 1999 to address
these objectives and the related issues and to provide accounting guidance to financial institutions
respecting the estimation of inherent credit losses in their loan portfolios. This effort began with the
issuance of two joint interagency letters to financial institutions announcing the formation in March,
1999 of a joint task force and outlining the process by which the forthcoming ALLL guidance would be
developed and issued. The joint letters made the following points which remain relevant to the
consideration of the charges brought by the SEC in this action against Mr. Neely (emphasis added).
The Agencies have agreed on the following important aspects of loan loss allowance practices:
•

Arriving at an appropriate allowance involves a high degree of management j udgment and

results in a range of estimated losses;
•

Prudent, conservative, but not excessive, loan loss allowances that fall within an acceptable

range of estimated losses are appropriate. In accordance with GAAP, an institution should
record its best estimate within the range of credit losses, including when management's best estimate is at the
high end of the range;
•

Determining the allowance for loan losses is inevitably imprecise, and an appropriate

allowance falls within a range of estimated losses;
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•

An "unallocated" loan loss allowance is appropriate when it reflects an estimate of probable losses,

determined in accordance with GAAP, and is properly supported;
•

Allowance estimates should be based on a comprehensive, well-documented, and

consistently applied analysis of the loan portfolio; and

• The loan loss allowance should take into consideration all available information existing
as of the financial statement date, including environmental factors such as industry,

-geographical, economic, and political factors.

The full text of the joint letter of March 10, 1999 is attached as Exhibit 1.
The full text of the joint letter of July 12, 1999 is attached as Exhibit 2.
The most recent and complete guidance to financial institutions was jointly issued by the members of
the Federal Financial Institutions Examining Council (the FFIEC") in 2005 for application to 2006 financial
statements: the Interagency Policy Statement on the Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses ("ALLL" ),
Exhibit 3. Among the many points emphasized in this policy statement is one regarding the role of a
financial institutions' management. "The determination of the amounts of the ALLL . . . should be based
on management's current judgments about the credit quality of the loan portfolio, and should consider
all known relevant internal and external factors that affect loan collectability as of the evaluation date.
An institution's process for determining an appropriate level for the ALLL [should be] based on a
comprehensive, well-documented, and consistently applied analysis of its loan portfolio."
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) establish a methodology by which an institution may
determine its ALLL by segmenting its loan portfolio into pools of loans with similar risks characteristics
and by applying historical loss experience related to those loan pools (adjusted for current economic
conditions and other factors which bear directly on the collectability of these loans). In addition to pools
of loans with similar risk characteristics, an institution must also identify and evaluate on a loan-by-loan
basis certain loans which are determined to be "impaired." The accounting and regulatory definition of
an impaired loan is one which is unlikely to perform according to its specific terms as to the specified
timing or amount of payments scheduled under the note.
Among the loans defined to be impaired are those loans with risk characteristics that make it doubtful
that the creditor will be able to collect all of the loan's outstanding principal and accrued (but yet to be
collected) interest as of the date of evaluation. Since it is doubtful that all amounts owed--both
principal and interest--will be collected, GAAP proscribes the recognition of accruing interest as revenue
on these receivables until such time as that doubt has been removed. In banking parlance these are
known as non-accrual loans and as mentioned in the 1999 joint letters to financial institutions as well as
in the 2006 Interagency Policy Statement, a determination, at any point in time, that it is doubtful that
all principal and accrued interest on a loan will be collected "involves a high degree of management
judgment" and represents "an inevitably imprecise" exercise in judgment.
GAAP attempts to handle the difficulties which arise in making the non-accrual judgment by requiring a
consistently applied methodology and by setting a bright-line but rebuttable presumption that any loan
which is delinquent (as to payment or maturity) for ninety (90) or more days should not be considered
as fully collectible and thus should be treated as a non-accruing loan. As mention above, a non-accruing
loan is by definition an impaired Joan since it is doubtful that all principal and interest will ultimately be
collected.
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The significance of a non-accruat or any impaired loan (above a defined minimum level}, is that each
such loan must be individually evaluated to determine the amount of its impairment. GAAP provides
three methodologies for measuring the impairment of a loan: the discounted cash flow method; the
market price determination method; and, for all loans wholly dependent upon the note's collateral for
payment, the measurement of the collateral's "fair value."
At the heart of the SECs claims is that Regions Bank's managers did not exercise a normal degree of
management judgment, described as "inevitably imprecise" in the 1999 joint agency letters, when
making the determinations during the first quarter of 2009 that certain loans might be fully collected. In
fact, the SEC's allegations use the words "intentional" and "misleading" to characterize that exercise of
judgment.
By providing a separate expert's opinion, I believe that I will demonstrate that the consistently applied
approach employed by Regions Bank fits well within the realm of reasonableness in spite of its
admittedly imprecise nature. In providing bankers with guidance in the 2006 Interagency Policy
Statement on the ALLL, the constituent members of the Federal Financial Institutions Examining Council
referred to the Financial Accounting Standards Board's Emerging Issues Task Force Exhibit DC-80A on
the subject of the Allowance for Loan Losses. It is a very good guide but it wisely cautions against
"Monday-morning quarterbacking." That document is attached as Exhibit 4.
I will now review the fifteen loans selected by the SEC as examples of intentional misjudgments made by
Regions Bank.
Loan # 1. Designer's Choice Cabinetry, Inc. and R J Properties, LLC
This was a loan of $5,019,000 secured by a manufacturing-warehouse facility appraised by a qualified
appraiser selected from Regions' list of approved appraisers whose appraisal was reviewed by a
qualified review appraiser in Regions' Real Estate Valuation Services (REVS} group, under Regions' loan
policies, the final arbiter of collateral values for all loan underwriting and accounting purposes (see
Exhibit 5}. As of March 31, 2009, the loan was 46 days past due. As described in the Regions March 31,
2009 Problem Loan Report ("PLR") , attached as Exhibit 6, the owner of the borrowers had employed a
Regions-approved crisis manager to assist in the management of the manufacturing operations and had
also become involved in discussions with a qualified potential investor in this large regional supplier of
cabinets to the residential renovation market. The Regions' Commercial Loan Policy regarding the non
accrual of interest on problem loans, indicating a collateral value of $5,950,000, is also attached as
Exhibit 7. It is my opinion that as of March 31, 2009, it was reasonable for Regions to believe it would
collect all principal and all accrued interest on the loan because of the cushion provided by the
collateral's value, in excess of $900,000 at that date, and because the borrowers' owner was taking the
appropriate steps to assure the continuing viability of the borrowers. It was, therefore, Regions'
reasonable judgment that this loan not be placed in non-accrual status as of March 31, 2009.
Loan # 2: Eighteen Investments, Inc.
This credit was represented by a series of approximately sixty loans secured by single-family rental
properties, one of which had reached a delinquency of 90 days as of March 31, 2009. As described in
Regions' Commercial Non-accrual Policy (Exhibit 7), the entire account of a borrower with a single loan
reaching a delinquency of 90 days must be placed in non-accrual status. In general this policy, which
mirrors federal regulatory guidance respecting the accrual status of delinquent loans, removes the
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decision maker's judgment with respect to the assessment of likelihood that all accrued interest and
principal will be collected as of the date of measurement. The exception to this general rule provided by
regulation and by Regions' non-accrual policy is that accrual of interest on the account's loans may
continue if both of two conditions are true: first, that the loan or loans are well secured and second,
that the loan is in the process of collection. Those conditions were established by the collateral's March
2009 value of $7,558,000, reflected in the March 31 PLR (Exhibit 8), and by the actions Regions had
taken, with the cooperation of the borrower, to install a receiver to collect the rental payments, pay
operating expenses, and send the balance of the operating income for application to the notes. As of
March 31, the receiver had been able to improve the delinquency status of some notes and was
expecting to be able to continue that improvement in the immediate future, thus satisfying the
requirement that the action taken was likely to result in returning the loans to a non-delinquent status
or in their full collection. In this particular instance both conditions were met and it is my opinion that
the loans should have remained on accrual as of March 31, 2009.
Loan# 3. First West Cutler Gardens, LLC
This was a loan Regions made to purchase and renovate a 198-unit apartment complex in Miami-Dade
County, Florida. Following the renovation of the apartment units, the principals of the borrower began
selling apartment units as condominium units to individuals. The way the principals were able to
accomplish this, in spite of Regions' first deed of trust position on the units, was because the principals
of the borrower also owned the title agency that obtained the lenders title policy insuring Regions' deed
of trust and that also closed the individual unit purchaser's sales. By issuing fraudulently prepared title
policies to unit purchasers and their lenders (if any) which did not disclose the existence of Regions
Bank's first lien position, these fraudulent transactions were enabled. Forty-nine units were
fraudulently "sold," and Regions did not receive any of the sales proceeds. As of March 31, 2009, the
loan was 54 days delinquent and Regions Bank had initiated foreclosure proceedings on its mortgage,
which of course, covered the forty-nine units fraudulently transferred to third parties. At this point,
Regions' collateral consisted of a 198-unit apartment complex in the process of foreclosure and claims
against all the defrauding parties, any guarantors who did not participate in the fraud, and importantly,
a claim against the title insurer for its damages. Prior to the initiation of judicial foreclosure
proceedings, Regions had the 149-unit apartment complex appraised for $8,300,000 and the REVS
appraiser adjusted the value to $11,500,000 to represent the value of the entire 198-unit property. The
3/31/2009 PLR, attached as Exhibit 9, indicated that the proceeds of the fraudulently sold units
approximated $6,000,000. Thus Regions' claim against the title insurer was the greater of $3,200,000
(the difference between $11,500,000 and $8,300,000) or the proceeds of the unit sales, reportedly
approximately $6,000,000.
Upon foreclosure, Regions would own a 198-unit apartment complex valued at $11,500,000 or if it so
chose, a 149-unit apartment complex valued at $8,300,000 plus a claim against the title insurer for the
net proceeds of the "sale" (as condominium units) of 49-units, reported to be approximately
$6,000,000, for a total value of collateral of approximately $14,300,000. As of March 31, under either
scenario, the collateral value well-secured the outstanding loan of $10,982,542 and Regions had clearly
placed the loan in the process of collection. Therefore, it was appropriate to leave this loan in an
accruing status as of March 31, 2009.
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Loan #4. Glove Factory Land Holdings, LLC
This was Regions' construction loan on a high-rise Tennessee River-front condominium project that
suffered significant construction delays and cost overruns. Regions held two deeds of trust ("DOT") on
the project, the first priority DOT and a junior priority DOT securing a "mezzanine" loan of $2,600,000.
At the time the loan was in default, Regions estimated that the cost to complete the project was
$6,543,000 (Exhibit 10). However, after removing the funds budgeted for construction period interest
accrual, interest reserve, operating reserves, and contingency, the actual hard costs estimated to
complete the project was $5,758,000. The principal balance of the first DOT loan on March 31, 2009
was $22,134,000 and the REVS review of the "as completed" value of the project was $26,410,000. In
any case, I believe that Regions should have recognized a full loss of its $2,000,000 mezzanine loan (and
a reversal of all accrued but uncollected interest, if any) since it clearly held a junior lien position which
would be terminated upon the foreclosure of Regions' first priority Deed of Trust. Adding the
$5,758,000 in estimated cost of completion to the March 31, 2009 principal balance of $22,123,634 the
first DOT note yields a total anticipated outstanding balance of $28,227,505. Comparing that total to
the most current REVS estimated value of $26,410,000 leads me to believe that, although it was a close
judgment, Regions should have placed this loan in non-accrual status as of March 31, 2009.
A second charge concerning this loan has been made by the SEC. That charge is that because Mr. Neely
was having discussions with potential note purchasers (or their agents) concerning a possible sale of this
note, which discussions included ranges of possible prices at which the note and collateral documents
could be purchased, that Mr. Neely was under obligation to classify the note as one Regions "held for
sale" as of March 31, 2009. As of March 31, 2009, there had been no formal offer and acceptance for
the purchase of the note and no documentation, including a standard, non-binding first-step-toward
purchase letter of intent, had been executed (or even drafted). In its agreement with Fifth Third Bank
and that bank's former Chief Financial Officer, the SEC acknowledged that the appropriate standard
under GAAP for placement of loans in the held for sale category requires much more formality than
mere oral discussions about the possible purchase of a note within a range of prices. The judgment
reflecting that agreement is attached as Exhibit 11. Because there was no formalized agreement in
place respecting the purchase and sale of the Glove Factory Land Holdings, LLC note and collateral
documentation as of March 31, 2009, this loan should not have been listed among Regions' inventory of
notes held for sale as of that date.
Loan #5. Jones & Jones Investments, LLC
This credit exposure, in the amount of $1,956,852, is inclusive of a $156,982 standby letter of credit,
provided to Greenville County, South .Carolina to assure final completion of this subdivision phase's
infrastructure, and was sixty (60) days delinquent as of March 31, 2009. The appraised value of the
subdivision, including 38 developed lots and approximately 39 acres of additional, yet-to-be-developed
land, was $1,855,000 as of September 9, 2008. As of March 31, 2009, the borrower had sold 171ots to a
single builder which had discontinued purchasing lots in the subdivision in April of 2008. Under these
circumstances, with credit exposure in excess of the collateral value and no reported sales in nearly a
year, my judgment, as of March 31, 2009, would likely have been that it was doubtful that all of the
principal and accrued interest on this loan ultimately would be collected. Therefore, my opinion is that
the loan should have been placed in non-accrual status as of that date.
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Loan #6. Kicklighter Custom Homes, Inc.
This principal credit exposure, in the amount of $2,568, 880, was comprised of ten (10) separate loans
secured by five single-family residences and by five additional residential lots. Nine of the ten notes
were delinquent from ten (10) to seventy-nine (79) days as of March 31, 2009. Although updated
appraisals reviewed by Regions' REVS in March, 2009 reflected a significantly lower appraised value of
$1,593,000, the March Problem Loan Report did not reflect knowledge of those appraisals and listed the
year-old collateral values of $2,739,000. Employing the values reported in the 2008 appraisals, given the
delinquency status of nine of the ten notes and their monthly interest accrual rates, the guarantor's
reported reluctance to use retirement liquidity to pay accrued interest, and the well reported trend of
declining Florida real estate values, I would likely have judged the prospects for full collection of all
principal and accrued interest to be doubtful as of March 31, 2009. My opinion, therefore, is that these
loans should have been placed in non-accrual status as of that date.
Loan #7. McCar Homes, Inc. et al.
This was Regions' 12% participation in a Wachovia Bank-led secured, revolving builder's line of credit.
Because its size exceeded $20 million and was funded by three or more regulated institutions, the credit
facility was considered a shared national credit ("SNC"). As of March 31, 2009, loan advances were from
0-36 days delinquent and the agent bank was negotiating a forbearance agreement which would put in
place a Chief Liquidation Officer to manage an orderly liquidation of the collateral and the company.
The Problem Loan Report of that date reported that collateral advances were within loan agreement
margins. Although a preliminary liquidation budget forecasted a bank group loss of principal, the
budget was stiff in negotiation as of March 31, 2009 and the most current balance sheet of the
consolidated entity reflected a net worth of $74 million. As a shared national credit, preliminary results
of the regulatory examination were due in May (see Exhibit 12). Because that program's primary
objective is the maintenance of consistent risk ratings by all SNC participants, under these particular
circumstances, it was reasonable for Regions to await the soon-to-be released preliminary examination
results before making a decision concerning the continuing accrual of interest on this credit facility. In
an e-mail message to regional managers dated March 16, 2009, Jeff Kuehr, the head of Regions' Special
Asset Department, expressed this judgment. Therefore, leaving this loan participation on accrual was
reasonable as of March 31, 2009.
Loan #8. Oak Ridge Land Company, LLC
This credit facility was comprised of seven (7) different advances under an approved Officer's Guidance
Line of Credit for the acquisition of land (1AOO acresL the development of a large residential community
known as Rarity Ridge in eastern Tennessee near Oak Ridge, and the construction of to-be-sold single
family residences and commercial facilities, and common area improvements within the development.
On March 31, 2009, the outstanding balance of the seven advances was $15,723,602 and each advance
was 80 days delinquent on interest payments. In addition, Regions had issued standby letters of credit
providing assurance of completion of certain infrastructure in a total amount of approximately
$3A08,000. The advances and letters of credit were secured by a "master" deed of trust on all of the
land, developed residential and commercial lots, and constructed single-family residences built for
resale to the public. According to the Regions' REVS review completed on June 24, 2008 of the appraisal
performed as of June 15, 2008, and after certain adjustments reducing the total estimated value of the
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commercial facilities, the security for the advances were valued at $32,455,000, providing an exp osure
to-collateral value ratio of 59%.
Although well secured by the collateral, the guarantor's liquidity had been depleted from the reduction
in sales velocity in this and seven additional large residential developments, leading to the delinquencies
Regions was experienCing as of March 31, 2009. Under Regions' non-accrual policy, the primary test for
non-accrual status is doubt that all principal and all interest will be collected. In view of the collateral
coverage of the credit exposure, based on appraisals prepared in the previous nine months, Regions'
judgments that the collection of all principal and accrued interest remained likely, and the recognition of
accrued interest as revenue was reasonable. Therefore, these advances should not have been placed in
non-accrual status as of March 31, 2009.
Loan #9. Paramount Saturn, Ltd.
This loan was among those identified by the SEC as being intentionally withheld from non-accrual status
as of March 31, 2009. From the records I reviewed, it appears that the loan was, in fact, placed in non
accrual status on March 27, 2009. Therefore, I have not analyzed the non-accrual status decision made
for this loan.
Loan #10. Resorts Construction, LLC
The outstanding balance on this account of $21,154,750 was comprised of two separate construction
loans to build ninety-six (96) townhome condominiums for retail sale in the Orlando, Florida area. By
March 31, 2009, the maturity date of both notes, the borrower was 59 days delinquent on interest
payments on both notes. It was evident that construction was behind schedule and the project was
over its original budget. The original loan commitments and the appraisals supporting the transactions
reflected the significant benefit of 56 pre-construction contracts to purchase the to-be-constructed units
upon their completion. Those appraisals reflected an "as completed" value for the 56 pre-sold units at
$40,000,000 and the 40 to-be-marketed units at $24,000,000 for a total collateral value of $64,000,000.
Regions Bank's construction loans were only part of the overall structure arranged to provide the
financing to develop the entire subdivision. The subdivision infrastructure was financed by the issuance
of bonds by the subdivision's community development district, a common practice in Florida and other
resort destinations, and there was apparently also a subordinated, mezzanine lender. Before March 31,
2009, the community development district bonds had fallen into default due to the delay in construction
of portions of the subdivision's common area facilities. liens had been filed on the units and Regions
Bank had quantified the costs remaining to complete the construction of the town homes at
approximately $5,000,000. The file does not reflect precisely why there was such a major discrepancy
between the original commitment amounts and the amount of funding then required to complete the
units. As of March 31, 2009 the collateral consisted of 29 completed units-11 of which were under
contract for sale-40 partially completed units, and building pads for the remaining 27 units.
A quick calculation made by adding the costs to complete to the then outstanding balances yielded a
total credit exposure of $26,154,720, still considerably less that the originally anticipated (two years
earlier) value of $64,000,000. Although it was clear that the value of the units were negatively affected
by the failure of the developer to complete some of the infrastructure critical to marketing the units,
including a water theme-park in the adjacent subdivision, it was by no means doubtful as of March 31,
2009, that the value of the units upon completion would be insufficient to repay all of the bank's
8
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principal and interest. Therefore, the placement of these loans in non-accrual status, as of March 31,
2009, would not have been appropriate.
Loan #11. Richland Investments, LLC
Richland Investments, LLC was a single-member Florida limited liability company, owned by John H.
"Jack" Bray, a long-time and highly successful customer of one of Region's legacy institutions, AmSouth
Bank. Although Bray moved his operations and reoriented his investments to California in 2003, Regions
continued to lead a two-bank funded revolving borrowing-base land acquisition and development line of
credit margined at 60% of appraised values. Richland's economic model was to buy well located large
tracts of undeveloped and at times, un-entitled land during economic downturns from institutional
owners that acquired the land via foreclosure (or from other owners with significant motivation to sell
their non-income producing assets) and to hold, entitle, develop, subdivide, and resell the constituent
parcels upon the return of normalized economic conditions. An example of one such seller was the U. S.
government-owned Resolution Trust Corporation.
In July of 2007, Regions increased Richland's participated revolving line of credit from $60 million to $80
million and added a third funding bank to the lending group, causing the credit facility to fall within the
S hared National Credits Program. The collateral pool was comprised entirely of California real estate, in
ten major tracts, still margined at 60% of value (although near 100% of distressed purchase prices), and
Regions retained its 56.25% participation in the facility scheduled to mature in June of 2009. As of
March 31, 2009, Regions Bank's share of the outstanding advances was $41,852,606. During the first
quarter of 2009, Regions began the process of updating its appraisals of the California tracts,
presumably in anticipation of the upcoming maturity. Upon completion of the appraisal and appraisal
review process in June of 2009, the indicated change in values was staggering: total appraised values of
the ten tracts declined from $126,246,000 to $41,015,000 over the approximate two-year period
between appraisals, resulting in a change in collateral margins from 47 X%, well below regulatory LTV
guidelines for unimproved land, to 102%.
The dramatic reduction in California real estate sales activity which began in late 2007 severely reduced
Richland's sole source of cash flow and substantially depleted its balance sheet liquidity by year-end
2008. As a result, Regions had downgraded the credit facility to Substandard/Accruing (RR70) by
12/31/2008. The absence of revenues from Richland property sales and the pressure on its liquidity
were manifested in the 59-day delinquency status of the line's interest billings as of 3/31/2009.
During the first quarter of 2009, as mentioned above, the reappraisal process was started and the
mostly January-dated appraisals, prior to Regions REVS's reviews, estimated the collateral values at
$72,915,000, representing a 42% drop from their values of approximately 22 months earlier. Even
though the drop was substantial, these values continued to support the conclusion that it remained a
reasonable expectation that Regions would collect all of its principal and interest. The lenders and the
borrower proceeded accordingly through negotiations which eventually led to a one-year forbearance
agreement and the posting of a one-year interest reserve. Under these circumstances, in spite of the
delinquency status of the loan on March 31, 2009, it was reasonable for Regions Bank to expect to
collect all of its principal and interest and to continue to recognize accruing interest as revenue as of
that date.
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Loan #12. River Glen, LLC
This credit facility, which was closed in January of 2005, began as an $8,500,000 revolving term loan for
the purpose of land acquisition and residential lot development of approximately 210 acres in Nassau
County, Florida. At the time of the loan commitment, 258 of the anticipated 278 developed lots were
under lot purchase contracts with three residential builders which posted non-refundable deposits and
standby letters of credit in the combined amount of$930,000, representing approximately 8% of the lot
purchase prices. Required principal payments were matched to the take-down requirements of the
builders' purchase contracts. Due to the factors enumerated above which occurred after the loan was
closed-Florida overbuilding leading to significant price reductions, long-term disruption in the national
and local residential mortgage and construction finance markets, the extended length and severe depth
of the 2008 national recession, and the impact on consumer and business confidence and investment
decisions of the so-called financial crisis in which many of the largest American financial firms required
federal government support for their survival-the originally scheduled lot purchases did not occur as
envisioned and only one of the three residential contractors remained in business at the end of 2008.
As a result, the original development loan agreement was modified twice in 2007.
As of March 31, 2009, the remaining outstanding balance on the loan was $3,836,162 and the borrower
was 70 days delinquent in paying interest. The individual guarantors had earlier notified the account
officer that they did not have sufficient liquidity to bring the interest current, nor to meet the scheduled
April 9, 2009 principal and interest payment on the Community Development District's $10,000,000
infrastructure bonds. At the time of that notification in January, 2009, the account was downgraded t o
R R 7 0 (Substandard/Accruing) and transferred to the Special Assets Department for management.
The Regions Problem Loan Report of March 31, 2009 appropriately noted that the collateral value as of
that date was $4A70,000, reflecting the REVS appraiser's reductions in value because 111ots had been
sold since the appraisal was performed in June, 2008 and to reflect the 10% annual decline in lot values
in the Jacksonville MSA reflected in then-current market data. This reduction resulted in an increase in
the loan-to-collateral value ratio to 86% with indicated valuation equity of $633,838 as of March, 2009.
Therefore, I believe that the decision to allow this loan to continue to accrue interest represented a
reasonable judgment as of the end of March, 2009.
Loan #13. Seahaven Finance, LLC
This was a Regions Bank led Shared National Credit originated in April of 2006 in the total amount of
$73,000,000 for the purpose of constructing a 280-unit high-rise residential condominium in Panama
City Beach, Florida. The funding commitment was contingent upon the borrower obtaining sufficient
pre-construction sales contracts, supported by escrowed cash deposits of 10% of the purchase amount,
to repay the total loan. Half of the escrowed funds were available to be used by the developer as a
funding source for the project. The developer, a single-asset entity owned equally by four locally
resident brothers, obtained the required number of pre-construction sales contracts and the Regions
led bank group-Regions held a 41% ownership interest in the loan-began funding the construction
loan shortly after loan closing. The construction was completed in November of 2007 and the developer
closed on the sale of 144 of the completed units reducing the loan to $16,549A25 (Regions' share was
$6,801,113) as of March 31, 2009.
Approximately 136 of the pre-construction contracts were breached when the purchasers did not close
upon completion, presumably because of the oversupply of Gulf Coast condominium units (and othe r
economic factors previously discussed) and the resulting significant reductions in unit values. After
10
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litigation determined that the borrower was entitled to keep the balance of the escrowed deposits as
liquidated damages, the developers were left with a large number of unsold condominium units in a
very distressed market. Regions engaged an appraisal of the remaining 136 units and common areas of
the development in January of 2009, coinciding with the original loan maturity date. After its review in
mid-March by the REVS appraiser, the final appraised value (after adjusting for seven unit sales closed in
March) was $17,192,000 versus the remaining loan balance of $16,549,425.
The loan, which had been renewed at maturity until January of 2010, was not delinquent on March 31,
2009. As of that date the loan was fully secured by the real estate collateral and the most recently
completed financial statements of the guarantors, dated as of October, 2008 reflected combined
guarantor net worth of $127 million , including liquid assets of $3.9 million, representing approximately
one-year's accrual of interest at the note's interest rate.
Just prior to completion of construction in September of 2007, one of the four members of the
borrower, Clark Bennett, died. Because Mr. Clark Bennett's personal financial statement reflected
ownership of the majority of the combined liquid assets, Regions' attorney filed the appropriate process
to protect its right to file a claim in Mr. Bennett's estate, when probated. Given the collateral's
appraised value and the considerable combined net worth and liquidity of the guarantors-Clark
Bennett's decedent's estate was in the process of being probated as of March 31, 2009-my judgment
at that time would have been that the ultimate full collection of the outstanding principal and interest
was likely. Therefore, the decision to leave the loan in accruing status was a reasonable judgment under
the facts and circumstances known at that time.
Loan #14. Waters Edge One, LLC
This loan represented Regions Bank's 22% participation in a 2005 Wachovia Bank-led Shared National
Credit syndication of a $90,000,000 condominium construction loan to a single-asset affiliate of a large
national real estate development company, Opus South Corporation. The borrower developed 152
residential units at Clearwater, Florida. As a condition to funding the construction loan, the borrower
was required to obtain a sufficient number of pre-construction sales to represent 80% of the loan
amount. These contracts were supported by escrowed deposits representing 20% of the purchase price
of each unit. As the project approached completion in the fall of 2007, market conditions had changed
significantly so that the contract purchase prices were substantially above the then-current market price
of residential condominium units offered for sale. Brought to light by purchaser-initiated litigation, the
contract language contained a fatal flaw of some nature that allowed the purchasers to rescind their
contracts for up to three years after completion of construction if they so desired. The law firm
responsible for drafting the contracts admitted its error and the absence of a meaningful solution, given
the extant economic and market conditions. An appraisal of the project was engaged and the appraiser
provided January, 2008 value estimates for three scenarios. Because of the changes in general
economic and local real estate market conditions Region's review appraiser selected the worst case of
the three scenarios as the most likely to occur. The market value estimate for that scenario, as of
January 31, 2008 was a total value of $67,700,000 versus the loan commitment of $90,000, 000, a 133%
loan-to-collateral value ratio ("LTV").
The bank group and the borrower entered negotiations for a loan modification and came to terms that
reduced the outstanding loan balance by 10%, provided the bank group with additional collateral and
required quarterly curtailments designed to bring the LTV back to 70% over a period of approximately
one year. The borrower continued to pay interest as due and made curtailments required through
11
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December, 2008, reducing the loan to 80% of the January, 2008 appraised value. The modified loan
became delinquent when the borrower failed to make its February, 2009 interest payment and the loan
was 50 days delinquent as of March 31, 2009. At that time, based on the most recent appraisal, the
loan was well secured (80% LTV). Failed attempts by the ultimate parent to negotiate the release of its
commitment to fund the borrower led to the filing of the borrower's bankruptcy petition on April 22,
2009. A significant asset of the borrower (and the debtor-in-possession) was its clearly demonstrated
claim for legal malpractice against the contract drafting law firm. Given the significance of the damages
arising from the admitted malpractice and the recent improvement in the bank group's collateral
position, I believe that it was an exercise of reasonable judgment to defer placing its participation
interest in non-accrual status as of March 31, 2009.
Loan #15. Wilval, LLC
This loan, in the amount of $5,248,141 as of March 31, 2009, began as a 2005 land acquisition and
development loan for residential lots in Henrico County, Virginia. The lots were to be taken down by a
single contractor which contributed $2,000,000 of the purchase price of the to-be-developed land. In
2006 the contractor reversed its decision to build and sell houses at this location and no development
funds were ever advanced. The borrower attempted to secure other contractors to purchase the lots
once developed but market conditions were unfavorable and until the first quarter of 2009 those efforts
were unsuccessful. The 2007 appraisal valued the land at $9,600,000 under a development scenario.
Although interest was 59 days delinquent on March 31, 2009, the guarantors had agreed to provide
additional collateral of sufficient value to support a one-year interest reserve. The borrower had
reached an informal agreement with Ryan Homes, a large national homebuilder with plans to build in
this location beginning in late 2010, to develop the lots for its use. Because the primary collateral well
secured the outstanding principal balances, because of the provision of additional collateral and the
establishment of a one-year interest reserve, and the informal plans with a reputable national
homebuilder to reinstate the original primary source of repayment of the loan, the ultimate collection of
the principal and any accrued but unpaid interest did not appear in doubt as of March 31, 2009.
Therefore, placement of the loan in non-accrual status at that time was not warranted in my judgment.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this exercise of reviewing Regions' decisions based on documented information available
at the time the decisions were made demonstrates the imprecise nature of these judgments. This is
especially true of judgments made based on subjective probabilities of the occurrence of future events,
including the evaluation of the likelihood that a creditor will be able to collect all of its principal and
interest. Each person's judgment is informed, and to some degree biased, by his personal experiences;
therefore, reasonable judgments can and do differ given the same information available to different
decision makers. The same decision maker may reasonably reach different judgments based on similar
information at different times because of changes in outlook.
The detailed collaborative process employed by Regions Bank each month resulting in accrual status
decisions reflected a consensus of judgments. While I may have made different judgments based on the
same information available to decision makers at the time, this exercise demonstrates that as of
March 31, 2009, experienced and informed decision makers can reasonably differ in their judgments.
The exhibits referred to in this report are attached.
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Exhibit 1-March 10, 1999 Joint Interagency Letter to Financial Institutions
Exhibit 2-July 12, 1999 Joint Interagency Letter to Financial Institutions
Exhibit 3-lnteragency Policy Statement on the Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses
Exhibit 4-May 21, 1999 Memorandum to Domestic Banking Organizations Supervised by the Federal
Reserve (with Exhibit DC-80A: Application of FASB Statements 5 and 114 to a Loan Portfolio)
Exhibit 5-Regions Bank Loan Policy Section 500-8
Exhibit 6-Regions Bank 3/31/2009 Problem Loan Report (Designers Choice Cabinetry)
Exhibit 7-Regions Bank Non-accrual on Problem Loans Policy
Exhibit 8-Regions Bank 3/31/2009 Problem Loan Report (Eighteen Investments, Inc.)
Exhibit 9-Regions 3/31/2009 Problem Loan Report (First West Cutler Gardens, LLC)
Exhibit 10-Forecast Cost to Complete (Glove Factory Land Holdings, LLC)
Exhibit 11-0rder Instituting Public Administrative and Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, Making Findings,
and Imposing Remedial Sanctions and Cease-and-Desist Orders and Penalties, SEC vs. Fifth Third Bank,
File No. 3-15635
Exhibit 12-0CC Bulletin 1998-21 (Shared National Credit Program)
Exhibit 13-Summary of Professional Experience
Exhibit 14-Prior Expert Testimony
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The Securities and Exchange Commission, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Federal
Reserve Board, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and Office ofThrift Supervision
have jointly issued the attached letter to financial institutions on the allowance for loan
losses.
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JOINT INTERAGENCY LETTER TO FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Last November, the Securities and Exchange Commission, Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, Federal Reserve Board, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and Office
ofThrift Supervision (the Agencies) issued a Joint Interagency Statement in which they
reaffirmed the importance of credible financial statements and meaningful disclosure to
investors and to a safe and sound financial system. The Joint Interagency Statement
underscored the requirement that depository institutions record and report their allowance
for loan and lease losses in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP). We stress and continue to emphasize the importance of depository institutions
having prudent, conservative, but not excessive, loan loss allowances that fall within an
acceptable range of estimated losses. We recognize that today instability in certain global
markets, for example, is likely to increase loss inherent in affected institutions' portfolios
and consequently require higher allowances for credit losses than were appropriate in more
stable times.
Despite the issuance of the November Joint Interagency Statement, there is continued
uncertainty among financial institutions as to the expectations of the banking and securities
regulators on the appropriate amount, disclosure, and documentation of the allowance for
credit losses. The Agencies now announce additional measures designed to address this

, ·

continued uncertainty. These measures are consistent with the Agencies' mutual objective
of, and focus on, addressing prospectively, where feasible, issues related to improving the
documentation, disclosure, and reporting of loan loss allowances of financial institutions.
o

The Agencies are establishing a Joint Working Group, comprised of policy
representatives from each of the Agencies, to gain a better understanding of the
procedures and processes, including "sound practices," used generally by banking
organizations to determine the allowance for credit losses. An important aspect of
the Joint Working Group's activities will be to receive input fi·om representatives of
the banking industry and the accounting profession on these matters, and will not
involve joint examinations of institutions. The common base of knowledge that
results will facilitate the joint and individual eff01ts of the Agencies to provide
improved guidance on appropriate procedures, documentation, and disclosures to the
banking industry.This will assist the banking community in complying with GAAP
and will improve comparability among financial statements of depository and other
lending institutions.The Joint Working Group will also share information and

•

insights concerning issues of mutual concern that may arise.
Using information gathered through the Joint Working Group and fi·om
representatives of the accounting profession and the banking industry, the Agencies
will work together to issue parallel guidance, on a timely basis, and within a year on
the first two items listed below, in the folloviing key areas regarding credit loss
allowances:
o

Appropriate lvfethodologies and Supporting Documentation.The Agencies

intend to issue guidance that will suggest procedures and processes necessary
for a reasoned assessment of losses inherent in a portfolio and discuss ways

o

to ensure that documentation supports the reported allowance.
Enhanced Disclosures.This guidance will address appropriate disclosures of

allowances for credit losses and the credit quality of institutions' portfolios by

identifying key areas for enhanced disclosures, including the need for
institutions to disclose changes in risk factors and asset quality that affect
allowances for credit losses. The enhanced disclosures would contribute to
better understanding by investors and the public of the risk profile of banking
•

institutions and improve market discipline.
The Agencies will work together to encourage and support the Financial Accounting
Standards Board's process of providing additional guidance regarding accounting for
allowances for loan losses. The Agencies emphasize that GAAP requires that
management's determination be based on a comprehensive, adequately documented,
and consistently applied analysis of the particular institution's exposures, the effects
of its lending and collection policies, and its own loss experience under comparable

o

conditions.
In addition, the Agencies will support and encourage the task force of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) that is developing more specific
guidance on the accounting for allowances for credit losses and the techniques of
measuring the credit loss inherent in a portfolio at a particular date. In particular, the
AICPA task force will focus on providing guidance on how best to distinguish
probable losses inherent in the portfolio as of the balance sheet date-- the guidepost

agreed to by the Agencies for reporting allowances in accordance with GAAP

-

fi·om possible or future losses not inherent in the balance sheet as of that date.
Additionally, the Agencies will ask the AICPA task force to consider recently
developed portfolio credit risk measurement and management techniques that are
consistent with GAAP as part of this effort. The AICPA project already has been
initiated and will include representatives fi·om the accounting profession and the
o

banking industry, as well as observers fi·om the SEC and the banking agencies.
Senior staff of the Agencies will continue to meet to discuss banking industry
accounting and financial disclosure policy issues of interest that affect the
transparency of financial reporting and bank safety and soundness. These
discussions wiII address progress in the application of accounting and disclosure
standards by banking institutions, including those impacting the allowance for credit
losses, with particular focus on recently identified issues and trends. The meetings
also will be used to coordinate projects of the Agencies in areas of mutual interest.

The first of these meetings was held on January 27.

The Agencies believe that the actions announced above will promote a better and clearer
understanding among financial institutions of the appropriate procedures and processes for
determining credit losses in accordance with GAAP. The Agencies intend that these steps
will enhance the transparency of financial information and improve market discipline,
consistent with safety and soundness objectives. In recognition of the specialized regulatory
nature of the banking industry and in order to resolve ongoing uncertainties in the industry,
with the announcement of these initiatives, the Agencies' focus, in so far as feasible, will be
on enhancing allowance practices going forward.
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·

Over the past several months, the banking regulators aiJ.d the Securities and Exchange
Commission ("SEC") Gointly as the "Agencies") have worked together to provide a
consistent message on the allowance for loan losses. In a March I 0, I 999 Joint. .
Interagency Letter to Financial Institutions, the Agencies stated, "We recognize that
today instability in certain global markets, for example, is likely to increase loss inherent
in affected institutions ' portfolios and consequently require higher allowances for credit
losses than were appropriate in more stable times." On May I 9, I 999, SEC Chairman
Arthur Levitt reiterated this message and added, "Some have interpreted our efforts on
bank reserves to suggest that the SEC thinks reserves are too high and should be -lowered.
That couldn't be further. from the truth . . . I want to emphasize -- it is not our pollcy that
institutions artifici;;tlly lower resenies or ever have inadequate reserves."
As announced in the March I 0, 1 999 joint letter, efforts are ongoing to provide the
banking industry and accounting profession with enhanced guidance on appropriate
methodologies, disclosures, and supporting documentation fo r loan loss allowances. The
Agencies have agreed tb support· and encourage the FASB process and the AICPA
Allowanc e for Loan Losses Task Force in clarifying certain aspects of generally accepted
accounting principles CGAAP") related to loan loss allowances. In this regard, FASB
Emerging Issues Task Force Topic D-80 includes guidance on certain loan loss
accounting issues. In addition, the Joint Working Group of the Agencies (as described in
the March 1 0, 1 999 joir1tletter) is seeking input and guidance from the banking industry
and accounting profession in providing additional disclosure and documentation
guidance. This interagency letter, building on the prior interagency joint statements, is
intended to reaffirm fundamental principles concerning the loan loss allowance and to
highlight the future work of the Agencies in this area.

The Agencies have agreed on the following impmiant aspects of loan loss allowance
practices:
Arriving at an appropriate allowance involves a high degree of management judgment
and results in a range of estimated losses;
o

Prudent, conservative, but not excessive, loan loss allowances that fall within an
acceptable range ofestimated losses are appropriate. In accordance with GAAP, an
institution should record its be t estimate within the range of credit losses, including
when management's best estimate _ is at the high end of the range;

o

D etermining the allowance for -loan losses is inevitably imprecise, and an appropriate
allowance falls within a range of estimated losses;

o

An "unallocated"

o

"

loan loss allowance is appropriate when it reflects an estiD?-ate of
probable losses, determined iii accordance with GAAP, and is properly ·supp()rted;
.
Allowance estimates should be based on a comprehensive, well-documented, and
consistently applied analysis of the loan portfolio; and
The loan loss allowance should take into consideration all available information
existing as of the financial statement date, including environmental factors such as
industry, geographi:cal, economic, and political factors.

The Agencies will continue to cooperate and communicate with respect to significant
issues of policy through their Chief Accountants' meetings. In addition, the SE staff
will consult with the appropriate banking regulators as part of the SEC's process::in
determining whether to ·take a significant action in their review of the accounting for a
financial institution's loan loss allowance.
As set forth in the March 1 0, 1 999 joint letter, the Agencies agreed to provide by March
2000 additional guidance regarding documentation and disclosure issues. In a4dition, as
indicated in that joint letter, certain other accounting issues will be addressed over the
next two years through the efforts of the AICPA Allowance for Loan Losses Task Force.
While this guidance is der development, financial institutions should follow GAAP,
including the concepts set forth herein and the guidance included with Topic D-80, as
they establish their loan loss allowances for financial reporting purposes.
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Interagency Policy Statement on the

Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses 1
Purpose

The Office of the Comptroller of the Cun·ency, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, the Federal D eposit Insurance Corporation, and the Office of Thrift Supervision, jointly
with the National Credit Union Administration, have revised the banking agencies' 1 993 policy
statement on the allowance for loan and lease losses (ALLL) to ensure consistency with
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) and more recent supervisory guidance. The
banking agencies originally issued the 1 993 policy statement to describe the responsibilities of
the boards of directors and management of banks and savings associa tions and of examiners
regarding the ALLL. This revision replaces the I 993 policy statement and also makes it
applicable to credit unions. In addition, the agencies are issuing the attached frequently asked
questions (FAQs) to assist institutions in complying with GAAP and ALLL supervis01y
guidance.
Backgrou n d

This policy statement reiterates key concepts and requirements included in GAAP and existing
ALLL supervisory guidance. 2
The principal sources of guidance on accounting for impainnent in a loan portfolio under GAAP
are S tatement of Financial Accounting S tandards No. 5, Accountingfor Contingencies (FAS 5),
and S tatement of Financial Accounting S tandards No . 1 1 4, A ccounting by Creditorsfor
Impairm ent ofa Loan (FAS 1 1 4). In addition, the Financial Accounting S tandards Board
Viewpoints article that is included in Emerging Issues Task Force Topic D-80 (EITF D-80),
Application ofFASB Statements No. 5 and No. 1 14 to a Loan Portfolio, presents questions and
answers that provide specific guidance on the interaction between these two FASB statements
and may b e helpful in applying them.

1 This policy statement applies to a l l deposit0 y institutions (institutions), except U.S. branches and agencies of
1
foreign banks, supervised by the Office of the Comptrol ler of the Currency, the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Office o fThrift Supervision (the "banking
agencies") and to institutions insured and supervised by the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA)
(collectively, the "agencies"). U .S . branches and agencies of foreign banks continue to be subject to any separate
guidance that has been issued by their primary supervisory agency.
2

As discussed more fu l ly in the "Nature and Purpose of the ALLL" section below, this policy statement and the
ALLL genera l ly do not address loans cmTied at fa ir val u e or loans held for sale. In addition, this pol icy statement
provides only li mited guidance on "purchased impaired loans."
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In July I 9 99, the banking agencies and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) issued a
Joint Interagency Letter to Financial Institutions. The letter stated that the banking agencies and
the SEC agreed on the following important aspects of loan loss allowance practices:
e�

o

An·iving a t an appropriate allowance involves a high degree of management judgment
and results in a range of estimated losses;
Prudent, conservative, but not excessive, loan loss allowances that fall within an
acceptable range of estimated losses are appropriate. In accordance with GAAP, an
instihttion should record its best estimate within the range of credit losses, including
when management's best estimate is at the high end of the range;

o

Determining the allowance for loan losses is inevitably imprecise, and an appropriate
allowance falls within a range of estimated losses;

«>

An "unallocated" loan loss allowance is appropriate when it reflects an estimate of
probable losses, detem1ined in accordance with GAAP, and is properly supported;

«>

Allowance estimates should be based on a comprehensive, well-documented, and
consistently applied analysis of the loan portfolio; and

«>

The loan loss allowance should take into consideration all available information existing
as of the financial statement da te, including environmental factors such as industry,
geographical, economic, and political factors .

In July 200 1 , the banking agencies issued a Policy Statement on Allowan cefor Loan and Lease
Losses Methodologies and Docwnentationfor Banks and Savings Institutions (20 0 1 Policy
S tatement). It is designed to assist instihttions in establishing a sound process for detennining an
a ppropriate ALLL and documenting that process in accordance with GAAP. 3 The guidance in
the 2001 Policy S tatement was substantially adopted by the NCUA through its Interpretative
Ruling and Policy S tatement 02-3 , Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses lvfethodologies and
Documentation for Federally Insured Credit Un ions in May 2002 (NCUA' s 2002 IRPS).

In March 2004, the agencies issued an Update on Accoun tingfor Loan and Lease Losses. This
guidance provided reminders of longstanding supervisory guidance as well as a listing of the
existing allowance guidance that instih1tions should continue to apply.
Nature and Purp o se of the ALLL

The ALLL represents one of the most significant estimates in an instirution's financial
statements and regulato1y reports. Because of its significance, each instihttion has a
3 The 200 1 Policy Statement and the 2002 NCUA IRPS are available on the agencies' Web sites. In addition, the
SEC staff issued parallel guidance in July 200 1 in Staff Accounting B u l letin No. I 02 - Selected Loan Loss
Allowance Methodology and Documentation Issues (SAB I 02), which has been codified as Topic 6.L. in the SEC's
Codification of Staff Accounting Bul letins. Both SAB 1 02 and the Codification are available on the SEC's Web
site.

-3 responsibility for developing, maintaining, and documenting a comprehensive, systematic, and
consistently applied process for detennining the amounts of the ALLL and the provision for loan
and l ease losses (PLLL) . To fulfill this responsibility, each institution should ensure controls are
in place to consistently detennine the ALLL in accordance with GAAP, the institution's s tated
policies and procedures, management's best judgment and relevant supervisory guidance.
As of the end of each quarter, or more fi·equently if warranted, each institution must analyze the
4
collectibility of its loans and leases held for investment (hereafter refen·ed to as "loans") and
maintain an ALLL at a level that is appropriate and determined in accordance with GAAP. An
appropriate ALLL covers estimated credi t losses on individually evaluated loans that are
determined to b e impaired as well as estimated credi t losses inherent in the remainder of the loan
and lease portfolio . The ALLL does not apply, however, to loans carried at fair value, loans held
for sale/ off-balance sheet credit exposures 6 (e.g. financial instnunents such as off-balance sheet
l oan commitments, standby letters of credit, and guarantees), or general or unspecified business
risks.
For purposes of tllis policy statement, the term "estimated credit losses" means an estimate of the
CUITent amount of loans that i t is probable the institution will be unable to collect given facts and
circumstances as of the evaluation date. Thus, estimated credit losses represent net charge-offs
that are likely to be realized for a loan or group of loans. These estimated credit losses should
meet the criteria for accrual of a loss contingency (i.e., through a provision to the ALLL) set
forth in GAAP. 7 When available infonnation confirms that specific loans, or portions thereof,
are uncollectible, these amounts should be promptly charged off against the ALLL.

-l

Consistent with the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants' (AICPA) Statement of Position 0 1 -6,

Accounting by Certain Elllilies (Including Entities With Trade Receivab/eJ

That Lend to or Finance the Activities of

Others, loans and leases held for investmen t are those loans and leases that the institution hi! t!1e intent and abil ity

to hold for the foreseeable future o r until maturity o r payoff.
5 Refer to the "Interagency Guidance on Cet1ain Loans Held for Sale" (March 26, 200 1 ) for the appropriate
accounting and reporting treatment for certain l oans that are sold directly from the loan portfolio or transferred to a
held-tor-sale account. Loans held for sale are reported at the l o wer of cost or fair value. Declines in value occurring
a fter the transfer o f a loan to the held-for-sale portfo l io are accounted tor as adjustments to a valuation allowance for
held-for-sale loans and not as adjustments to the ALLL.
6 Credit l osses on o ff-balance sheet credit exposures should be estimated in accordance with FAS 5. Any allowance
tor credit losses on off-balance sheet exposures should be reported on the balance sheet as an "Other Liability," not
as pm1 o f the ALLL.
7 FAS 5 requires the accrual of a loss contingency when informat ion available prior to the issuance of the financial
statements indicates it is probable that an asset has been impaired at the date of the financial statements and the
amount of loss can b e reasonably estimated. These conditions may be considered in relation to individual loans or
in relation to groups o f similar types o f loans. If the conditions are mel, accrual should be made even though the
particular loans that are uncollectible may not be identifiable. Under FAS l 1 4, an individual loan is impa ired when,
based on current i n formation and events, it is probable that a cred itor will be unable to collect all amounts due
according to the contractual terms o f the loan agreement. It is implicit in these conditions that it must be probable
that one or more future events will occur confirming the fact of the loss. Thus, under GAAP, the purpose of the
ALLL is not to absorb a l l o f the risk in the loan portfol io, but to cover probable credit losses that have already been
incurred.

-4For "purchased impaired loans," 8 GAAP prohibits "canying over" or creating an ALLL in the
initial recording o f these loans. However, if, upon evaluation subsequent to acquisition, it is
probable that the instit11tion will be unable to collect all cash flows expected at acquisition on a
purchased impaired loan (an estimate that considers both timing and amount), the loan should be
considered impaired for purposes of applying the measurement and other provisions ofFAS 5 or,
if applicable, FAS 1 1 4.
Estimates of credit losses should reflect consideration of all significant factors that affect the
collectibility of the portfolio as of the evaluation date. For loans within the scope o f FAS 1 1 4
that are individually evaluated and determined to be impaired, 9 these estimates should reflect
consideration of one of the standard 's three impairment measurement methods as of the
evaluation date: ( I ) the present value of expected future cash flows discounted at the loan's
effective interest rate, 1 0 (2) the loan ' s observable market piice, or (3) the fair value of the
collateral if the loan is collateral dependent.
An institution may choose the appropriate FAS 1 1 4 measurement method on a loan-by-loan
basis for an individually impaired loan, except for an impaired collateral-dependent loan. The
agencies require impai1ment of a collateral-dependent loan to be measured using the fair value o f
collateral method. A s defined i n FA S 1 1 4, a loan i s collateral dependent i f repayment of the loan
is expected to be provided solely by the underlying collateral. In general, any portion of the
recorded investment in a collateral-dependent loan (including any capitalized accmed interest,
net deferred loan fees or costs, and unamortized premium or discount) in excess of the fair value
of the collateral that can be identified as uncollectible, and is therefore deemed a confinned loss,
should be promptly charged off against the ALLL. 1 1

3

A "purchased impaired loan" is defined as a loan that an institution has purchased, including a loan acquired in a
p u rchase business combination, that has evidence of deterioration of credit quality since its origination and for
which it is probable, at the purchase date, that the institution will be unable to collect all contractually required
payments. When reviewing the appropriateness of the repm1ed ALLL of an institution with purchased impaired
loans, examiners should consider the credit losses factored into the initial investment in these loans when
determining whether further deterioration, e.g., decreases in cash flows expected to be collected, has occurred since
the loans were purchased. The agencies' regulatory reports and disclosures in financial statements may provide
usefu l information for examiners in reviewing these loans. Refer to the AICPA's Statement of Position 03-3,
Accountingfor Certain Loans or Debt Securities Acq uired in a Tr ansfer, for further guidance on the appropriate
accounting.
FAS I 14 does not specify how an institution should identify loans that are to be eval uated for collectibil ity nor
does it speci fy how an insti tution sh ould determine that a loan is impaired. An institution should apply its normal
loan review procedures in making those judgments. Refer to the FAQs for further guidance.

9

10

The effective interest rate on a loan is the rate of return implicit in the loan (that is, the contractual in terest rate
a dj usted for any net deferred loan fees or costs and any prem ium or discount existing at the origination or
acquisition o f the loan).
11

For further information, banks and savings associations should refer to the Il lustration in Appendix B of the 2001
Pol icy Statement. Credit u n ions should refer to the section heading "Application of GAAP" in the NCUA 's 2002
IRPS .
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All o ther loans, including individually evaluated loans determined not to be impaired under FAS
1 1 4, should be included in a group of loans that is evaluated for impairment under FAS 5 . 1 2
While an institution may segment its loan portfolio into groups of loans based on a variety of
factors, the loans within each group should have similar risk characteristics. For example, a loan
that is fi.tlly collatera lized with risk-free assets should not be grouped with uncollateralized loans.
When estimating credit losses on each group of loans with similar risk characteristics, an
institution should consider its historical loss experience on the group, ac(justedfor changes in
trends, conditions, and other relevcmtfactors that affect repayment of the loans as of the
evaluation date.
For analytical purposes, an institution should attribute portions of the ALLL to loans that it
evaluates and determines to be impaired under FAS 1 I 4 and to groups of loans that it evaluates
collectively under FAS 5 . However, the ALLL is available to cover all charge-offs that arise
from the Joan portfolio.
Respo n sibilities o f the Board of Directors and Management

Appropriate ALLL Level
Each institution's management is responsible for maintaining the ALLL at an appropriate level
and for documenting i ts analysis according to the standards set forth in the 200 1 Policy
S tatement or the NCUA 's 2002 IRPS, as applicable. Thus, management should evaluate the
ALLL reported on the balance sheet as of the end of each quarter (and for credit unions, prior to
paying dividends), or more frequently if wananted, and charge or credit the PLLL to b1ing the
ALLL to an appropriate level as of each evaluation date. The d etennination of the amounts of
the ALLL and the PLLL should be based on management's current judgments about the credit
quality of the loan portfolio, and should consider all known relevant intemal and extemal factors
that affect loan collectibility as of the evaluation date. Management's evaluation is subject to
review by examiners. An institution's failure to analyze the co llectibility of the Joan pmifolio
and maintain and suppOii an approp1iate ALLL in accordance with GAAP and supervisory
guidance is generally an unsafe and unsound practice.
In canying out its responsibility for maintaining an appropriate ALLL, management is expected
to adopt and adhere to w1itten policies and procedures that are appropriate to the size of the
institution and the nature, scope, and risk of its lending activities. At a minimum, these policies
and procedures should ensure that:
o

The institution's process for determining an appropriate level for the ALLL is based on a
comprehensive, well-documented, and consistently applied analysis of its loan
portfolio. 13 The analysis should consider all significant factors that affect the

1 An individually evaluated loan that is determined not to be impaired under FAS ! 1 4 should be evaluated under
FAS 5 when specific characteristics of the loan indicate that it is probable there wou l d be estimated credit l osses in a
group of loans with those characteristics. Refer to the FAQs for further guidance.
1 3 As noted i n the 200 1 Policy Statement and the NCUA's 2002 IRPS, an institution with less complex lending
activities and products may fi nd i t more efficient to combine a number o f procedures wh ile continuing to ensure that
the institution has a consistent and appropriate ALLL methodology. Thus, much of the supporting documentation
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collectibility of the portfolio and should support the cred it losses estimated by this
process.
o

o

o

o

o

The institution has an effective loan review system and controls (including an effective
loan classification or credit grading system) that identifY, monitor, and address asset
quality problems in an accurate and timely manner. 14 To be effective, the institution's
loan review system and controls must be responsive to changes in intemal and extemal
factors affecting the level of credit risk in the portfolio.
The institution has adequate data capture and reporting systems to supply the inf01mation
necessary to support and document its estimate of an appropriate ALLL.
The institution evaluates any loss estimation models before they are employed and
modifies the models' assumptions, as needed, to ensure that the resulting loss estimates
are consistent with GAAP. To demonstrate this consistency, the institution should
d ocument i ts evaluations and conclusions regarding the appropriateness of estimating
credit losses with the models or other estimation tools. The institution should also
document and support any adjustments made to the models or to the output of the models
in determining the estimated credit losses.
The institution promptly charges off loans, or portions of loans, that available inf01mation
c onfirms to be uncollectible.
The institution periodically validates the ALLL methodology. This validation process
should include procedures for a review, by a party who is independent of the institution's
credit approval and ALLL estimation processes, of the ALLL methodology and its
application in order to confim1 its effectiveness. A party who is independent of these
processes could be the internal audit staff, a 1isk management unit of the institution, an
extemal auditor (subject to applicable auditor independence standards), or another
c ontracted third party from outside the institution. One party need not perform the entire
analysis as the validation can be divided among various independent parties.

The board of directors is responsible for overseeing management's significant judgments and
estimates p ertaining to the determination of an appropriate ALLL. This oversight should include
but is no t limited to :
o

Reviewing and approving the institution's written ALLL policies and procedures at least
annually.

required for an institution with more complex products or p011fol ios may be combined into fewer supporting
documents in an institution with less complex products or portfolios.
1 Loan review and loan classification or cred i t grading systems are discussed in Attachment 1 . ln addition, banks
and savings associations shou l d refer to the asset qual i ty standards in the Interagency Guidel ines Establishing
Standards for Safety and Soundness adopted by their primary federal regulator, as fol lows: for national banks,
Appendix A to Part 30; for state member banks, Appendix D- l to Part 208; for state nonmember banks, Appendix A
to Part 364; and for savings associations, Appendix A to Part 570.
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Reviewing management's assessment and justification that the loan review system is
sound and appropriate for the size and complexity of the institution.

•

Reviewing management's assessment and justification for the amounts estimated and
reported each period for the PLLL and the ALLL.

o

Requiring management to periodically validate and, when appropriate, revise the ALLL
methodology.

For purposes of the Reports of Condition and Income (Call Repo1t) , the Thrift Financial Report
(TFR), and the NCUA Call Report (5300) an appropriate ALLL (after deducting all loans and
portions of loans confmned loss) should consist only of the following components (as
applicable), 15 the amounts of which take into account all relevan t ktcts and circumstances as o[
the evaluation date:
•

For loans within the scope ofFAS 1 1 4 that are individually evaluated and found to be
impaired, the associated ALLL should be based upon one of the three impainnent
measurement methods specified in FAS 1 1 4. 1 6

o

For all other loans, including individually evaluated loans detennined not to be impaired
under FAS 1 1 4, 1 7 the associated ALLL should be measured under FAS 5 and should
provide for all estimated credit losses that have been inctmed on groups of loans with
similar risk characteristics.

o

For estimated credit losses from transfer risk on cross-border loans, the impact to the
ALLL should be evaluated individually for impaired loans under FAS 1 1 4 or evaluated
on a group basis under FAS 5. See Attachment 2 for fhrther guidance on considerations
o f transfer risk on cross-border loans.

o

For estimated credit losses on accmed interest and fees on loans that have been reported
as part of the respective loan balances on the institution's balance sheet, the associated
ALLL should be evaluated under FAS 1 1 4 or FAS 5 as appropriate, if not already
included in one of the preceding components.

B ecause deposit accounts that are overdrawn (i.e. overdrafts) must be reclassified as loans on the
balance sheet, overdrawn accounts should be included in one of the first two components above,
as appropriate, and evaluated for estimated credit losses.

1 5 A component of the ALLL that is labeled "unal located" is appropriate when it reflects estimated credit losses
determined in accordance with GAAP and is properly supported and documented.
16

As previously noted, the use o f the fair value of collateral method is required for an individual l y evaluated loan
that is impaired i f the loan is collateral dependent.
17 See footnote 1 2.

-8Detennining the appropriate level for the ALLL is inevitably imprecise and requires a high
degree of management judgment. Management's analysis should reflect a prudent, conservative,
but not excessive ALLL that falls within an acceptable range of estimated credit losses. When a
range of losses is detetmined, institutions should maintain appropriate documentation to support
the identified range and the rationale used for determining the best estimate from within the
range of loan losses.
As discussed more fi.!lly in Attachment 1 , it is essential that institutions maintain effective loan
review systems. An effective loan review system should work to ensure the accuracy of internal
credit classification or grading systems and, thus, the quality of the infonnation used to assess
the appropriateness of the ALLL. The complexity and scope of an institution's ALLL evaluation
process, loan review system, and o ther relevant controls should be appropriate for the size of the
institution and the nature of i ts lending activities. The evaluation process should also provide for
sufficient flexibility to respond to changes in the factors that affect the collectibility of the
portfolio.
Credit losses that arise from the transfer risk associated with an institution's cross-border lending
activities require special consideration. In particular, for banks with cross-border lending
exposure, management should determine that the ALLL is appropriate to cover estimated losses
from transfer risk associated with this exposure over and above any minimum amount that the
Interagency Countly Exposure Review Committee requires to be provided in the Allocated
Transfer Risk Reserve (or charged off against the ALLL). These estimated losses should meet
the criteria for accmal of a loss contingency set forth in GAAP. (See Attachment 2 for factors to
consider.)
Factors to Consider in the Estimation of Credit Losses
Estimated credit losses should refl ect consideration of all significant factors that affect the
collectibility of the portfolio as of the evaluation date. Normally, an institution should detem1ine
the historical loss rate for each group of loans with similar risk characteristics in its portfolio
based on its own loss experience for loans in that group. While historical Joss expe1ience
provides a reasonable s tarting point for the institution's analysis, historical losses, or even recent
trends in losses, do not by themselves form a sufficient basis to detennine the appropriate level
for the ALLL. Management should also consider those qualitative or environmental factors that
are likely to cause estimated credit losses associated with the institution's existing portfolio to
differ from historical loss expe1ience, including but not limited to:
o

Changes in lending policies and procedures, including changes in underwriting standards
and collection, charge-off, and recovery practices not considered elsewhere in estima ting
credit losses.
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Changes in international, national, regional, and local economic and business conditions
and developments that affect the collectibility of the portfolio, including the condition o f
various market segments. 1 8

o

Changes in the nature and volume of the portfolio and in the terms of loans.

"

Changes in the experience, ability, and depth of lending management and other relevant
s taff.

e

Changes in the volume and severity of past due loans, the volume of nonaccmal loans,
and the volume and severity of adversely classified or graded loans. 1 9

o

Changes in the quality of the institution's loan review system.

o

Changes in the value of underlying collateral for collateral-dependent loans.

o

The existence and effect of any concentrations of credit, and changes in the level of such
concentrations.

o

The effect of other external factors such as competition and legal and regulatory
requirements on the l evel of estimated credit losses in the instit11tion' s existing portfolio.

In addition, changes in the level of the ALLL should be directionally consistent with changes in
the factors, taken as a whole, that evidence credit losses, keeping in mind the characteristics of
an institution's loan portfolio. For example, if decl ining credit quality trends relevant to the
types of loans in an institution' s portfolio are evident, the ALLL level as a percentage of the
portfolio should generally increase, barring unusual charge-off activity. S imilarly, if improving
credit quality trends are evident, the ALLL level as a percentage of the portfolio should generally
decrease.
Measurement of Estimated Credi t Losses
FA S 5

When measuring estimated credit losses on groups of loans with similar risk characteristics in
accordance with FAS 5, a widely used method is based on each group ' s his tmical net charge-off
rate adjusted for the effects of the qualitative or environmental factors discussed previously. As
18 Credit loss and recovery experience may vary significantly depending upon the stage of the business cycle. For
example, an over reliance on credit loss experience during a period of economic growth w i l l not resu l t in realistic
estimates of cred i t losses during a period of economic downtum.
1 9 For banks and savings associations, adversely classified or graded loans are loans rated "Substandard" (or its
equivalent) or worse u n der the institution's loan classification system. For credit unions, adversely graded loans are
loans included in the more severely graded categories under the institution's credit grading system, i .e., those l oans
that tend to be incl uded in the credit union's "watch l ists."
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the first step in applying this method, management generally bases the historical net charge-off
rates on the "annualized" historical gross loan charge-offs, less recoveries, recorded by the
instit11tion on loans in each group.
Methodologies for determining the historical net charge-off rate on a group of loans with similar
risk characteristics under FAS 5 can range fi·om the simple average of, or a determination of the
range of, an institution's annual net charge-off experience to more complex techniques, such as
0
migration analysis and models that estimate credit losses. 2 Generally, institutions should use at
least an "mmualized" or 1 2-month average net charge-off rate that will be applied to the groups
o f loans when estimating credit losses. However, this rate could vary. For example, loans with
effective lives longer than 1 2 months often have workout periods over an extended period of
time, which may indicate that the estimated credit losses should be greater than that calculated
based solely on the mmualized net charge-off rate for such loans. These groups may include
certain conm1ercial loans as well as groups of adversely classified loans. Other groups of loans
may have effective lives shorter than 1 2 months, which may indicate that the estimated credit
losses should be less than that calculated based on the annualized net charge-off rate.
Regardless of the method used, institutions should maintain supporting documentation for the
techniques used to develop the historical loss rate for each group of loans. If a range of historical
loss rates is developed instead for a group of loans, institutions should maintain documentation
to support the identified range and the rationale for determining which rate is the best estimate
within the range of loss rates. The rationale should be based on management' s assessment of
which rate is most reflective of the estimated credit losses in the cmTent loan portfolio.
After dete1mining the appropriate historical loss rate for each group of loans with similar risk
characteristics, management should consider those current qualitative or environn1ental factors
that are likely to cause estimated credit losses as of the evaluation date to differ from the group's
historical loss experience. Institutions typically reflect the overall effect of these factors on a
loan group as an adjustment that, as appropriate, increases or decreases the historical loss rate
applied to the loan group. Altematively, the effect of these factors may be reflected through
s eparate standalone adjustments within the FAS 5 component of the ALLL. 2 1 Both methods are
consistent with GAAP provided the adjustments for qualitative or environn1ental factors are
10 Annual charge-off rates are calculated over a specified time period (e.g., three years or five years), which can vary
based on a number o f factors includ ing the relevance o f past periods' experience to the current period or point in the
credit cyc l e. Also, some institutions remove loans that become adversely classified or graded fi·om a group o f
nonclassified or nongraded l oans with similar risk characteristics in order t o evaluate the removed loans individually
under FAS I 1 4 (if deemed impaired) or collectively in a group of adversely classified or graded loans with similar
risk characteristics under FAS 5. In this situation, the net charge-off experience on the ad versely cl assified or
graded loans that have been removed fi·om the group of nonclassified or nongraded loans should be included in the
historical loss rates for that group of loans. Even though the net charge-off experience on adversely classified or
graded loans is included in the estimation of the historical loss rates that will be applied to the group of nonclassi fied
or nongraded loans, the adversely classified or graded loans themselves are no longer included in that group for
p u rposes of estimating credi t losses on the group.
21

An overal l adjustment to a pot1ion of the ALLL that is not attributed to specific segments of the loan portfo l io is
often labeled "unallocated." Regardless of what a component of the ALLL is labeled, it is appropriate when it
reflects estimated credit l osses determined in accordance with GAAP and is properly supported.

- ll reasonably and consistently determined, are adequately documented, and represent estimated
credit losses. For each group of loans, an instihttion should apply its adjusted historical loss rate,
or its historical loss rate and separate standalone adjustments, to the recorded investment in the
group when determining its estimated credit losses.
Management must exercise significant judgment when evaluating the effect of qualitative factors
on the amount of the ALLL because data may not be reasonably available or directly applicable
for management to detennine the precise impact of a factor on the collectibility of the
institution's loan portfolio as of the evaluation date. Accordingly, instihttions should support
a djustments to historical loss rates and explain how the adjustments reflect cmTent information,
events, circumstances, and conditions in the loss measurements. Management should maintain
reasonable documentation to support which factors affected the analysis and the impact of those
factors on the loss m asurement. Support and documentation includes descriptions of each
factor, management's analysis of how each factor has changed over time, which loan groups'
loss rates have been adjusted, the amount by which loss estimates have been adjusted for changes
in conditions, an explanation of how management estimated the impact, and other available data
that supp01is the reasonableness of the a djustments. Examples of underlying supporting
evidence could include, but are not limited to, relevant articles from newspapers and other
publications that describe economic events affecting a particular geographic area, economic
reports and data, and notes from discussions with bon·owers.
There may be times when an institution does not have its own historical loss experience upon
which to base its estimate of the credit losses in a group of loans with similar risk characteristics.
This may occur when an instihrtion offers a new loan product or in the case of a newly
established (i.e., de novo) institution. If an instihrtion has no experience of its own for a loan
group, reference to the experience of other enterprises in the same lending business may be
appropriate, provided the institution demonstrates that the attributes of the group of loans in its
portfolio are similar to those of the loan group in the portfolio providing the loss experience. An
institution should only use another entetprise's experience on a short-term basis until it has
developed its own loss experience for a particular group of loans.
FAS Jl4

When d etermining the FAS 1 1 4 component of the ALLL for an individually impaired loan, 22 an
institution should consider estimated costs to sell the loan 's collateral, if any, on a discounted
basis, in the measurement of impairment if those costs are expected to reduce the cash flows
available to repay or othe1wise satisfy the loan. If the instirution bases its measure of loan
impaim1ent on the present value of expected future cash flows discounted at the loan's effective
interest rate, the estimates of these cash flows should be the instihttion's best estimate based on
reasonable and supportable assumptions and projections. All available evidence should be
considered in developing the estimate of expected fi.thtre cash flows. The weight given to the
2 As noted in FAS 1 1 4, some individually impaired loans have risk characteristics that are unique to an individual
borrower and the institution wi l l apply the measurement methods on a loan-by-loan basis. However, some impaired
loans may have risk characteristics in common with other impaired loans. An institution may aggregate those loans
and may use h istorical statistics, such as average recovery period and average amount recovered, along with a
composite effective in terest rate as a means o f measuring impairment of those loans.
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evidence should be commensurate with the extent to which the evidence can be verified
objectively. The likelihood of the possible outcomes should be considered in determining the
best estimate of expected future cash flows.
Analyzing the Overall lvleasurement ofthe ALLL

Institutions are also encouraged to use ratio analysis as a supplemental tool for evaluating the
overall reasonableness of the ALLL. Ratio analysis can be useful in identifying divergent trends
(compared with an institution 's peer group and its own historical experience) in the relationship
o f the ALLL to adversely classified or graded loans, past due and nonaccrual loans, total loans,
and historical gross and net charge-offs. Based on such analysis, an institution may identify
additional issues or factors that previously had not been considered in the ALLL estimation
process, which may warrant adjustments to estimated credit losses. Such adjustments should be
appropriately supported and documented.
While ratio analysis, when used prudently, can be helpful as a supplemental check on the
reasonableness of management's assumptions and analyses, it is not a sufficient basis for
detennining the appropriate amount for the ALLL. In particular, because an appropriate ALLL
is an institution-specific amount, such comparisons do not obviate the need for a comprehensive
analysis of the loan portfolio and the factors affecting its collectibility. Furthermore, it is
inappropriate for the board of directors or management to make adjustments to the ALLL when
it has been properly computed and supported under the institution's methodology for the sole
purpose of reporting an ALLL that corresponds to the peer group median, a target ratio, or a
budgeted amount. Institutions that have high levels of risk in the loan portfolio or are uncertain
about the effect of possible fhture events on the collectibility of the portfolio should address
these concerns by maintaining higher equity capital and not by arbitrarily increasing the ALLL in
excess of amounts supported under GAAP. 23
Estimated Credit Losses in Credit Related Accounts
Typically, institutions evaluate and estimate credit losses for off-balance sheet credit exposures
at the same time that they estimate credit losses for loans. While a similar process should be
followed to support loss estimates related to off-balance sheet exposures, these estimated credit
losses are not recorded as pmt of the ALLL. When the conditions for accmal of a loss under
FAS 5 are met, an institution should maintain and report as a separate liability account, an
allowance that is appropriate to cover estimated credit losses on off-balance sheet loan
commitments, standby letters of credit, and guarantees. In addition, recourse liability accounts
(that arise from recourse obligations on any transfers of loans that are reported as sales in
23 It is inappropriate to use a "standard percentage" as the sole determinant for the amount to be reported as the
ALLL on the balance sheet. Moreover, an institution should not simply default to a peer ratio or a "standard
percentage" after determining an appropriate level of ALLL under its methodology. However, there may be
circumstances when an institution's ALLL methodology and credit risk identification systems are not reliable.
Absent rel iable data o f its own, management may seek data that could be used as a short-term proxy for the
unavailable in formation (e.g., an industry average loss rate tor loans with similar risk characteristics). This is only
appropriate as a short-term remedy until the institution creates a viable system for estimating credit losses within its
l oan portfolio.
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accordance with GAAP) should be reported in regulatory reports as liabilities that are separate
and distinct from both the ALLL and the allowance for cred it losses on off-balance sheet credit
exposures.
When accrued interest and fees are reported separately on an institution's balance sheet from the
related loan balances (i.e., as other assets), the institution should mainta in an appropriate
valuation allowance, determined in accordance with GAAP, for amounts that are not likely to be
collected unless management has placed the underlying loans in nonaccrual status and reversed
previously accrued interest and fees. 24
Respo n sibilities of Examiners

Examiners should assess the credit quality of an institution's loan portfolio, the appropriateness
o f its ALLL methodology and documentation, and the appropriateness of the reported ALLL in
the institution's regulatory reports. In their review and classification ·or grading of the loan
portfolio, examiners should consider all significant factors that affect the collectibility of the
portfolio, including the value of any collateral. In reviewing the appropriateness of the ALLL,
examiners should:
o

o

Consider the effectiveness o f board oversight as well as the quality of the institution's
loan review system and management in identifying, monitoring, and addressing asset
qual ity problems. This will include a review of the institution's loan review fimction and
credit grading system. Typically, this will involve testing a sample of the institution's
loans. The sample size generally varies and will depend on the nature or purpose of the
examination. 25
Evaluate the institution's ALLL policies and procedures and assess the methodology that
management uses to mrive at an overall estimate of the ALLL, including whether
management's assumptions, valuations, and judgments appear reasonable and are
properly supported. If a range of credit losses has been estimated by management,
evaluate the reasonableness o f the range and management's best estimate within the
range. In making these evaluations, examiners should ensure that the institution's
historical loss experience and all significant qualitative or environmental factors that
affect the collectibi lity of the portfolio (including changes in the quality of the
institution's loan review function and the other factors previously discussed) have been

1

Refer to the agencies' regulatory reporting instructions for the Call Report, TFR, or 5300 for further guidance on
placing a loan in nonaccrual status.

;

25 In an examiner's review of an insti tution's loan .eview system, the examiner's loan classifications or credit grades
may d i ffer fi·om those o f the institution's loan review system. If the examiner's evaluation o f these differences
indicates problems with the loan review system , especial ly when the loan classification or credit grades assigned by
the institution are more liberal than those assigned by the examiner, the institution would be expected to make
appropriate a djustments to the assign ment o f its loan classifications or credit grades to the loan pori fo lio and to its
estimated credit losses. Furthermore, the institution wou l d be expected to improve its loan review system.
(Attachment I d iscusses effective loan review systems.)
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appropria tely considered and that management has appropriately applied GAAP,
including FAS 1 1 4 and FAS 5.
"

Review management's use of loss estimation models 01· other loss estimation tools to
ensure that the resulting estimated credit losses are in confonnity with GAAP.

"

Review the appropria teness and reasonableness of the overall level of the ALLL. In
some instances this may include a quantitative analysis (e.g., using the types of ratio
analysis previously discussed) as a preliminary check on the reasonableness of the ALLL.
This quantitative analysis should demonstrate whether changes in the key ratios from
prior periods are reasonable based on the examiner' s knowledge of the collectibility of
loans at the institution and its cun·ent environment.

"

Review the ALLL amount reported in the institution's regulatory reports and financial
s tatements and ensure these amounts reconcile to its ALLL analyses. There should be no
material differences b etween the consolidated loss estimate, as detennined by the ALLL
methodology, and the final ALLL balance reported in the financial statements. Inquire
about reasons for any material differences between the results of the institution's ALLL
analyses and the institution's reported ALLL to detennine whether the differences can be
satisfactorily explained.

o

Review the adequacy of the documentation and controls maintained by management to
support the appropriateness of the ALLL.

"

Review the interest and fee income accounts associated with the lending process to
26
ensure that the institution 's net income is not materially misstated.

As noted in the "Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and Management" section of this
policy statement, when assessing the appropriateness of the ALLL, it is impo1iant to recognize
that the related process, methodology, and underlying assump tions require a substantial degree of
management judgment. Even when an institution maintains sound loan administration and
collection procedures and an effective loan review system and controls, its estimate of credit
losses is not a single precise amount due to the wide range of qualitative or environmental factors
that must be considered.
An institution's ability to estimate credit losses on specific loans and groups of loans should
improve over time as substantive infonnation accumulates regarding the factors affecting
repayment prospects. Therefore, examiners should generally accept management's estimates
when they assess the appropriateness of the institution's reported ALLL, and not seek
adjustments to the ALLL, when management has:

16

As noted previously, accrued interest and tees on loans that have been reported as part of the respective loan
balances on the institution's balance sheet should b e evaluated for est imated credit l osses. The accrual of the
interest and fee income should also be considered. Refer to GAAP and the agencies' regulatory reporting
instructions for further guidance on income recognition.
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o

Maintained effective loan review systems and controls for identifying, monitoring and
addressing asset quality problems in a timely manner.

"

Analyzed all significant qualitative or environmental factors that affect the col lectibility
of the portfolio as of the evaluation date in a reasonable mmmer.

o

Established an acceptable ALLL evaluation process for both individual loans and groups
of loans that meets the GAAP requirements for an appropriate ALLL.

e

Incorporated reasonable and properly supported assumptions, valuations, and judgments
into the evaluation process.

If the examiner concludes that the reported ALLL level is not appropriate or detennines that the
ALLL evaluation process is based on the results of an unreliable loan review system or is
othe1wise deficient, recommendations for correcting these deficiencies, including any examiner
concerns regarding an appropriate l evel for the ALLL, should be noted in the report of
examination. The examiner's comments should cite any departures from GAAP and any
contraventions of this policy statement and the 200 1 Policy Statement or the NCUA 's 2002
IRPS, as applicable. Additional supervisory action may also be taken based on the magnitude of
the observed shortcomings in the ALLL process, including the materiality of any en·or in the
reported amount of the ALLL.
ALLL Level Refl ected in Regulatory Reports

The agencies believe that an ALLL established in accordance with this policy statement and the
200 1 Policy Statement or the NCUA's 2002 IRPS, as applicable, falls within the range of
acceptable estimates dete1mined in accordance with GAAP. When the reported amount of an
institution's ALLL is not appropriate, the institution will be required to adjust its ALLL by an
amount sufficient to bring the ALLL reported on its Call Report, TFR, or 5300 to an appropriate
l evel as o f the evaluation date. This adjustment should be reflected in the current period
provision or through the restatement of prior period provisions, as appropriate in the
circumstances.
Paperwork Reduction Act

The agencies do not intend this policy statement and the FAQs to create any new infonnation
collection requirements under the Paperwork Reduction Act. To the extent this policy statement
and the FAQs involve infonnation collection requirements, they are already required by GAAP
or existing information collections for which the agencies have jointly or individually received
approval.
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Loan Review Systems

The nature of loan review systems may vary based on an institution 's size, complexity, loan
types, and management practices. 27 For example, a loan review system may include components
o f a traditional loan review function that is independent of the lending function, or it may place
some reliance on loan officers. In addition, the use of the tem1 "loan review system" can refer to
various responsibilities assigned to credit administra tion, loan administration, a problem loan
workout group, or other areas of an institution. These responsibilities may range from
administe1ing the intemal problem loan reporting process to maintaining the integrity of the loan
classification or credit grading process (e.g., ensuring that timely and appropriate changes are
made to the loan classifications or credi t grades assigned to loans) and coordinating the gathe1ing
of the information necessmy to assess the appropriateness of the ALLL. Additionally, some or
all of this function may be outsourced to a qualified extemal loan reviewer. Regardless of the
s tructure of the loan review system in an institution, an effective loan review system should
have, at a minimum, the following objectives:
o

To promptly identify loans with potential credit weaknesses.

o

To appropriately grade or adversely classify loans, especially those with well-defined
credit weaknesses that jeopardize repayment, so that timely action can be taken and cred it
losses can be minimized.

o

27

.
To identif)i reievant trends that affect the collectibility of the portfolio and isolate
s egments of the p01tfo lio that are potential problem areas.

o

To assess the adequacy of and adherence to intemal credit policies and loan
administration procedures and to monitor compliance with relevant laws and regulations.

o

To evaluate the activities of lending personnel including their compliance with lending
policies and the quality of their loan approval, monitoring, and risk assessment.

o

To provide senior management and the board of directors with an objective and timely
assessment of the overall quality of the loan portfolio.

o

To provide management with accurate and timely credit quality infonnation for financial
and regulatmy reporting purposes, including the detem1ination of an appropriate ALLL.

The loan review fu nction is not intended to be performed by an institution 's internal audit function. However, as
discussed in the banking agencies' March 2003 fmeragency Policy Statement on the Internal A udit Function and its
Outsourcing, some institutions seek to coord inate the internal audit function with several risk monitoring functions
such as loan review. The pol icy statement notes that coordination of loan review with the intemal audit function can
facil itate the reporting of material risk and control issues to the audit committee, increase the overall effectiveness of
these monitoring functions, better util ize available resources, and enhance the institution's abi l ity to
comprehensively manage risk. However, the internal audit function should maintain the abi lity to independently
audit other risk monitoring functions, including loan review, without impairing its independence with respect to
these other functions.
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L o a n Cl assification or Credit Grading Systems

The fo undation for any Joan review system is accurate and timely loan classification or credit
grading, which involves an assessment of credit quality and leads to the identification of problem
loans. An effective Joan classification or credit grading system provides impmiant infonnation
o i1 the collectibility of the portfolio for use in the detem1ination of an appropriate level for the
ALLL.
Regardless of the type of loan review system employed, an effective loan classification or credit
grading framework generally places primary reliance on the institution 's lending staff to identifY
emerging loan problems. However, given the importance and subjective nature of Joan
classification or credit grading, the judgment of an institution's lending staff regarding the
assignment of particular classification or grades to loans should be subject to review by: (i)
peers, superiors, or loan committee(s); (ii) an independent, qualified part-time or full-time
employee(s); (iii) an internal department staffed with credit review specialists; or (iv) qualified
outside credit review consultants. A loan classification or credit grading review that is
independent of the lending function is preferTed because it typically provides a more objective
assessment of credit quality. B ecause accurate and timely loan classification or credit grading is
a cri tical component of an effective loan review system, each institution should ensure that its
loan review system includes the following attributes:
"

A formal loan classification or credit grading system in which loan classifications or
credit grades reflect the risk of default and credit losses and for which a written
description is maintained, including a discussion of the factors used to assign appropriate
classifications or credit grades to loans. 28

"

Identification or grouping of loans that warrant the special attention of management29 or
other designated "watch lists" of loans that management is more closely monitoring.

o

Documentation supporting the reasons why particular loans merit special attention or
received a specific adverse Classification or credit grade and management's adherence to
approved work out plans.

o

A mechanism for direct, periodic, and timely reporting to senior management and the
b oard of directors on the status of loans identified as meriting special attention or
adversely classified or graded and the actions taken by management.

8
2

A bank or savings association may have a loan classification or cred it grading system that d i ffers fi·om the
fi·amework used by the banking agencies. However, each institution that maintains a l oan classificat ion or credit
grading system that d iffers fi·om the banking agencies' framework should maintain documentation that translates its
system into the framework used by the banking agencies. This documentation should be sufficient to enable
examiners to reconc i l e the totals for the various loan classifications or credit grades under the institution 's system to
the banking agencies' categories.
29

For banks and savings associations, loans that have potential weaknesses that deserve management's close
attention are designated "Special Mention" loans.
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"

Appropriate documentation of the institution's historical loss experience for each of the
groups of loans with similar risk characteristics into which it has segmented its loan
portfolio. 30

Elements of Lo an Review Systems

Each institution should have a written policy that is reviewed and approved at least annually by
the board of directors to evidence its support of and commitment to maintaining an effective
loan review system. The loan review policy should address the following elements which are
described in more detail below: the qualifications and independence of loan review personnel;
the frequency, scope and depth of reviews; the review of findings and follow-up; and workpaper
and report distribution.
Qualifications of Loan Review Personnel
Persons involved in the loan review or credit grading function should be qualified based on their
level of education, experience, and extent of fom1al credit training. They should be
knowledgeable in both sound lending practices and the institution's lending guidelines for the
types of loans offered by the institution. In addition, they should be Imowledgeable of relevant
laws and regulations affecting lending activities.
Independence of Loan Review Personnel
An effective loan review system uses both the initial identification of emerging problem loans by
loan officers and o ther line staff, and the cred it review of loans by individuals independent of the
credit approval process. An important requirement for an effective system is to place
responsibility on loan officers and line staff for continuous p01tfolio analysis and prompt
identification and reporting of problem loans . Because of frequent contact with bon·owers, loan
officers and line staff can usually identify potential problems before they become apparent to
others. However, institutions should be carefill to avoid over-reliance upon loan officers and line
staff for identification of problem loans. Institutions should ensure that loans are also reviewed
by individuals who do not have control over the loans they review and who are not pazt of, and
are not influenced by anyone associated with the loan approval process.
While larger institutions typically establish a separate department staffed with credit review
specialists, cost and volume considerations may not justify such a system in smaller institutions.
In some smaller institutions, an independent committee o f outside directors may fill this role.
Whether or not the institution has an independent loan review department, the loan review
fimction should report directly to the board of directors or a committee thereof (although senior
management may be responsible for appropriate administrative fimctions so long as they do not
compromise the independence of the loan review function).

30

In particular, insti tutions with large and complex loan portfo l ios are encouraged to maintain records o f their
h istorical loss experience for cred its in each o f the categories in their loan classification or credi t grading
fi·amework. For banks and savings associations, these categories should either be those used by, or should be
categories that can be translated into those used by, the banking agencies.
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S ome institutions may choose to outsource the cred it review function to an independent outside
party. However, the responsibility for maintaining a sound loan revie\v process cannot be
delegated to an outside party. Therefore, institution personnel who are independent of the
lending fimction should assess control risks, develop the credit review plan, and ensure
appropriate fo llow-up of findings. Furthermore, the institution should be mind fbi of special
requirements concerning independence should it consider outsourcing the credit review fi.mction
to its external auditor.
·

Frequency of Reviews
Loan review personnel should review significant credits 3 1 at least annually, upon renewal, or
more frequently when internal or external factors indicate a potential for deteriorating credit
quality in a particular loan, loan product, or group of loans. Optimally, the loan review function
can be used to provide usefi1l continual feedback on the effectiveness of the lending process in
order to identify any emerging problems. A system of ongoing or periodic portfolio reviews is
particularly impmiant to the ALLL detem1ination process because this process is dep endent on
the accurate and timely identification of problem loans.
Scope of Reviews
Reviews by loan review personnel should cover al f loans that are significant and other loans that
meet certain criteria. Management should document the scope of its reviews and ensure that the
percentage of the pmifolio selected for review provides reasonable assurance that the results of
the review have identified any credit quality deterioration and other unfavorable trends in the
portfolio and reflect its quality as a whole. Management should also consider indusny standards
for loan review coverage consistent with the size and complexity of its loan portfolio and lending
operations to verifY that the scope of its reviews is appropriate. The institution • s board of
directors should approve the scope of loan reviews on an annual basis or when any significant
interim changes to the scope of reviews are made. Reviews typically include:
o

Loans over a predetennined size.

o

A sufficient sample of smaller loans.

c

Past due, nonaccrual, renewed and restructured loans.

o

Loans previously adversely classified or graded and loans designated as wananting the
special attention of management32 by the institution or its examiners.

o

Insider loans.

o

Loans constih1ting concentrations of credit risk and other loans affected by common
repayment factors.

3 1 S ignificant credits in this context may or may not be loans individually evaluated for impairment under FAS 1 14.
32 See footnote 29.
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Depth of Reviews
Reviews should analyze a number of important aspects of the loans selected for review,
including:
o

Credit quality, including underwriting and borrower performance.

"

Sufficiency of credit and collateral documentation.

o

Proper lien perfection.

o

Proper approval by the loan officer and loan committee(s).

o

Adherence to any loan agreement covenants.

o

Compliance with intemal policies and procedures (such as aging, nonaccmal, and
classification or grading policies) and laws and regulations.

o

Appropriate identification of individually impaired loans, measurement of estimated
loan impainnent, and timeliness of charge-offs .

Furthennore, these reviews should consider the appropriateness and timeliness of the
identification ofproblem loans by loan officers.
Review of Findings and Follow-Up
Loan review personnel should discuss all noted deficiencies and identified weaknesses and any
existing or planned conective actions, including time frames for conection, with appropriate
loan officers and department managers. Loan review personnel should then review these
findings and corrective actions with members of senior management. All noted deficiencies and
identified weaknesses that remain unresolved beyond the scheduled time frames for correction
should be promptly reported to senior management and the board of directors.
Credit classification or grading differences between Joan officers and loan review personnel
should be resolved according to a pre-ananged process. That process may include formal
appeals procedures and arbitration by an independent party or may require defaul t to the assigned
classification or grade that indicates lower credit quality. If an outsourced credit review
concludes that a borrower is less creditworthy than is perceived by the instihition, the lower
credit quality classification or grade should prevail unless internal parties identify additional
information sufficient to obtain the concurrence of the outside reviewer or arbiter on the higher
credit quality classification or grade.
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Workpaper and Report Distribution
The loan review function should prepare a list of all loans reviewed (including the date of the
review) and documentation (including a summary analysis) that substantiates the grades or
classifications assigned to the loans reviewed. A report that summarizes the results of the loan
review should be submitted to the board o f directors at least quarterly. 33 In addition to reporting
current credit quality findings, comparative trends can be presented to the board of directors that
identifY significant changes i n the overall quality o f the portfolio. Findings should also address
the adequacy o f and adherence to internal policies and procedures, as well as compliance with
laws and regulations, in order to facilitate timely conection of any noted deficiencies.

33 The board of directors should be informed more frequently than quarterly when material adverse trends are noted.
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I nternatio nal Tran sfer Risk Consideratio n s

With respect to intemational transfer risk, an institution with cross-border exposures should
support its detennination of the appropriateness of its A LLL by perfonning an analysis of the
transfer risk, commensurate with the size and composition of the institution 's exposure to each
c ountry. Such analyses should take into consideration the following factors, as appropriate:
o

The institution's loan portfolio mix for each country (e.g., types of boJTowers, loan
maturities, collateral, guarantees, special credit facilities, and other distinguishing
factors).

o

The institution's business strategy and its debt management plans for each country.

o

Each countiy's balance of payments position.

o

Each country's level of intemational reserves.

"

Each count1y' s established payment performance record and its fi.lture debt servicing
prospects.

o

Each count1y's socio-political situation and its effect on the adoption or implementation
o f economic refom1s, in particular those affecting debt servicing capacity.

o

Each country's CUITent standing with multila teral and official creditors.

"

The status of each country's relationships with other creditors, including institutions.

o

The most recent evaluations distributed by the banking agencies ' Interagency Country
Exposure Review Committee.

~
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SUBJECT: Recent Developments Regarding Loan Loss Allowances

Introduction

On March 1 0, 1 999, the federal banking agencies and the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) issued a joint letter to financial institutions to announce new initiatives of the agencies and
the accounting profession relating to the loan loss allowance. These projects are expected to
result in enhanced guidance on loan loss allowance issues over a one- to two-year time horizon.
This letter addresses . the allowance for loan losses in the context of existing accounting
standards. As outlined in this letter and in view of the increased complexities and risks facing
the banking industry in the last several years, it is expected that recent accounting developments
will have only a limited impact on allowance levels in the industry. Indeed, as noted in the
March r oth joint letter, the SEC and the federal banking agencies stated, "We recogmze that
today instability in certain _ global markets, for example, is likely to increase loss inherent in
affected institutions1 portfolios and consequently require higher allowances for credit losses than
were appropriate in more stable times. "
Last month, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) staff issued a n -article in the
FASB1s "Viewpoints" publication that provides guidanc e on certain issues regarding the
allowance. Much of the guidance provided in the article is consistent with current practice and
the banking agencies1 policies on the allowance. The article does not purport to address
comprehensively many key issues that relate to the allowance, such as what level of
documentation is necessary to support allowance estimates or how to distinguish between
inherent losses, the guidepost for reporting allowanc es under generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP), _ and future losse . The banking agencies, the SEC, and the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) intend to develop further guidance on
important issues not addressed in the Viewpoints article. In addition, the article does not change

certain fundamental concepts with respect to the allowance that are discussed !11 this letter,
including the need for institutions to maintain conservative reserve levels within: a reasonable
range of probable credit losses, consistent with management's best estimate . This letter includes
backgro und information ori such concepts that has emerged in discussions between the SEC and
the Federal Reserve.
Institutions should consider the FASB guidance and this background information in developing
their allowance estimates. Moreover, in view of the information in this letter and the work
underway pursuant to the March 1 01)1 joint letter, it is expected that changes in allowance levels,
if any, as a result of tQ.e Viewpoints article will. be substantially limited.
Discussion and Background Information

Over the last year, the topit of loan loss allowances has been an increasingly important one to the
banking ndustry and regulators. In light of increased volatility and banking risks in recent years,
the banking industry has appropriately maintained robust reserving practices and levels. From a
safety and soundness perspective, the Federal Reserve and other bank regulators 4ave expected
institutions to maintain strong loan loss reserves that are conservatively measured ;. In carrying
out its responsibilities, th · SEC has emphasized the need for financial statements· and reported
earnings to be transparent and , therefore, for allowances to be adequate but not excessive.
Enhanced transparency has also been a critical objective of bank regulators, both domestically
and intemationally.
The SEC and the federal banking agencies agreed to work together to prov!de additional
guidance to the banking industry, and· to that end, issued a Joint Interagency Statement on loan
loss allowances in November 1 998. The statement outlined certain concepts in GAAP and in
SEC and banking agency guidance that wo uld provide a foundation for further joint projects in
this area. Since January, the federal banking agencies have entered into high-level dialogue with
the SEC on bank allowance policy issues. This has included meetings between the principals of
the SEC and the banking agencies, and meetings of their chief accountants. This· dialogue has
helped the SEC and . the banking agencies to achieve a better understanding of how to address
these issues.
These discussions also led the SEC and the banking agencies to issue a joint interagency letter to
financial institutions on March 1 0, which annmmced new initiatives relating to the loan loss
allowanc e. The joint letter discussed .the agencies' plans to gain a better understanding of sound
bank allowance practices and use this knowledge to develop enhanced guidance on appropriate
methodologies, disclosures, and supporting documentation for loan loss allowances. In addition,
the agencies also stated that they would support and encourage the processes of the accounting
standards setters as they seek to clarify key loan loss allowance accounting i$sues. 1 Most
importantly, the letter indicated that the agencies will meet together periodically to discuss
1 This includes providing inp ut to the FASB on al lowance issues and participation in the AICPA Loan Loss
A llowance Task Force as the task force seeks to clarifY such concepts as probable loss, future losses, and loss
triggering events. The AICPA project is expected to result in final guidance in about two years. The AICPA was
also asked to consider the impact of recently developed portfolio credit risk measurement ap.d management
techniques in the determination of the allowance.
_

important matters that affect bank transparency and will fo cus on enhancing allowance practices
going forward.
With the issuance of the ·March 1 0 letter, the banking gencies and the SEC formed a Joint
Working Group (JWG) to oversee the interagency proj ect to develop enhanced guidance on
internal documentation and public disclosures about the allowance. The target . date for the
issuance of this guidance is March 2000. A key aspect of all of these efforts will b e input from
the banking industry and the accounting profession on allowance policy issues. Should these
efforts result in changes to current policies and practices, banking organizations will be provided
a reasonable transition period prior to implementation.
There are already emerging points of agreement between the S C and the Federal Reserve on
important aspects of allowance practices. For example, there is agreement that:
"

Arriving at an appropriate allowance involves a high degree of management judgment and
·
results in a range of estimated losses.

•

Institutions should maintain prudent, conservative, but not excessive, loan loss allowances
that fall within an acceptable I:ahge of estimated losses. Consistent with GAAP, an
institution should record its best estimate within the estimated range of credit losse s,
including when the best estimate is at the high end of the range.

•

When determining the level for the allowance, management should always ensUJ.:e that the
overall allowance appropriately reflects a margin for the imprecision inherent in most
estimates of expected credit losses.2

•

Simply because a portion of the allowance is designated as "unallo cated," it is not thereby
inconsistent with GAAP. The impmiant consideration is whether the allow ce reflects an
estimate of probable losses, determined in accordance with GAAP, and is appropriately
supported.

•

Allowance estimates should be based on a comprehensive, well-documented, and
consistently applied analysis of the loan portfolio.

Recently, in a Viewpoints article issued on April 12, 1 999, the
FASB staff provided guidance. on certain issues regarding loan loss allowances. In particular, the
article addresses the application of FASB Statements No·. 5 and 1 14 (FAS 5 and FAS 1 14,
respectivell) to a loan portfolio and how these statements · interrelate. The article also provides a

FASB Viewpoints Article.

More guidance, including the ie el of support. needed for this margin for imprecision, should be forthcoming from
the JWG and AICPA projects. · when reflecting the margin for imprecision and supporting such estimates, an
institution should take into account all available information existing as of the balance sheet date, including credit
quality, current trends, existing environmental factors (e.g., industry, geographical, economic, and political factors),
and the range of estimated losses on loans.
3 FASB Statement No. 5, "Accounting for Contingencies," and FASB Statement No. 1 1 4, · "Accounting by Creditors
for Impairment of a Loan."
2

general overview of existing
PASB's Internet website.4

GAAP that relates to the allowance. The article. is available on the

Banking organizations should consider the points noted aqove when evaluating the impact of the

guidance in the article on their overall allowance levels. In addition, other important factors to

consider in establishing appropriate allowance levels include the fo llowing:
o

Most guidance that has preceded the recent PASB ruiicle has discussed the allowance in the
context of a range of reasonable estimates of probable losses. The article, while not
explicitly addressing this topic, is not intended to be inconsistent with this impmiant

concept.
•

The article recognizes. .that some loans that are specifically identified for evaluation may be

individually impaired, while other loans, .that are not impaired individually pursuant to FAS

1 1 4, may have specific characteristics that indicate that there would be probable loss

in a

group of loans with those characteristics. Loans in the first category must be accounted for

under PAS

1 14 and loans in the second category should be accounted for under. FAS 5 .

Under PAS 5 , a loss i s accrued i f characteristics of a loan indicate that it is probable that a
group o f similar loans includes. some losses even though the loss could not be identifie d

with a specific loan. 5 . When appropriate, this will permit institutions t o use information
derived from their internal grading systems and migration analyses in determining the

inherent loss in loans in the second category.
o

In assessing whether loans are fully collateralized and thus whether there is a need for an
allowance on those loans, institutions should consider the reliability and timing of appraisals
or other valuations to ensure that the values used for any aiiowance calculations are

realistically and reliably measured.

An institution should ensure that an appraisal of

collateral reflects a realistic estimate of fair value, which takes into consideration the time it

will take the institutiop . to realize the value of the collateral and curri:mt ·market conditions
for selling the.collateraL

..

·

The PASB article provides clarifYing guidance on the interaction between PAS

5

and FAS

1 1 4. Allowance estimates under PAS 1 1 4 may be based on the expected futuJe cash flows

of an impaired loan, which are uncertain and involve significant judgment by an institution.

Institutions should take into account all available information existing as of the
measurement date (i.e., frnancial statement date) , including credit quality, current trends,
existing 11environmental 11 factors (e.g., industry, geographical, economic, and political
factors), and the range of estimated losses on such loans. Institutions may need to increase
their PAS 1 14 allowance estimates if management's prior estimates have not · appropriately

taken into account all of the available information that affects the collectibility · of such

loans. 6

·

'

·

The FASB's Internet website can be accessed at www.fasb.org. The Viewpoints article is entitled, Application of
FASB Statements 5 and 114 to a Loan Portfolio.
5 Moreover, current GAAP and the FASB article emphasize that the loss does not have to be virtually certain in
order to be recognized.
6 B anking organizations are also reminded tht:tt they should continue to classify and charge off loans in accorda nce
with the policies oftheJederal banking agencies.
4

·

·

•

Consistent with current guidance and the FASB miicle, if an institution has impaired loans
with common risk characteristics that are individually impaired, the organization may
impairment under FAS 1 1 4 on those loans on an aggregate . basis (e.g., using

measure

average recovery periods, average amounts recovered, and a composite effective interest
rate) .

Other Matters
As mentioned above, this letter addresses the allowance for loan losses in the context of existing
accounting standards. Looking ahead over the · longer term, and given the fundamental changes
that have taken place in credit risk management in recent years, a broader reexamination of
accounting standards for loan loss allowances by the banking agencies and accounting standards
setters would appear appropriate.
The Federal Reserve intends to play an active · role in
promoting and participating : in such an effort to ensure that allowance levels remain conservative
.
and pmdent, consistent with safety and soundness considerations.

Richard Spillenkothen
Director
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*
Authored by: Sean Leonard, Tim Lucas, and Leslie Seidman
Revised:

The FASB issued Statements No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies, and No. 1 1 4, Accounting by
Creditors for Impairment of a Loan, in 1 975 and 1 993, respectively. Those Statements provide
the general principles a creditor should apply to account for impairment in a loan portfolio.
FASB Statement No. 1 1 8, Accounting by Creditors for Impairment of a Loan-:-lncome
Recognition and Disclosures, was issued in 1 994. Statement 1 1 8 amends Statement 1 1 4 to allow
a creditor to use existing metho ds for recognizing interest income on an impaired loan and to
require disclosure about the recorded investment in certain impaired loans and about how a
creditor recognizes interest income related to those impaired loans.
Recently, the FASB staff has received questions about the detailed application · of tho se
Statements to a loan portfolio. Part 1. of this staff announcement describes the requirements of
Statements 5 and 1 14 and how they relate to each other.
This staff announcement also updates. a 1 993 FASB Highlights article (refer to Part 2-Updated
Questions). The FASB staff hopes that dissemination of these views will assist constituents in
applying the standards in the manner the Board intended.
Overview of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) for Loan Impairment
o

•

"

Statement 5 has provided GAAP on recognition of losses on receivables (inqluding loans)
since 1 975. Statement 1 14 (effective in 1 9 95) amends Statement 5 "to clarifY th'at ·a creditor
should evaluate the collectibility of both contractual interest and contractual principal of all
receivables when assessing the need for a loss accrual."
It is usually difficult, even with hindsight, to identifY any single event that made a particular
loan uncollectible. However, the concept in GAAP is that impairment of receivables should
be recognized when, based on all available infmmation, it is probable that a loss has been
incurred based on past events and conditions existing at the date of the financial statements.
Losses should not be recognized before it is probable that they have been incurred, even
though it may be probable based on past experience that losses wi ll be incurred in the future.
It is inappropriate to consider possible or expected future trends that may lead to additional
losses. Recognition of losses should not be deferred to periods after the period in which the
losses have been incurred.
·

• At the date of issuance of this implementation guide, Sean Leonard was a practice fellow at the FASB. Tim Lucas
was the Board's director of research and technical activities. Leslie Seidman was the assistant director of research
and technical activities at the FASB. The positions and opinions expressed in this implementation guide were theirs.
Revisions to this implementation guide have been made by current members of the FASB staff. Official positions of
the FASB are determined only a ft:er extensive due process and deliberation.

"

"

"

GAAP does not penillt the establishment of allowances that are not supported by

appropriate analyses. · The approach for determination of the allowance should be well
documented and applied consistently from period to period.
Under Statement 5, the threshold for recognition of impairment should be the same whether
the creditor has many loans or has only one loan. Statement 5, paragraph 22, states, "If the
conditions [of paragraph 8] are met, accrual shall be made even though the particular
receivables that are uncollectible may not be identifiable."
Statement 1 1 4 is more specific than Statement 5 in that it requires certain methods of
measurement for loans that are individually considered impaired, but . it does not
fundamentally change the recognition criteria for loan losses.

Part 1-Relating Statement 5 and Statement 114

I.

Q-In general, how do Statement 5 and Statement 1 1 4 fit together?
A-Statement 5 provides the basic guidance for recognition of impairment Jesses for all
receivables (except those receivables specifically addressed by other · accounting literature,
such as debt Securities). · Statement 1 1 4 provides more specific guidance on measurement
and disclosure for a subset of the population of loans. That subset consists of loans that are
identified for evaluation and that are individually deemed to be impaired (because it is
probable that the creditor will be unable to collect all the contractual interest and principal
payments as scheduled in the loan agreement) . It also includes all loans that are Testructured
in a troubled debt restructuring involving·a modification of terms, except for th6se loans that
are excluded from the scope of Statement 1 1 4 in paragraphs 6(b)-6(d) (refer to Question 2).

2.

Q-What loans are not subject to the accounting and disclosure requirements of Statement
1 1 4?
A-Statement 1 1 4 excludes from its scope the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Large groups of smaller-balance homogeneous loans that are collectively evaluated for
impairment. Those loans may include but are not limited to credit card, residential
mortgage, and consumer installment loans.
Loans measured at fair value or at the lower of cost or fair value, fot example, in
accordance with FASB Statement No. 65, Accounting for Certain Mortgage Banking
Activities, or specialized industry practice.
Leases as defmed in FASB Statement No. 1 3 , Accountingfor Leases.
Debt securities as defined in FASB Statement No. 1 1 5, Acco unting for Certain
Investments in Debt and Equity Securities, including contracts within . the cope of
paragraph 14 of FASB Statement No. 125, Accounting for Transfors and. Servicing of
Financial Assets and Extinguishm ents ofLiabilities. [Revised 9/0 1 J
·

A creditor needs to · apply judgment based on individual facts and circumstances to
determine what represents large groups of smaller-balance homogeneous loans in (a) above.
Statement 5 would apply to those groups of smaller-balance loans as well as loans that are
not identified for evaluation or that are evaluated but are not individually considered
impaired.

3.

Q-Does Statement 1 1 4 amend Statement 5?
.
A-Yes. Statement 1 1 4 amends Statement 5 to clarify that a creditor shoulci' evaluate the
collectibility of both contractual interest and contractual principal of all receivables when
assessing the need for ·a loss accrual Statement 1 1 4 does not change the basic recognition
principles in Statement 5.

4.

Q-How should a creditor identify loans that are to be individually eyaluated for
collectibility under Statement 1 1 4?
A-A creditor . should apply its normal review procedures in making that judgment.
Statement I l4 does, however, identify some sources of information that are useful in
identifying loans for evaluation including a specific materiality criterion, regulatory reports
of examination, internally generated "watch lists," and management reports of total loan
amounts by borrower (footnote 1). This process is subjective and requires· a creditor to
exercise a great deal ofjudgment.

Recognition

5.

Q-When should an impairment loss be recognized under Statement 5?
A-Statement 5 requires recognition of a loss when (a) information available prior to
issuance of the ·fmancii.d statements indicates that it is probable that an asset has been
impaired t the date of the financial statements and (b) the amount of the loss can be
reasonably estimated. The criteria for recognition under Statement 5 provide that II .
accrual shall be made even though the particular receivables that are uncollectible may not
be identifiable" (paragraph 22). However, "double counting" by applying Statement 1 1 4
and then applying St?.tement 5 to measure the same loss again is inappropnate (refer to
Questions 1 1 and 1 2).
•

•

6.

Q-What does can be reasonably estimated mean under Statement 5?
A-Whether the amount of loss can be reasonably estimated will normally depend on,
among other things, the experience of the creditor, information . about the ability of
individual debtors to pay, and appraisal of the receivables in light of the current economic
environment. In the case of a creditor that has no experience of its own, reference to the
experience of other enterpri ses in the same business may be appropriate. In all cases,
Statement 5 requires a reasonable basis for quantifying the amount of loss.

7.

Q-When is a loan impaired under Statement 1 1 4?
A-A loan is impaired when, based on current information and events, it is probable that a
creditor will .be unable to collect all amounts due according to the contractual terms of the
loan agreement. All amounts due according to the contractual terms means that both the
contractual interest payments and contractual principal payments will be collected as
scheduled in the loan agreement. Existing "enviromnental" factors (for · example, .existing
industry, geographical, economic, . and political factors) should be considered as part of
current information and events when assessing a loan that has been identified for evaluation
under Statement · 1 14. .

8.

Q-What does probable mean?

A-The te1m probable is used with the same meaning in both Statements . Statement 5
defines probable as a condition where the future event is "likely to occur. I I As part of the
project that led to Statement 1 1 4, the Board considered whether the loss threshold for
recognition of loan impairment should be changed from the Statement 5 definition of
probable to some other threshold. Some suggested that probable had come to niean virtually
certain and that .the loss threshold . should be changed to more likely fhan noi. The Board
recognized that application of the ·term probable in practice requires judgment, and to clarifY
its intent the Board reiterated the guidance in Statement 5 that probable does not mean
virtually certain. Probable is a higher level of likelihood than "more likely than not. 11
9.

Q-How should a creditor determine it is probable that it will be unable io collect all
amounts due according .to the contractual terms of a loan under Statement 1 1 4?
A. The Board de ided not to specifY how a creditor should determine that it is probable that
it will be unable to collect all amounts due according to a loan's contractual terms. A
creditor should apply its normal loan review procedures in making that determination.

1 0. Q-If a creditor concludes that an individual loan specifically identified for evaluation is
not impaired unqer Statement 1 1 4, may that loan be included in the assessment of the
allowance for loan losses under Statement 5?
A-Yes, but only if specific characteristics of the loan indicate that it is probable that there
would be an incurred loss in a group of loans with those characteristics. Characteristics or
risk factors must be specifically identified to support an accrual for losses t4at have been
incurred but that:have not yet reached the point where it is probable that amounts will not be
collected on a specific ·individual loan. A creditor should not ignore factors and information
obtained in the evaluation of the loan's collectibility. For example, if an individual loan
specifically identified for evaluation is fully collateralized with risk-free assets, then
consideration of that loan as sharing characteristics with a group of uncollateralizt::d loans is
inappropriate . Under Statement 5, a loss is recognized if characteristics of a loan indicate
that it is probable that .a · group of similar loans includes some losses even though the loss
could not be identified to a specific loan. However, a loss would be recognized only if it is
probable that the loss has been incurred at the date of the financial statements and the
amount of loss can be reasonably estimated. Refer to Boxes D, E, and F in th flowchart at
the end of this article.
1 1 . Q-If a creditor concludes that an individual loan specifically identified for evaluation is
impaired, may the creditor establish an allowance in addition to one measured under
Statement 1 1 4?
A-No. The allowance provided for a specific loan under Statement 1 1 4 may not be
supplemented by an additional allowance tmder Statement 5. The Statement 1:1 4 allowance
should be the· sole measure of impairment for that loan. Refer to Boxes C and G in the
flowchart at the ¢lid of this article.
12. Q-Would the answer to Question 1 1 above be different if the measurement under
Statement 1 1 4 of a loan that is deemed to be impaired results in no allowance. or loss
recognition?
·

A-No . For a loan that is impaired no additional loss recognition is appropriate under
Statement 5 even if the measurement of impairment under Statement 1 1 4 .results in no
allowance. For example, a creditor might conclude for a collateral-dependent Joan that it is
impaired (because it is probable that the creditor will be unable to collect all the contractual
interest and principal payments as scheduled in the loan agreement) . The creditor might
measure the · impairment using the fair value of the collateral, which could result in no
allowance if the fair value of the collateral is greater than the recorded investment in the
loan. Another example would be when the recorded investment of an impaired loan
has
·
been written down to a level where no allowance is required.
1 3 . Q-Under Statement 1 1 4, after a loan has been individually identified for evaluation, may a
creditor aggregate loans with common risk characteristics when assessing whether loans are
impaired?
.
A-No . Only if a creditor can identify which individual loans (if any) are impaired
(because it is probable .that the creditor will be unable to collect all the contnictual interest
and principal payments as scheduled in the loan agreement) should an allowance be
measured for individuru loans under Statement 1 1 4 (refer to Question 1 0).
1 4. Q-May a creditor simply increase (or not decrease) the allowance for loan los$eS in "good"
economic times to provide for losses expected to occur in the future?
A-No. Under genera1iy accepted accounting principles losses should not be recognized
before they have been incurred, even though it may be probable based on past experience
that losses will be incurred in the future . It is inappropriate to recognize a loss today for
possible or expected future trends that may lead to a loss in the future.
Measurement
1 5. Q-What is the next step after a creditor determines that a loan is impaired under Statement
1 1 4?
A-When a creditor determines that a loan is impaired, the creditor measures impairment
based on the expected future cash .flows discounted at the loan's effective interest rate. As a
practical expedient, Statement 1 14 permits a creditor to measure impairment based on the
fair value of the collateral of an impaired collateral-dependent loan or to measure
impairment based on an observable market price for the impaired loan as an alternative to
discounting expected future cash flows . Regardless of the measurement method, a creditor
should measure impairment based on the fair value of the collateral when; th creditor
dete1mines that foreclosure is probable.

1 6. Q-Should "environmental" factors be considered when measuring an impaired loan using
the present value of expected future cash flows under Statement 1 1 4?
A-Yes. Statement 1 1 4, paragraphs 12- 1 6, provides accounting guidance for measuring
impairment of an impaired loan using the present value of expected future cash flows. A
creditor should consider all available information reflecting past events · and current
conditions when developing the. estimate of expected future cash flows. All available
information would include existing "environmental" factors (for example, existing industry,
geographical, economic, and political factors) that are relevant to the collectibility of that

loan and that indicate that it is probable that an asset had been impaired at the date of the
financial statements (refer also to Question 26(d)).
Disclosure and Documentation
1 7. Q-When a loan is restructured in a troubled debt restructuring into two (or.. more) loans,
should the restructured loans be . considered separately or collectively when assessing the
applicability of the disclosures about impaired loans that are required by Statement 1 1 4, as
amended, in years after the restructuring? .
A-The restructured loans should be considered separately. Refer to EITF Issue No. 96-22,
11Applicability of the Disclosures Required by FASB Statement No. 1 1 4 When a Loan Is
Restructured in a Troubled Debt Restructuring into Two (or More) Loans," for the EITF
discussion, inCluding the consensus reached and SEC Observer comments made.
1 8 . Q-What guidance is proyided by GAAP about the extent of documentation and analysis
necessary to support the allowance for loan losses?
A-While the extent of documentation is not specifically addressed ip. Statenient- 1.14 or 5,
GAAP (such as the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide, Banks and S avings Institutions,
and Financial Reporting Release 28 for SEC registrants) does not permit the establishment
of allowances that are not supported by appropriate analyses. The approach for
determination of the allowance should be well documented and applied consistently from
period to period.
Part 2-Updated Questions
1 9. Q-Why did the FASB undertake Statement 1 1 4?
A-The Board accelerated part of the financial instruments project to address the specific
issue of in what circumstances, if any, a creditor should measure impairment of a loan based
on the present value Qf expected future cash flows related to the loans . · Previously, some
creditors recognized impairment of a loan only when undiscounted expected future cash
flows were less · than the net carrying amount of the loan. Others recognized impainnent
when discounted expected future cash flows were less than the net carrying amount of the
loan. The Board did not undertake a comprehensive reconsideration of how a creditor
should assess the overall adequacy of the allowance for credit losses. The Board's objective
in this project was to resolve a specific inconsistency, not to perfect the guidance for loan
accounting.

20. Q-Does Statement 1 1 4 require a discounted or undiscounted approach to measuring
impairment on certain loans?
. on certain
A-Statement 1 1 4 requires a discounted approach to measuring impairment
loans. The Board obsetVed that a creditor's recorded investment in a loan at origination and
during the life of the loan, as long as the loan performs according to its contractual terms, is
the sum of the present values of the future cash flows that are designated as interest and the
future cash flows that are designated as principal discounted at the effective interest rate
·
implicit in the loan. The Board concluded that a loan that becomes i:rnpaired (because it is
probable that the creditor will be unable to collect all the contractual interest payments and

contractual principal payments as scheduled in the loan agreement) should continue to be
carried at an amount that considers the discounted value of all expected future . cash flows in
a manner consistent with the loan's measurement before it became impaired.
2 1 . Q-Does Statement 1 1 4 only apply to financial institutions?
A-No, Statement 1· 1 4 applies to all creditors . The Board was unable to identify
compelling reasons to suggest that different types of creditors should account for impaired
loans differently or that financial statement users for a particular industry or size of entity
would be better served by accounting that differs from that of other creditors. .
22. Q-Why does Statement 1 1 4 address only creditors' accounting and not debtors'
accounting?
.
A-The Board recognized that Statement 1 1 4 introduced asymmetry between creditors' and
debtors' accounting for troubled debt restructurings involving a modification -of terms.
However, the B oard concluded that Statement 1 1 4 should address only creditors' accounting
because expanding the scope to· address debtors' accounting likely would have delayed
issuance of the Statement.
23. Q-Statement 1 1 4 does not apply to large groups of smaller-balance homogeneous loans
that are collectively evaluated for impairment. Does the amendment to Statement 5 change
the way creditors measure impairment for those smaller-balance loans?
A-No, Statement 1 1 4 does not change the established practice of using a formula approach
based on various factors to estimate the allowance for loan losses related to those smaller
balance homogeneous loans. Those factors typically include past loss experience, recent
economic events and current conditions, and portfolio delinquency rates . · . The Board
recognized the established practice of using a formula approach for estimating losses related
to those types of loans and does not intend for Statement 1 1 4 to change that approach.
24. Q-Suppose a debtor is late making a payment. Is that loan automatically "impaired" under
Statement 1 1 4?
A-Statement 1 1 4 indicates that an insignificant delay or insignificant shortfall in amount
of payments does not require application of the Statement.
·

25. Q-Is a creditor required to apply the same measurement method under Statement 1 1 4 to all
of its individually impaired loans?
A-A creditor may select the measurement method on a loan-by-loan basis. However, the
Board expects that the . measurement metho d for an individual impaired loan would be
applied consistently tci that loan and that a change in metho d would be justified by a change
in circumstances..
26. Q-For an individual loan that is considered impaired under Statement 1 1 4, if a creditor
bases its measure of loan impairment on discounted cash flows :
a. How should a creditor calculate the effe ctive interest rate ?
A-The effective interest rate of a loan is the rate of return implicit in the loan (that is, the
contractual interest rate adjusted for any net deferred loan fees or costs, premium, or

discount existing at the origination or acquisition of a loan) . The effective interest rate for a
loan restructured in a troubled debt restructuring also is based on the original contractual
rate, not the rate specified in the restructuring agreement.
b. How is the effective interest rate calculatedfor a loan whose stated interest rate varies
based on the prime rate (or another factor) ?
A-The loan's effective interest rate may b e calculated based on (1) the prime rate a s it
changes over the life of the loan or (2) the rate may be fixed at the rate in effect at the date
the loan meets the impairment definition. Projections .of changes in the factor ·should not be
made for purposes of qet nnining the effective interest rate or estimating the expected future
cash flows.
·

·

c. How does a creditor calculate the effe ctive interest rate ofan acquired loan?
A-A loan may be acquired at a discount because of a change in credit qual ty pr interest
rates or both. When a loan is acquired at a discount that relates, at least in part, to the loan's
credit quality, the effective interest rate is the discount rate that equates the investor's
estimate of the loan's future cash flows with the purchase price of the loan.
d
How should a creditor estimate expectedfuture cash flows?
A-The estimate of future cash flows should be a creditor's best estimate based on
reasonable and supportable assumptions and projections. All availabie evidence, iricluding
estimated costs tb selfif those costs are expected to reduce the cash flows available to repay
or otherwise satisfY the loan, should be considered in developing those estimates. The
weight given to the evidence should be commensurate with the extent to which the evidence
can be verified objectively. The likelihood of the possible outcomes should be considered
in detennining the best estimate of expected future cash flows (refer also to Question 16).

e. May creditors that currently calculate an allowance for loan losses for groups of
similar loans on a pooled basis continue this practice under State ment 114?
A-If impaired loans have risk characteristics in common, a creditor may aggregate those
loans and use historical statistics, such as average recovery period and average amount
recovered, along with a composite effective interest rate as a means o f me suiing tho se
impaired loans. .
.

27. Q-Statement 1 1 4 requires that estimated costs to sell should be reflected in estimates of
expected future cash flows. What if a creditor measures impairment based on an observable
market price or the fair value of the collateral?
A-Estimated costs to. sell, on a discounted basis, should be considered in all measures of
impairment if those costs are expected to reduce the cash flows available to repay or
otherwise satisfY the loan.
28. Q-Is the measure of impairment a one-time event?
A-When an asset is carTied on a discounted basis, the present value of expected future cash
flows will increase from one reporting period to the next as a result of the passage of time.
The present value also may change from changes in estimates of the timing or amount of
expected future cash flows. Similarly, the observable market price of an impaired loan or

the fair value of the collateral of an impaired collateral-dependent loan may" change fi:om
one reporting period to the next. Because the Board concluded that the net cariying amount
of an impaired loan should be the present value of expected future cash flows (or the
observable market price or the fair value of the collateral) not only at the date at which
impairment initially is recognized but also at each subsequent reporting period, Statement
1 1 4 requires recognition of changes in that measure. However, the net carrying amount of
the loan should never exceed the recorded investment in the loan.

29. Q-How does · a· creditor recognize that change in measurement iiJ. its statement of
operations?
.
A-Statement 1 1 8 amends paragraph 1 7 of Statement 1 1 4 to allow a creditor to use existing
methods for recognizing interest income on impaired loans. While the · .twp income
recognition methods in paragraph 1 7 of Statement 1 1 4 are no longer required, Statement
1 1 8 does not preclude a: creditor from using either of those methods.
3 0. Q-What disclosures are required by Statement 1 1 4?
A-Statement 1 1 4, as amended by Statement 1 1 8, states that a creditor should disclose the
·
following information about loans that meet the definition of an impaired loan:
o
The total .recorded .investment in the impaired loans and (1) the amount ofthat recorded
investment for which there is a related allowance and the amount of that allowance and
(2) the amount of that recorded investment for which there is no related allowance
o
The activity in the allowance for credit losses related to loans, including the balance in
the allowance at the beginning and end of each period, additions charged to operations,
direct write-downs charged against the allowance, and recoveries of amounts
previously charged off
•
The creditor's policy for recognizing interest income on impaired loans, including how
cash receipts are recorded
•
For each period for which results of operations are presented, the average recorded
investment in the impaired loans, the related amount of interest inconie recognized
during the time . within that period that the loans were impaired, and, unless not
practicable, the amount of interest income recognized using a cash-basis method of
accounting during the time within that period that the loans were impaired.
·

3 1 . Q-Does a creditor have to make disclosures for a loan restructured in a troubled debt
restructuring that is written down and the present value of the expected future cash flows (or
the observable market price or th fair value of the collateral) is equal to or greater than the
recorded investment in the loan?
A-Usually, a loan whose terms are modified in a troubled debt restructuring already will
be identified as impaired. However, if the creditor has written down a loan and the measure
of the restructured loan is equal to or greater than the recorded investment, no . impairment
would be recognized in accordance with Statement 1 1 4. The creditor is required to ·disclos e
the amount o f the write-down and the recorded investment in the year of the write-down but
is not required to disClose the recorded investment in that loan in later years if the two
criteria of paragraph 6(i) of Statement 1 1 8 are met.

An Illustration

Assume a bank has 20 loans (not considered smaller-balance) to businesses in a toWn. where the
principal employer is a major corporation. Some of the loans are secured by bonds or real estate,
others are unsecured. The· major co:rjJoration went bankrupt and fired all of its workers. The
bank concludes that the loss of that employer has had a dire effect on the economic health of the
community and its businesses . The bank decides to review all 20 of the loans individually.
Two of the loans are not performing, and the bank concludes that it is probable it w111 be unable
to collect all of the cash· flows on those loans as scheduled. Another five borrowers have
approached the bank Jor a concession, but those discussions are incomplete. Based on all
available information, the bank concludes that" each of those five loans also is impaired. The
bank is unable to identifY any other individual loan among the remaining 1 3 where it is probable
that it will not collect all of the cash flows.
How would the bank assess zmpairme11t on the 20 loans?

The bank would measure impairment on the seven loans that are individually impaired under
Statement 1 1 4 using a method permitted by Statement 1 1 4, as appropriate for the lo.an. The bank
would consider all available information to measure the amount of the loss including the value of
any collateral. (If.the value of the collateral, less selling costs, exceeds the recorded investment
in the loan, no allowance would be provided.) The bank would consider its own experience or,
to the extent relevant, the industry's collection experience in similar situations as part of the
available information. In doing so, the bank would consider the effect of information it
possesses about the current economic downturn in making its best estimate of expected future
cash flows for those seven loans.
The bank would then assess whether it is probable that any loss has been incurred on the
remaining 1 3 loans. If three of those loans are fully collateralized, no allowance should be
provided under Statement 5 for those loans and they should be excluded :from the assessment of
the remaining 10 loans. The bank would consider the effect of the current economis downturn to
assess whether a loss has been incurred in that group of loans at the balance sheet date and to
estimate the amount .of loss. In doing so, the bank would consider its historical loss experience
in collecting loans in similar situations, such as the typical recovery rate, including amount and
timing. However, the use of historical statistics alone would be inappropriate if the nature of the
loans or current environmental conditions differ fi:om those on which the statistics were based.
Any allowance that is recorded under Statement 5 must be reasonably estim ble and supported
by an analysis of all available and · relevant information about circumstances that exist at the
b alance sheet date.
The total allowance for the 20 loans should be the sum of the above components. A total
allowance greater than the sum of the above components would be excessive. A total allowance
less than the sum of e abqve components would be inadequate.

Application of Statements 5 and 114 to a Loan :Portfolio
All Loans

J

No

. Box A
Is the loon
vvithin the sco of

Staterr.ent 114?

('![6)

No

Box B

Has the loan
been identified for
evaluation? ('ff6, '!J7, and
fOotnote 1 of

Statement 114)
Yes
·

Box C

Is it prob:lble

the creditor will re
unable to collect all armunts
due a=rding to the
contractual term; oftl1e

loan agreem;:rrt:?
.
(1]'8-1[10)

Yes

·

Box D

Yes

Box E
1he need for an allovvance
should be determined under

Staterr.ent 5 (or p:>SSibly
other literature, e.g,
Staterr.ent 1 15).

Are there specific
characteristics ofthe Joarr
/indicating that it is probable
that there v.ould be an incurred
loss in a group ofloans wi
those characteristics?

Box F

1\b allovvance is recorded
under any GAAP.

Box G
lrre under
Iv.f=asure irr:pilnt

Staterr.ent 1 14. ('!f12-'ff1 6)

Record only a Staterr.ent 1 14.

allovvance.
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!ectlon # 500-8

ection: App raisa !$valua tron Poiicy and Procedures
upjec{: Properlies Managed by Special Asseis

Va fuaUon of Spe c ia l Ass ets

Given VIe fnf\er lit reliance on collaferal for. rep ayment oi real estate se red loans lh?t ?re classified as problem
asse!s;,el)hanced valuatiqn standp(ils·for. tlj e !C?:Jfl tnel <!f!J ma n ag.ed by the Sfle.cial Assets Deparj!lJ nt (SAP) a .ltl
apP.r.op.rl e f9r prQp!'Jr.risk ma.na9.ef11efll fn·aqd!Uon. wre n! yal a!i.I?N>.9fcollaiE!raJ ipr lhess l oe.n .?.re an !!sSfln!ia l
recjufie!llill)l for prQ!ier aceouoling ?i1i:J fi;!gtil<JfQry'report[ng. The following adcjltional va luation requirements therefore
apply to all N9n:P rforming loans (NPLs) or Olher Real Estale Owned (OREQ) secured by real estate, olher1han 1-4
family resiqenlial, \hat are managed In SAD. These requirements do not apply to substandard loa·n!l m;Jnag ed by SAD
that are n dt classiijeq as Nf'Ls, Vi!llJaljon regl]i�inent for !hesa.accrulng substand!lrd.loans mamigep in SAD are
St?\ forth In Cll:'·Sectiori llP0 9, Colla!eral,Valuation fo Problem loans..Addilional valuation requireman!s for any 1-4
family residenlfal properties managed in SAD are foun d In Gonsumer loan Policy Sec!lon 1100-1 o. Valuation of
·
Special Assets.
.

:

For subsequent iransacffons such as th ose involving loan workout and other activi tie s by SAD, reg ulation s allow
reliance on exlsllng valualiohs provided ii can be determ ine d the value estimates re main valid . Having an accurate
picture of c;;urrent val ues of problsfl) asset collateral is particularly critical The frequency of ne cessa ry revaluations of
this ?JIIateral varies based on tn·e lo<jn s !n oun the status ofthe collateral {\vlu1! !her'it Is secu ring a Non-?e rfocrnlng
Lqan (NPL) !lf on the !iooks as Other Re?f. Estal. 9wri ed (OREO}, and the vola tility oflhe rea"! estate market in which
it is located. Properli!"s deemed to be in·such 'Markets of Concern, • as d efin ed below, warrant more fre quent
revaluations. The nature of !he re quired re\•aluaticn (vthelh!'f it !Je by a new o u lsid ·appraisal or a n lnterna!
evalua Uori} undertaken w111 lsq V'!IY bas d ol1 1he;se fac!or$. On transfer of a loari into SAD, or on lra sfer of a
pr<'fp e rty infp OREO, an eV?Iu<)fion .m e e ting ihe req Qirenien!s of CLP Section 500-6, Commercial Eva lua lion
Requirem nt s lo b e pe rfo rmed. The iolloWing outlines :he ad ditiona l minimum revaluation requiremenJs io r loans
managed in SAD:

l'-oan A rnqunl
> $250,000

r,,.,,
NPL

<\n nua l

NPL In Market of PREO

iConcern

Semi·An nua l
Ev a luation

I

1\nnual Eva luajion and
Out!;fde Appra isal praparecl
Nilhln p·rereding 24 ·months·

OREO in M arkel of
!Conce rn
Semi-An nual Evaluation

2nd

.
ou tside Appraisal
/prepared within preceding
j12 monlhs·

' Spe!'lfic ref rence Is made to FR8 SR 94{5 ·rnterqgency Appraisal and Evatua!fon Guidelines•: Valid Apprais ls and Eyaiualions:
and FRB SR 05.05 'Interagency FAQs on lhe Ageqcles' Appraisal Regulallons and lntcrngency S!etemant on lnaepaqdenca Of
Appr!lisal aqd Eva lualion Functions·: Question 27 ' Wlw t ls !ha useful nre of an aepr?isal?"

• Note lh atif l) pu tside a P.pra isal.\'
(lo! quir d on.origiris[lon of!he loan under CLP Sscllpn 5!JO:1. •
Apprs!saUEv.a!Uali(?n Policy ·anci Pi'oc:.'ecfurf?s a evi.lluation m e ellrig the requireme n!s ofClP Section500-6,
'Commercii!! Evaluation Requirements relaled to new t ransaclion evaluations may be substitUted.

Req uired Eva luaiions:
lnionnaiion related io the required dccurrientaiion and support for required evaluaiions is d e ta i le d In ClP Sec Uo n
500-6, Col)l mercie l Evaluaiion Requirem pis. Wn!!n indicated above, the SAD relationship manager Is to prepare an
interns! evaluaUon consistent with the requirements oulline.d In CLP Section 500-6, Commercial Eva !ualion
Recjuirem nts for ari evalua tion supporting a ubsequ.ent !ransacli.on The goal of this evafi.ra!ion process is to

CONl'IDEl'lllAL
TREATMENT REQUESTED
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•
rav<)fidate (ii apP.ropriafe) the ac;ctifacy of the most recent valuation. For income p ro ducing properties or prope rties
developed for resale, ihe· projecl.e d pe[ionnance of the properly oullined in the appraisal should be compared with the
aqlua! performance. Varia nce should be addressed and assumptions eneel<ad to determine if the prior V<liUation
rem;lfns accurate. for other property types, comp2ra ble sales data or other supporting information should be
obtained "from kno\\lledge.abl -proke.J:S, appraisers, or /enders acliVe in the market in whl9h the property is located In
order to det rmloe validity of the prior valuation. REVS must approve all evaluations fo r loan amounts over
_$2, 500,000. A copyof evafuatlons greater than $2,500,000 sho uld be forwa rded to the Special Assets Credit Officer.
Should lh.e Inform ation obtain d or analysis P.Brformed in the evaruaUon process suggest that a meterial{5% ormpre)
ero ion In.the origin al value·ssllmafe may have occf.!rred :;!nee lhe prior valuafion; fh"e new eva!uaUon must retled lht:�
current rowarestiinate.ofvalue and must be app roved l)y REVS staff lfthe eva!uaUon process suggests a slgnj"(jcani·
erosion In value (10% or more}, :a ne\V o u!Slde appraisal will typ!cid!y be required unless waived by the Chl i
App ra iser In concurrence with lhe SAP Cre dit Officer. Required approvals of evalua!ions are summarize,d as follows:

i

I

:Va·rua.

I<= $1,000,000

I

$1,000,001..$2,500,000

> $2,500, 000

I

fvlateria! (>5%} Decline in Significant"(>iO%} Declfne
in Value
SAD RM
iSAt:> RM, REVS
iSAD RM, C!liefAppraiser
SAD RM, REVS
AD RM, REVS
SAD RM, Chfef Appraiser
S D RM, SAD CO, REVS $AD RMi SAD CO, REVS SAD RM, SAD CO, Chief
ppraiser
No Material Decline In

Lp f!n Amount

Vi,

I

!

:Value

Required Appl<lisals:

Wne n a new ou!slde appral!l_al is required as o u lline ci !Jbove, the SAD rel<!ffonshlp manager will work \\'ith Reai Estate
Valuation Services {REVS) obtain ·the appraisal and review as outlined previo usly In CLP Section 500-3,
Procedures for Ordefing App rai?a l\f. II js incumb nt on the relationship manager to ensure that the appreis2l is
ordered in a·trm ly mati[l!'r suc!J loa.t lhe .slandards related to the age ofihe appraisal as cuUined aqove are
maintalneci. If the loan Is a pariicip'a !JoQ purchased from anolhedn ti!uUon, lhen th e SAO Ref aliens hip Manager vi.!!
work with REVS and !he CapJtaJ Markets team to Insure the bank hes an acceptable appraisal

lo

In addition to completing a r§vlew ofsuch appraisals as•ou!lined.ln ClP Seclion50D-3, REVS wlll a lso complete a
"SAD Addendum" fo r appraisals related to,trimsacUons wifh a book balance o·ver Si ,000,000. This acidenc:!urn Is
prf?pared specilica fly lo assist in the SAD FAS 114 reporting process as outlined In CLP 800-13. Specifica !Jy, the SAD
Adder,dum \viii:

0
o

h

address c <!nge!ii in value renec!ed by the most recent appraisal, as well es, poten!ial
iulure trends In value b a eg n the ·apP.fcllsal and a ny thlnj partydafa sources considered
addief?!J pot!'nUal marketing/ hold period for the subject real estate based en Indications
from ihe appl!'llsa!, discussion with the SAD RM and CRE ACO f.orthe area in which the p rop ecy Is located, a s
well as, any
third party data sources considered

Markets oi Con<;a m:
The n ature of the real estate inarket"sub}e cts it to volatility wh ich may affect prop erty c!ltagories lo varying degrees o n
a geographic basis. As e res!Jil, m.?f!<e!·W! e .value rosion may occurln various geograph!c markats. O n a quarteriy
basis, a specia l m£?eijn g will be. hrM tq qet rmin e whic;h markets are of particular concern warranfing the additional
valua!fon due dilig en a.s ·pulline9.<)b.qli'e. This mee ting group v.ill consist of the Chief Credit Officer, Business
Services Creciit Exe.culive,.9onsumer C dit Execu¥Y . Head of SAO, ChfeiAppraiser, Ma nag er of Credit
Adminislra!ioti, Credff Review repr!'! en!afive. and!0r any designees. B<)sed on observed market conditions, !he group
will compile ;lnd ma_intain q ll�;t of "Mark ts of Concern• categorized by geographic lo llon and property typ e. This list
will ancompa s markils whine th pQ tenUa l fo r material erosion In value is signilicanl The Chief Appra iser will m eko
the final p'etennli\a.!ion whether a n area. is deemed to be a market of concern. As oullinec:! Dbove, all!ateral managed
by SAO de!errnined·to be In a inai.ket·of concern will require more frequent and intense valuation due diligenca
Pariiclpat!on Loa ns:

No:Withslanciing the abo\•e, forshqred creciit transactions in which Regions Is a participant and not the lead or agent
ank, Regions will defer lo the lead or agent bank in determining th e liming arid ti'equency of rs al!daiing values
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Commercial t..o an Po l !cles Manual

PoHcles ;;3nd Ccimmunic<Jtion

{section # 800-9
a ctro n : Problem Asss ! s
SubJect: Colla teral Vefuaticn [o; Pwblem Lo a ns

jS

Lo_a ns !hat h ave i.leeh Id entified as.Ciassffied (Problem loans) place added reliance on !he value of coll ateral. Special
steps·are necessary to properly eva lua te collateral for these {cans.
Tliis.. !=oll;ilera! evaluation pql! y §ho.Uic! be fol!qwed V(llen the proble m loan iota! rela ted debt is oveiS O, O OO.
Altflough· probleni loa·n s·under"$ 5Q;OOO are not require d to meet !!Je s!andards oi !his policy, !.his doe n otmfn imize
tfle 1mp"orfaitce cif accura·fe co"llateri;l l valu all_on on .! h esa loans. Th.a $250,0QO t h re sh old should be viewed only ss a
means of containing cost du . to f!Je eJ:(pense Of appraisals anci other evalua tions. .
!mmeqiately up.o n.O:owngrade of a loan fo.0LEM, Sub sls nda rd, or Dou btful ra ling, the Relaiionship Man?ger(R£11)
(Sp ecial Assets Officer. s houl d check the s !a!us offhs collateral and the supp orting colla tera! valuallon. ALL
C LASSIFIED LOANS WITH TOTAL RELATED DEBT OVER $250,000 MUSTHAVE A CURR ENT APPRAISAL OR
EVALUATION IN FILE. (See Ihe trst at !he e nd of tliis section for a de finition oi curre nt appraisals fo r various
collaferal types.)

Ther.e may be oc;ca(!ions \Vh !l slrid .compliance with this policy is not necessary to prote ct !he bank irom loss
W?iVen;>i I his p olicy may.be requested when it is in the best interest of the Ba nk Waiver ofth is policy may be
9b!airieil o nly from a Spe cial Assets Regional Manage r, ihe Special Assels Credit Officer or the Head of Special

Asse ts.•

·1. ,

·

Real Estate

Loans ecurep by rea l estale may or ma}' not have an appraisal In tile depen(ilng on when the !can was madfl the
palure ofl e reel est.ate, and the· mount oflhe l•;ia.IJ. The value oithe re a l property may h ave be e n supported by an
e va luation In lieu of an appra isa L But \'/ en .a loan secured by real es fate ls identified as a pro blem lo a n a Tille XI
FlRREA qualified appraisal may ba required, even though if wa s not required wh en fhe lean was made.
If a !o?n secured py ·
estate .with to tal rela ted debt over$250,000 Is dovmgraded to a problem slatus anci a current
app.raisa_l 1 . not In me. the Banl(shotild !Jb lain a nsw appraisal or o b tain a wailterii9m the pecial Assets Regional
Manager, the Special Assets Credit Officer or lhe Head of Special Asse!s. The appropriate value io \!Se for loans.
se cured by re al esl;:ia is fhe market value indicated In the m ost recant a ppraisal or evaluafior-

2.

Eguioment

?.·

Marl<etable Securities

Es(iniates of value s h ould bs obtaine from thitti parties, either ind(lpendent appraisers or squip:nenf manufaclurers
or olf!er c d f?le s ourc1;s, uch ·as au ionaers that regularly auction equipment of.Lie n ature being valued.

On pu blicly traded se ctJrilies, ql!oles should be obt<!ined from newspapers or bro ke rage houses. This will be
performed by. fhe resp o nsibl e Relationship Manager.

.

P[jliately Held S?cmities

This (ype· of col(a!\'ral (s !J Ually vel)' !ilhic).J if fo evalua!e. Stock in the company !hat is. owned by lha bo rrower normslly
<!! all Sleek In other co mpan ie s which are profilable and where reasonef;lle fina ncla l
lnfoima!ion· is availalile may be assigned a va lue by !he relallonship manager: The RM's eva lualion should be
supported by the company's net boo[\ va lue a nd earnings p er share. Where possible, ffle RM sh o uld also identiC>;
·
potential purch sers ofi!Je slo k.

s!Joulo no! f;le assigned any valu
5.

·

Qr.Q.Q§:
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A crop inspection and cash iiow projection by !he Ag Relationship Ma nager (Ag RM) together with a yield esUmale
·
supported by an Inspection report and current market quotes wilfbe sa!isTacto !Y.

6.

J._jvestocl:

7.

Acco u n ts Re'ceivablellnvontorv

An evalualio n by !lje AgRM will be satisfaC:ory; provided It Is supported by a memo detailing the q ua n tity and quality
o'f tha livestock and current market prices.
The Rela tio n sh ip tv!a.n ager/Credit G_ro up vai!JaUoi.J is considered sa[isfac!ory If if is ade quate ly supported by an aging
on accounls receivab(e and inv ntory turnover evaluations. Normally, where a prop er aging ls.obfained, a value
should be established. of70% fo BO% for acci>unts receivable less than 90 days. F.or hfgh-quality Inve ntory with
rela ye!y fast turns, '3 0% to 40% values may be us.ed for finished Inventory available fqr sale. Work In precess
inven!qry shputd b e · give f! zero v<jlue. Valu s greqter !han !he above a5;5lghed to inventory a.ncl accounts receiv?file
should oe supported by lhircl pa y eva!uationa lillie fa no vatue·should be asslgl]ef! lrthe Reli!J!lonship
Maf!ager/Credit Group C<!nnot obtain ·the necessafY Information to properly a sslgt r reliable V'liue.

.

When man aging a problem lfl?n, which ! securr;d P.rimarily by a(;!;OunJs receiv.aple and lnven{f) ry, it is imperative that
the Bank mqn[ior and c.onJrql tlje·re iyabl s atJd iliventory. lflhe bank does not maintain contr9roffl!ncfs tlowlng
through !he worklng· plla.f cycle and rec;ulre debt feducUon a s li)Ventory !s l.fquidale cJ. I en no relian ce should b e
gfven t o this collateral I n �;:a!cufa!ing loan t o value cove rage. I t i r comm nd.eg that i f n o t a lread · in existence that a
locl<box be established at Regions and account debtors be notified to send funds lo lhls lod:box.
Agricultural Lcndlno (See ClP Secllon 2300)

B.
9.

Miscellaneous Tvges

of Co!la fera(

Normally an evaluation by the relationship manager or an lnrfep,e ndent source using whatever typ e oi reliable
··
·
informalion is available wm be satisfactory.

10.

Definition of Cyr;ent Aopra !sal
Rea l Estate

A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.

G

H.

1.'

CONFIDENTIAL
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Eq uipment
Markelable Secur!Ues
Prfvately Held Securities
crops
llveslocl<
Accounls Receiva ble/Inventory
cbinmoditles

Miscellaneous

Two years or less (origlmil is acceplable if no change)
One·year o r less
One mo n th or less
One year 9r less
Ninety days or less
Ninety days or less
Thirty days or less
Thirty days or less
Rela!ion hip Man agel's judgmenl
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PROBLEM LOAN REPORT
.

1 . T r.

Period Ending: March 31, 2009

Corporate \ General Banking Group \ General
\ Florida Banking Group \ Centra! FL Area \
\ Orlando Business Services

Bank

Risk Code I
Accrual
Status

r
I Commitment

I

Outstanding
Balance

I

Days
Past
Due

70 -F / A

Maturity
Date

o I 02/15/20 1 0

.70 -F / A

01/31/2007

45 I

04/14/2009

UC: Fee.Basls
3.25%: RFC Prime

Risk Rati n g & Acco unting Treatment Justification

:.. Risk Rating '·"·;j""'J,.1fi... UVH •••
The relationship is being recommended. ior downgrade to RR75 NPA due fo continued operating losses oi the company, the : ·
Borrower/Guarantor indicating he is out of cash c:n::l the Bo rrower/Guarantor notifYing the bank that he can not reimburse ihe bank the funds
c:dvanced ior the 3/2/09 $145M scheduled principal bond payment. Collateral coverage curren!ly appears adequate so RR75 NPA wi ll be the
appropriate accounting treaimeni.
: .. Triggers ior Risk Rating and Downgrade or Non-Accrual .. :
Upgrade - N/A ai the present time
Downgrade - Collateral shortfall resulting in perceived loss ior the bank.
:.. Accrual Status Justification .. :
The relationship has been recommended for Non-Accrual.

:.. Carrying Va lue Jusiificaiion .. :
Based upon the current col!aleraf values the bank appears to be adequately covered. New appraisals have been ordered ori the two

rnmm r i f/inrlt

dof!ars in thousands

t/7

{) Regions Financial Co rpo>.a!ion

. J
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l rv.

I

Co!latera I Analysis

/

Account Number(s)

CS

j

I
I

·92-0001 338655-0001 006583

CS

l

I
I

I

·

I

I

Description

Discount
%

Full Va lue

FREM On 9 1 ,875 s.i.
mfg/wa rehouse in Rockledge,
Florida
FREM on .23M s.f. mfg/warehouse
in Rockledge, Florida

$ 4,700

1 00.00

I

I

I

Discount
Va lue

I

I

Val uation
Source

S 4,700 Appraisal . :

J

I

Date

04/30/2008

92-0001 338655-0001 006683
100.00
04/30/2008
S I, 1 75 Appraisal
s 1.175
s s.a7s I;��W�f�.��1f;'».i���(��'f�·�
��
r;.
To t a l
$ 5,875 !J��Q�ff:j'�f
C o llateral Issues
Dragnet Clause Included
0 YES 0 NO
0 YES 0 NO
Fully Secured
If No, Please Comment
The remaining LCNRND's and optionally tendered VRDN and corre sponding are secured by FREM's on 22,482 sf warehouse/plant In
Rockledge, Fl. market valued at 51, 175MM as of 4/30/08 and reviewed by Regions Appraisal Review 6/3/08, and a 9 1 , 8 75 sf .
warehouse/plant located on 1 0.86 acres plus 1 .46 excess acres In Rockledge, Fl. market valued at $4,700M as · of 4/3 0/08 and reviewed by
Regions Appraisal Review 6/5/08, plus a .1st UCC lien on specific equipment - orderly liquidation value of $316M as· of 11/05. New appraisals
fo r the two properties have been ordered through REVS.-

DCC's LOC is secured by AR and !NV.

·

The 2/27/0 9 Borrowing Base

are 80% and 35% Net Eligible amounts.

v.

·

reported S904M in Gross AR and $662M in Gross !NV. Adva nce rates

Strategy

0 Upgrade

0 Reduce to

All dollars in thousands
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0 Exit
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I Target Date:
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.

.

The Borrower and the "Crisis Manager, Robert Swett, have been working with an investor who is said to have a b ackground
in the cabinetry manufacturing business. The investor has Indicated a strong inierest in possibly investing in Designers
Choice Cabinetry as a % owner. Should this come to fruition, the bank will consider whether a possible restruciure is viable,
o n e which would eventually permit the upgrading of the credit facilities.
:.. Trigger For Affernative stra tegy . . :
Borrower and potential .investor not being able to reach an agreemeni.
: .. Aliernative Strategy.:.:
If the Borrower.and investor would not be able to reach an agreement, the bank would consider having the Borrower c:ssign
the assets of the comoanv io an Assionee under a Ch 727 ABC.

The Borrower has coniinueg to reduce expenses and is working to return to profitability. Refinancing aftempis have been
unsuccessful. The stretegy is to continue to work with the Borrower and upgrade the facilities when two consecutive
quariers of profitability can be achieved.
:.. Trigger For Alternative Strategy .. :
Monetary default or bankruptcy filing.
: .. AI!emative S trategy ..:
A monetary default would.trigger a bankruptcy filing. Due to perceived equity, a Lfft Stay would not be an opiion to pursue.
The Bankruptcy Truste·a .vtould therefore liouidate the assets and oavoffthe Bank's debt.

: .. Gurrent .Strategy ..:
Designers Choice Cabinetry {DCC)agreed to engage Gulf Atlantic Capifal as e turn around consultant. DCC turned a prof!i
for the month of 8/08. Due io constraints on moving the LCNRDN anci the current Bond market, SA continues .to work with
the DCC on their turn around and marketing efforts. The strategy is now to upgrade the facilities after two,consecufiva
q uarters of profiiabllity. DCC has consolidated operations into the 91 ,875 sq. ft. bldg. and is working to market !he 23M sq.
fi. bldg. and payoff that 'related portion of the Bonds.
:.. Trigger. For Alternative Strategy .. :
Monetary Default or Bankruptcy Filing.

nanKrumcv filing. Due to perceived equity, a lifi Stay would. not be viable to
·
·
·
the assets and oavoff the Bank's debt.

Keegan ls

exempl bonds was tendered and the
re-mar'r<et the Bond.

All dollars in thousands
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moved, another fender would have to have a Moody's Rating o f

SimL Da!e

1 97 ]
he has used his liquid assets ior !he company since his

"""'ifi" " and S6M in IRA's.

All dollars in thousands
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8/6/QB PFS was p(epared. His
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Commercial Loan PoliCies flllanual
Policies C!nd Communication

!

last Mo.difled en March 02, 2009
Print This Page·

ectio·n # 800.$
ection: Problem Assets

u bject: Non-Accrual Policy & Proc;edures

Non-Acc;uaf Loan Policy

The Bank generally reco gnizes income froll) its earning sseis o n an accrual basis so long as ihe full collection of
all principal and. interest appears. reasonably· assured. However, earning assets are placed on non-accrual if any
·
ofthe following conditions occws:

1 . A loan shpuld be plac;ed :on non·.<! CC(Ua! .(even if current) if <;ollec.t[on in full of contractual principal and
interest becomes diJ4bfiul or if tn:e lbiln is cla 91fied ''DoiJplful" or "Loss" !JY the Relationship Manager, Art;a
·
·
Credit Officer, Senior Creqii Oificer,. or CredifBeview. .
2. A partial charge o.if h!3S riccurrei:l, unless the loan has been brought c!Jrrent unqer its contractual terms
(original or restructured terms) and the remaining principal <!rid interest {s considered to be fully collectible.
Reference Section 800 1 0, Trol!bfed Debt•Restructuring
·3, Delinquent on any principal or interest.ior90 days or more unless the obligation is both well secured anp in
t1 e process of collec:tion.

A loan is "Well secured" if if is l;ecured by collatera l in the fo rm of liens on or pledges of real or personal property,
inCluding securities that have a realizable value sufficient to discharge ihe debl A loan mav be considenid well
secured by the guaranty of a ·iinancially responsible party with !he demonstrated willingness and abiliiy to fully
satisfy the debl

0

A loan is '!in lhe proc s of collection" ii:
1 ) the collection pf.ihe debt iq. proceeding in due course eitl)er through legal action - including !aWS!-!ii and'or
fo reclosure on real estaje - or in appropri?fe circumstances, t(l rough actions which are reasonably expected to
result in ·repayment of the loan. or ii:l its restqration io a ciirrenrstatus.
.

Credils se_cured by real estale- in the process of foreclosure may properly remain on accwa( when handled in
accorda nce with 500-8, Properties Managed by Special Assets
Or

2) the collection efforts, no! involving legal actions, are·reasonably expected to result in repayment of ihe debt A
Claim duly iiled again·st the esiate of a bankrupt or deceased debtor is COJlSidered to be "in the process of
collection." Any co!lec'Jon effort should be e>;pected to produce
resulls prior to !he credit becoming 180 cays past
·
due.
The approval oflhe Business Services Credi.f EXecutive o r ihe Chief Credit Officer\',iil be required to continue
accrual on any· loan in excess of$250,000 over 180. days past due.
All loans on non-ac;crual status will be graded substal)dard.(Risk Rating 75) or doubtful (Risk Rating 80). In
certain cases, a consumer loan or a loan sec!Jred by a one-to four family-resldenti(ll property m<;y not need to be
placed on non-accrual when it ·meefs the above criteria Please refer to the Line of Business Policies for more
details.

W
{ia

Regardless ofdelinquency"sia s..a t date of transfer, all loans $250,000 or less arid transferring to Special
Assets, WGether ·to i3usiness·a
Communiiy Banking Workout qr Commercial Special Assets, will have a 15 day
revi w and. i:JSSessmen! perioB; .beginning on the date of transfer, afier which a:t policy iimelines will apply. The
primafy purpose of this review period is.fo r time to· determine if the delinquency status is attrib utable io an
operalioniJI problem, a te·chnical issue causing · a delay in a P.anding renewal, or some o!her fa ctor that wou!d not
warrant noh-a.ccru al status.
Restoration to Accrual Si:atus

CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTf:D
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A credit on non-accrual status may be reiumed to accrual ifboih of the following conditions are met
1.

The lean is brought contractually currentas to both principal and interest

.2.

Future payments are reasonably expected to continue being received in accordance •.vi!h ihe terms of the
loan and the repayment abi!i(y can be reasonably demonstrated.
No n-Accrual Proceduras
Non Periqrmlng loan (NPL) prc.cessing takes-piace in the first ten days ofeach calendar month. Unless
approved 9iherwise.by the Special Assets Credit Oiticer, all Business Services loans $2/jOM and less will be
placed on non-accruing sti)tus o il tl)e first proces.sirig period after !fi e date o n which the loan becomes eo day,s
past du .· Continued ·aecrual beyon this 'p'<iinf·viill require the following pprovqls:
Ap.p ri:lit<!l Authority,

Nu'ril ber of Pays Past pue .
·Up tQ 365 d')ys
Beyond 365 days

Special Msets .Credit Offi r
Business Services Credit Executive or Chi!;if
Cre(:lrt Officer ·
·

'

Non-Accrual Approval.
The following approval process should be used when placing a loan on non-accrual status
or returning a loan to
.
accrual status for foan_s exceedir.ig $250,000
·.

Approval Authority
Senior Busines.s i;nd
Community Bankir,g Credit O fiicer and Business
Banking line of Business Execi.JUve
Special Assets Credit Omcer or Senior Business and
Community Banking Cred[t Officer with conqurrence of
ihe Business Services Credit Execuiilie
Special Assets Credit Ofiicer or Senior Business and
Community Banking Credit (Jfficar, or app opriate
Senior Credit Officer and ihe·B.usiness Services Credit
Executive
Special Assets Senior Credit Officer, Head of Special
Assets, Businass Services Credit Executive or the Chief
Credit Officer
Special Assets Senior Credit-Officer, Head of Special
,Assels, Business Services Credit Executive and the
Chief Credit Oificer
'--

fSpecial Assets Credit Officer or

·

Commercial and B usiness Banlting
;::_$250,000:E, $1 ,000,000

·> $1 ,000,000 ;: $2,500,000
>$2,500,000 ,::: S5,000,000

> $5,000,000 <S1 0,000,000

>

=

$10,000,000
-

---···-··�

Note: lfcirc\)mstances warran the Chief Credit Officer or the Business Services Credit Executive may, at his/her
sole discretion, approve any level of non-accru;3l change or charge-off.
No n-Accrual Waivers
Unless· the credit in question is wel!-secured §.!!£ in ihe P.fOcess of collection, ihe RM is responsible for placing
any loan that reaches 90 days pa_st due (wlieth¢r the delinquency is.for payment or maturity) on ncn-accrual in
conformity with procedures outlined iri this Sticlion.
Any waiver of this placement on non,accrual must be documented on a properly approved Recommendation to
Coniinue Accrual Status form (found in Lotus Notes under Commercial Banking Loan Forms and.Compose
Related.
Please see table below-for appropriate approvals:

CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED
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:.:i,Y' \ ][�;,EG X ONS
\ Corporate
. \ Gener l l;lanJ<ini:l Gf9Up .\ General
Regions \ Midwe.sl Banking Group X Mis·sourillowa/W
Area \ Gr!"ater S!. . LQ!Jis \ Gr!=Jaler St-Lou((>
Services

;.1,

:: ·

. ..

.
.. '
'' Originai Officer ,·. ...::.:; ...':.;j ·. ···
Pri6r'Officeir:: : . . ::::: :·: ··:-1 Y5CP.7 - MURPHY, THOMI>$-J : ··. . :.:: ··

. - ..

'

.

I.

.

. ....,,,.,._,,

.

.

__

. ,..t.• ; .••

,.

,.,.... ,,_ ..·.

·.

r.i i Lf. .!! Y.:§.?'ce t[ ns.

dollars in thousands
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· 1 Amourit on Non-Accrual I

. I PriiJr Charg
·

07/10/2008
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J
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lnv:: tr.l_Gnts fnt:

Ex p osure· R ca p

Risk Co de /
Accrual
Status

cs

53-:?788056498-0000000001

Days

Outstanding

I Past

70 -F I A

Maturity
Date

73·

cs

53-3788056498-0Q.00000004

·cs

5�:3iaao5$4�81j:Qppoo§J9ib

70 -F. / A

·76-F I A

1 5;f

:fie

cs

·s3 37SflQ56498-oooooqgoq:?

70 -F /A

140

s 140

75

s 1 36

71

cs

53-378805o<f98-opoooo9D04

3.50%: WSJ Prime
+ 0.25%

80

cs

.

.

53-37? 80 649[3-0000009031

.

in thousands

A

47

72
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.
Risk Code /
Accrual

Number

Days
Past
Due

Outst(lndif]g

Maturity
Dafe

cs

53-3788056498-00000090 3

70 -F / A

cs

53-3788056498"0000009034

?,5Q%: WS.J Pi:Jme
.
.
·+·:o.:Zs%
. . . ..

(Matures 06/30/2009)
lnt OnlY: In! Mqn)hly

. .-,

.....,. ... .,. • VI Y l l .._..,.., .._... ..,v1

ntr�:�o-ntltn J?nno·:·tnt

cs .

53-3788056498-0000009038
'(Loan)
·

cs

01/04/2009; (Matures
06/30/2009)
Prin Plus; S422.00

53-3788056498-0000009039
Loan)

Prin

cs

I

53-3788056498-0000009040 I

I
I

I

cs

53-3788056498-000000904 1 I

cs

I

53-3788056498-0000009043

cs

I

53-3788056498-0000009044

cs

53-3788056498-0000009046

cs

53-3788056498-0000009047

cs

53-3788056498-0000009048

in thousands

CONFIDENTrAL
TREATMENT REQUESTED

I
I
I

7 0 -F / A

7 0 -F / A

-F / A

7 0 -F I A

70 -F / A

70 -F / A

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I
s 1oo I

I
s 1 00 I

s 112 1

s 112

s 2J

S 27 1

$ 115 1

I
l
62
. j 06/30/2009 j
62

S 2J

62.

s 27 1

.$ 1 1 5 1

75

74

I
I

I

I

I
$ 29 1

$ 29 1

I riiiP Fnr n1/1R/?fi()Q··

I

1

I

Mnnfhiil thtP

06/30/2009 1

06/30/2009

06/30/2009

06/30/2009

I

I
I

I 3.15%:WSJ Prime

I

In! Only; lnt Monthly

r"uro nA/?Jl/')nnO• lnf-

0 1/28/2009; (Matures
06/30/2009\

+

0.50%

, 3.25%: WSJ Prime
+ 0.00%

--

··--·-- .. .
Past Due For
01/28/2009; (Matures
06/30/2009}

-.

3.25%: WSJ Prime .
+ 0.00%

/ 3.25%: WSJ Prime
..
+ 0:00%

Past Due For
01 /28/2009; (Matures
06/30/20091

/ 3.25%: WSJ Prime
+ 0.00%
/ 3.25%: WSJ Prime
+. 0.00%

Past Due For
01/16/2009; (Matures
06/30/2009)

1 3.25%: WSJ Prime
.
+ 0.00%

I
I

I

I

I Past Due For

74

Regions Financial co·rporation
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i

I

I
I

Past Due For
01/15/2009; (Matures
06/30/2009)
.

-

' ';

I
I

i
I

I
I

I

I

r
I
I

I

!

I

i'
i

C�:c;rtc��Tc;(G��s7J.;Q�-rG�i:f."'ii!�§�.��ri \�i:tN;it���Grn fMi:iso::rii o-Nc1<\VK . .ru i{y F.rt.:a \ G�at£fsf.Tciis-\GfCikf§f[O"UiSEUS1F.C$Si1f.::tZ�S-"""" -··· -l-·
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--···

·

__

____

Risk Code I
AccrUal

Number

cs

-s3-37aaos:

--- - ..

ea ooooooso51

-·- ----· -···

· --·- ---····-· · ---· ··- ·

Commitment

.

Outstanding
Balance

___

Days
past
Due·

Maturity
Date

70 -F I A

3,50%: WSJ ,Prime

+ r:i.is%

8

..

.

-.37 _80$6498-0QOP,OQ9Q57 .

70 -F-/A

cs

53-3788056498-000000 058
'CS

p 37880 6498-000Q009061

70 -F / A

7 0 -F I

3.25%: RfC Prime
+ 0.00%

$ 86

'CS

53 378ao56198-ooogooso5s

70 -F / A

cs

53i3788056498-000.0'009067

70 -F / A

cs
71

s 71

'CS.

53-37 805 1 8-00QOOOg071

cs

53-3788056498-0000009073

in thousands

CONFIDENTIAL
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70 -0 I A

$ 28
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Risk Code /

Days
Past
Due

.

=:J

fvlalurity
Date

cs

.53-37880564 8-0000030003

70 -J I A

cs

-5.3-3788056498-0000030006

cs

1

53-3788056498-0000749 1 76
{Loan)

cs

53-3788056498-0000749226
(loan)

-

70 J I A

I

70 -J l A

$ 79

1

s 1 03

$ 79 1

85

85

$ 1 03

53-3(88056498-0000749333

cs

53-3788056498-0000749507
(Loan)

cs

53-3788056498-0000768622
(Loan)

cs

1 70 -J /A

I

1

70 -F / A

53-3788056498-0000770644

I

I

I

$ 49

$ 1 25

/

S 49

I

CONFIDENTIAL
TREATMENT REQUESTED

0 1/05/2009; (Matures
06/30/2009)

int Only; lnt Monthly
Due 04/05/2009; lnf
Past Due For

,

I

3.50%; RFC Prime.
0.25%

+

85.

38

cs

in thousands

Il

72

129

53-3788056498-0000772236

1
06/30/2009

7 0 -F I A

69
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�,:�v-K;�=J�����
�:i:\�;�;;;.:.�;;£��1� ·�=�=---�=�
Risk Code I
Accrual
Status

Number

cs

53"378!)056498-0000775.9 99

3.50%; WSJ

-F / A

+ 0.25%

Prime

cs

53-3788056.498-0000776484

70 -F / A

is

131

-FlA

cs

53-3788056498-006678263
1
. ··
(Loan)
'

·

·

cs

53-3788056498-0000782664
(Loan)

cs

1
1

53-3188056498 0000782755

53-3788056498-0000784389
. .
.
an)

cs

53-3788056498-0000794834
(Loan)
cs
53-3788056498-0000796375

ollars in thousands

CONFIDENTIAL
TREATMENT REQU}3STED

70 -F !.A

I

$ 60

I

s 71

70 -F / A

70 -F I A

I

70 -F / A

I

1

70 -F / A

I

S 30

I

I

I
I

I

s 60

$ 71

S 30

1

I

82

78

86

80
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_ _, _ , _

_ Justification .. :
Risk rating of 70 is justified due to the depressed r ?l estate ·C)l arket. Borrovier pl,lrchases foreclosed homes and attempts to resell at higher
price. Many of the properties are rented. It appears that cash flow has been impared.
:.. Triggers f9r Risk Rating and Downgrade or Non-Accru.a( . :
Failure to make payments and keep loans from becoming 90 days past due.
.

:.. Accrual Status Justification .. :
Non-accrual is not yet warranted becat.�se payment$ are being made and we peJieye that they will continue. We are working on obtaining
apprais?!S on all of the prop erties.
·

:.. Carsying Value Justificalion .. :
N/A

in thousands

CONFIDENTIAL
1REATMENT REQUESTED
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Collateral Analys'is
Valuation
Source

Full Value

Date
03/18/2009
03/1 9/2009
03/1 7/2009

03/17/2009
03/19/2009
03/17/2009
0311712009
03/19/2009

03/17/2009
03/1712009

03/18/2009

s 79

in thousands

CONFIDENTIAL
TREATMENT REQUESTED

1 00.00

Regions Financial CorporC!ti9n
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Dale
03/17/2009
03/17/2009
03/17/2009
03/1712009
03/17/2009
03/23/2009
03/23/2009

1 0 0.00
1 00.00
1 0 0.00
1 00.00
1 00.00
$ 21 5

CONFIDENTIAL
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1 00.1

95

1 00.00

95

1 0 0.00
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Full Value

It started at $482,866.

in thousands
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I

l

l

I

I

I

f.
!i

: .. Current Strategy ..:
·consist of 61 loans that 60 loans are secured with residential real estate. Locations include St Louis City, St Louis County,
Memphis. TN P.hb nix, AZ an -- !'Ulsa"s city, "(vlo. · w?"ar$'wpfkirig'·(J --- 'fo b a'r?. :: gr men't that will cha'rae a fee of .
$ 5 ;'oQo. we'wiil waive S15,ooo. if the 9 1iggpon§.: r(l.rk1iur; ti ·$2.0MM 'by 1'1:31/b 'ang will waive another sioMM by
·1;11 0/09 an!:f Will waive another $1 5,000. ifail rem'airiing ba!a.bc s; a.re paid by 6/3Qf09, .

:

Trigger For Alternative Strategy :
If loans become 90 days· past due and are placed on non-accrual.

:

.•

••

Cyrrent Strategy :
Our attorney is preparing a forbearance agreement that will require a $2.0MM reduction by 1/29/09 ?nd another $2.0MM by
4/;30/0!:1 and the b?.l nce by 6! 01200 . We will charge a fee of $55,000. and will waive $45,000. if they maet the above
schedule. The . agreement will rE!quire that the 2006 real estate taxes be. paid by 1 31/08 ahd that ihe 2007 taxes be paid
by 2/27/09 and that the 2bo8 taxes be paid by 4/30/09. ·Interest rates will be fixed at 5%.

:

.•

•.

Trigger For Alternative Strategy :
Failure to keep loan paym nts within 90 days past due

:

.•

•.

.•

Alternative Strategy :
.•

loan has 1 2

__
:. . Current
We have made demand and.are now working o n a forbearance agreement. The agreement will require a fee of $55,00 0.
$1 5,000. will be waived if loan balances are reduced 2.0MM by 1 2/31/08. Another $1 5,000. wiU be waived if loan balances
are reduced another 2.0MM by 3/31/09. Then if the remaining balances are paid in full by 6/30/09 another Si 5,000. will be
waived.
:.. Trigger For Alternative Strategy ..:
Failure to keep payments within 90 days past due.
:.. Alternative ·Strategy :

09/30/2008 I Foreclosure

..

:.. Current Strategy ..:
We have made demand on all of our notes due ·to delinquent payments. Principal of borrower has· proposeq that we enter
into a forbearance agreement. We have requested addiiional information and are still waiting on some of this additional
information. We expect the borrower to ente,r into sales of the pledged properties and pay off our loans. We have reduced
the outstanding debt by $899,429. and cancalled availability o f $651 ;348. since .loans were transferred to SAD.

:.. Trigger For Alternative Strategy :
Failure to keep payments within ·go 9ay past due.
•.

:.. Altern?t!ive Strategy ..:
on our deeds

Regions Financial Corporation
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J

of the Memphis properties

2007 taxes are !o be
Phoenix

in thousands
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Guara ntor(s) Financial Information

Guarantor
FOX, CAROL
o · Unlimited
Fox. Carol A
o Unlimited
·p
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimiteq
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
. " Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimi ed
:o Uniimiled
o t.Jnlimited
.o Unlimited
o Uniimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
FOX, MICHAEL
o Unlimited
" Unlimited
o Unlimileq
o Unlimited
Unlimited
o Unlimited
·o Unlimited
<! Unlimit d
o Unlimited
o t.Jnlimi!(:ld
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o iJn!im ited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
Unlimited
·o Unlimited
o Unlimited
Unlimited
" Unlimited

Liquid
Assets

Stmt Date

-

0210812007

.

R. E.
Assets

Total Assets
-

-

.

;: - -· ··--·--·· ·-w- -.,
tG:;u r-sTf. ;fsau::;:e .fi".:.::;$

I Total Debt I Net Worth I
1

.·

----- · J
·

I

Gross
I ncome

-

I
-

07/0 1/2005

&.

-1

-

-

-

-

-

-

o

I

I

I

o

o.

in thousands .
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02/28/2007

-

-
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R. E.

Assets

Total Assets

I Total Debt

Gross
Net Worth

Income

Michael
Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o. Unlimited
:o Unlimited
Unlimited
o Unlimited
o Unlimited
o .Unlimited
o

o

in thousands
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Financial Statement
Eighteen Investments In c
SIC Code 65300 - Real Estate Agents and Managers

All dollar amounts in thousands

1 2/06/2005
6
Company Prepared

Statement Date
Months Covered
Quality
Highlights .Entered By
S tate m e nt Type
·

$

ASSETS
Casti .Peposiis.
.Net Accounts .f Notes Receivable
Income Tax Receivable

Inventory ·

FYTD

FYE

%

$

,_ ·

Olli r P tJrrentA.ssets
TOTAL CURR NTASSETS
Net Fixe.d.As·sets
Long Term Receivables And Investments
Other· Non-Current Ass ets
Net Intangibles
TOTAL NbN-GURRENT ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES & NET WORTH
S h ortTerm Loa.ns Payable
Portion Long Term Debt
Payable
lia bilities
Taxes Payable
TOTA L CURRENT LIABILITIES
Long Tt?rin bebf
Other Non Current Liabi!ilies
TOTAL NON-C!J RENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES
TOTA L NET WORTH
Ti:>T,il.L LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH
INCOME STATEMENT
Net Sqfes I Revenues
co·st O f Sales I Revenues
GROSS PROFIT
Net Operating Expense
Depreciation & Amortization
N ET O PERATI NG PROFIT
Interest lnc me (Expense)
Other lnpome (!=xpense)
PROfiT BEFORE TAXES
Income Taxes
Minority Interest
PROFI T .BEFORE EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS
After Tax :Income .(Expense)
NET PROFIT
Other Comprehensive Income
COMPREH ENSIVE INCOME

in t OU.E:C!nds

1 2/30/2005
12
Compiled

02/28/2007
12
Compiled
VdS
FYE

%

$

%

707
1 5,329

0.7
15.9

66,083

68.5
0.7
85.8
1.9
1 2.2
0.1

638
82,757
1 ,855
1 1 ,732
99

-

-

1 3,686

1 4.2
96,443 1 00.0
79,695

82.6

114

0.1

80,834

83.8

1 5,224 1 5.8
15,224 1 5.8
96,058 99.6
385
0.4
96,443 1 00.0
1 00,330 1 00.0
95,240 94.9
5,090
5.1
3,986
4.0
302
0.3
802
0.8
(2,080} (2.1)
3,468
3.5
2, 1 90
2.2
(11} (0.0)
2,179
2.2

1.

j

2,179

2.2

2,1 79
3,203

2.2
3.2
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PROBLEM LOAN REPORT

1 B;mk

t:;ons lidated \ Corporate ·\ Ge·neral Banking GroliP \ General
Bank Regions \ Florid.a Bank(ng Grol.!P \ Si:i.ut!i FL Ar13·a \
Miafni Dade City \ Miamicl:)ade Business qervices

--- -·

G5YJ9 - CARRIGAN, JAMES P (Patrie!<)
Fir;.; t West Culler Gardens, LLC

Officer

sor;:owe({�j.::::: -

Nature of Business
Related Deb! ln Name
Of

· Real Estate - Not Elsewhere Classified

Atty. Assigned
Driginal Officir
Prior Offic;er

I1

o Lago, Julio
Steven Goldman & Marlene.Silvermana: e·re?iioe·ri:i .Taurig,
PA
•

I Crltic�I:Polii:y Exc ptions

I.

R5¥N6 -. GARCIA,

J sosR

10/08/2008 1

Date Crilic./Ciass
Date Trans. To Special
Assets
Current Outstanding
O!Jtstanding as of
02/28/2009
Total Exposure as of
04{1 GI2009

I

Legal Fees to Date
Amount on Non-Accrual
Prior "Cha rge-qff·

1 ol27i2008
$ 1 0,928 1
$ 1 0,928
.$11,4.14

.$ 125
$ :o
$o

1

Oth r·CrHi al t:;xqeptio·n�d'-Jot lri.Loa"nSTAR.

'f@f.) �E�R�s.�r.,���
�� r.,

Risk Cpde /
Accrual
Status

Account Number
cs

92 2550001 0 1 9-0000030001
·
.

(T?kedpwrtj

''tal Cri!i

./Cfas s. Debt:

I 70 -D .J A

Commitment

I

·J!!Y·'�I R!�.:�:�)�iip� e;·�· \:p·yhti'hg Tre;iht i
..

·$ 1.0,92!3
$ 10,948

Outstanding
Balance

ti. #ii¢'�ti9Ki.}

. s

. f:ef.it;!\ Maturity

§J;;:·..",ij Date
. Due···
;,
.

/: ;@
;

$ 1 0 928' 1 · >- " .

$·

1o;92

·

Payment
Description

(Anio nls'to U s-Cofumn ro
actual dollors:l

lnt Only: lpl" Monthly

Due 0 /27/2009: In!
Past Due Fiir

02/05/2009; (Matured

·

0 /27/2009 03/27/2009) .

Interest
Description

(Ainouhb:· in lhls column
arO aCtUal do9'ars.)

3.27%: UBOR-1
Mb BBA2 0AY
FORWARD+
2.75%

· ' . :Risk Ra!inq Justification· •. :
s rT:6we di/ti'Sk ·rated :Z�, :ey_ub t (lcja·r9. . N!JD? Sr.l!a.I,:.Cfassifica.tion is ji.lstiiit:: d:by. Sorrower's def<Jl!lt conveying 49 individual c.Q!Jater;:ll !Jn!ts to
Jtiird parti s ·wi\iiout Regfon!ii.kno,.;,redge or appr6vai. Borrower used .the.sale pro.ceeQS to s· usry other d(;)pt obligations not related io iHe
collateral project. ·Loan is past due for prii1cipaf dlle to rifat!lrity ?h'd past due· for ·interest payments since FebruafY: We accelerated tlie loan
·

·

receiver .We are in discussions with FidelitY Ti\le reg<Jrdin9.C!
due to "the defaults, filed "foreclosure acHon af!d riiquested aP.pointmenl:of.a
.
.settlement for tne net sales proceeds we did not receive.
•

:.. Triggers

for Risk Rating and Downgrade or Non-Accrual .. :
N.ew appmisar indicates a valuation. shortfall exists.
:.. Accrual Status Justification .. :

NA .

.

.

;.. C<jtrying Value Justification .. :
Based on rent ;olls ailq .financial_infdr!Tlati Hl on hand, property continues;to,bE! managed as rental ap?r\fnent cbmpfex·genera.ting ufficient
income fbr"dEi l eJ:vice. <;:urrent appraisai has valued 149 ti iis :gt:$8.:;1j\JJ M nR REV review concludes ihaf the,49"solci u'niis can lie
.
.included in cciiateral valuation due tp forei:losure.rights.and wdtdc!"ihcreas·e valuaiion to $1 2.4 M M

All dollars in tho u sanp s

CO NFIPJ:NT!A TREATMENT REQUESTED
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fC:cftO;iS\f.
i\q"�S.�
iO�:i
�,
.ill-,;:[
�1rtyT;M�·�O".l!i;
·mt
"ii
S�:.
··cus.torner_,_,!' Fhst2 S' !<!.fins. LLC ---- -----------·
,_.
l2!ij --J�9 - CA�£!- J/IMF.S£(Patrick)
___

._. --'· _
__-

___
_

C.qii<J ter (k\nalys_l
. .-

- :

.

.

- .. .

.

.·: ---

D(;!script(on
1 9 (hPW 150) unit rental
appariment .complex located at
11.020 SW :1 96 Street, Miami, FL

Account Number(s)

cs

2 2550001 01 Q-000003"0 001

.Total

Discount

Full Va hie

%

;t;_iJJIYJ?eif.U:1e9

... .
.

.

.

·

·

·

·

·

·

R!,Yg 0 NO ,

.

100,00

$ 1!3.900
$'-16,500

·

If No, Please·-c ofi1!il.erit

V>

.

trate y

0 Upg·rade

.

0 -Reduce to

All qollars in thousand s

CQNFIOf: NTIA TREATME NT R{:QUEST P

$ 16,500 Appraisal
$ 1 6,500 ;

l oragnet CJause lncluded

03/18/2007
'!!$<

DYES 0 NO
.

,ql!r« i! l H f ] ff 1 ��;

- ! { fjtJ!ffi'i{tfrf[ol;f!i iWai *E
.

Date

i
:

!

lt\l l{fi1!itf{ iiit jf \;f1, k '
;f(om;ffi'e;B aot<: ·

Valuation
Sou-rce.

Discount
Value

.

Hl Exit
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! ....... . ........ .

------

Yf/ A t!8P. - !.'!.!i.L t !n
f?J(/J; : t; f)/

I ...... ... ' '-' !

!IJlo n trys

Period Ending

'

Comments -:

·
_ ! q ti a n
i. 1g: it h iii.l .- 9,\s?il !?r. . woEerty . qr s !!l?S.l'CJU e!lt si�!§ Jo r .o.v er¢e p,.
oYe,(o r. apP.O!rJh:n. n,t. ()f fe!:i!'!!J:'€1!.' to maqf?g_e
property, ·J\im.eiJg
. .. fpf!991P .t,!f.
' ..e .t:;0mplamt tci mclude owners of49 condo units
· . ..
or releases. ·
sold.wlthciut"bahk.permission
: ·': ·: ::. .-; · ·
"!'<:.''
. ·.·: -·· :
:!· .' ·:·::J· :·:: ··;;·,.'.j: .
•

,

t - ia!ri. lfi1 fY

rf{ i g

•i'' .

:.. Trigger For Aller11alive Strategy
· .. :
Ongoing
03/3 i/2009
·02/28120.09
01/31/2009

:.. Alle.rnative Strategy .. :
Seil'note & mort9�igfto tl:iira p·arty investor.
:•• G.!lrrent Strategy ...;

Foreclose on pr.cip_

·

·

f.I.Y in 9r9r:ir. W have ·direct recourse· to r'ehtal .c

n ijf?.llt•t<:r!>eryice gebt by 06/ o/2do9.

·.Concurrent·.Workoi.if ti_atE!gy;
Ne pti!'llr:i Wllh fiqe.f(ty )iUe 'for either payment of ne.t:sal@ proi;,ee s for the :49. units forwhich they underwrote. tit.!e
:insUrance or purchase .o.f our n.ote an!:l fri9r!9<!9!3 at' j:i(lr:
Following fbr clos'ur . sell property to lhird pajiy iijy('ls or py 12/31i2009.
Pursue deficiency judgment ag'ain's gu1;1rilntors if 'appiicabie.
·

; .. Trigger For Altem()tiye S!rt?tegy .. :
P oJraqteq lit!galion pr13vents timely foreclosure qn property and Fidelity Tille fails to negotiate reasonable settlement wilh
Regions Bank.

{

1 2/31/2008

:.. 1\fter!]ati)!e Strategy .. :
Sell note and mortgage to third party investor, price to b'e negotiated, by 1 2/31/2009.
: .. Current SJrategy :
On 1 0(301?908, demand-for f.u ll repaymentwal/. mq e apd. foreclosure complaint·was f!(ei;l on 1 1!6/2008 ;�s well as request
for appointment.o f. a receiver.
•.

.

Concurrert S!rate y: Re9,ions hE!s. app oqcfwcj Fid.e_lity litre to pay off Regions' del:)t to avoid facing 49 claims for insuring
lil!e 'for the purchqses of !he · individual units without tlie release of the Regions' mortQage. The aggregated claims wou!d
appro;>:if!)ate $9,5QO,OOO.
.
·

:.. Trigger For AJternCJ!ive Sfr<3(e_gy .. :
Fail1.fre to sef!!e viith title company.
: .. A!ternaQv Str?.tegy . . :
ii/30/2008 Fllfilg individual 'claims:on 49 unit purchE\ses

I

VII.
Generai·Comments a tNfnE!· Months
.
.
:Per.io9 Eriding comm ents
f:1orrovieds contestiogJorflpl()sure_butJs> n'ha:s·now matured and interest P YIT)e.n!s have not been made since January.
03/3:Ji;Wq9 Amended foreclosun§:a clion :1s to be filed by ApriLSttt :togelher with new motion for·appointme.nt of receiver.
02/28/2009
"
.01/3:1/2009
Borrpwer has admitted tp sef!h'lg unit '-'!'ilhQl!l ·qansent'from Regi9ils EJarikand to diverting proceeds to pay obfigations
o'wed to Great Floriclfl a·ank The ·fraudulent coiivey n·q of.unit . ine mlsappropr';aiion of f!lnd owed to Regions Bank and
suspicjql.is ·acuvny flowing through the qorrowe(s ;md.several other relatE!d deposit accounts have been reported to SAD
1 2/31 /200!3 -Legal Counsel, Corporate Security and BSA Compliance.
Relationship -was (ansferr i;l to SAD on 1 0/27/2008 aft rHegions became aware that 49 l]nits had beer\ sold by the
ii/30/2008 BoiToWerwilhout th!= Bank's knowledge or permission.
•.

Ali dollars in thousands

CONFIOE NTIA TRf:ATM ENT REQJJE STEP
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tee Notes Last Nine Months

:t

Period Ending

03/31/2009
02/20/2.000
01/3•Ji2009
1 2131i2ooii11130!2008

IX.

j

Comments

-

Guarar tor(s) Financial Inform ati o n
Liquid
Assets

Stmt. Date

Guarantor

Cecchini, Anthony
o Unlimited

Lago, Anays o Unlimile<:i
Lago, Juar;c; o Unlimited

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-·

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Lago, Julio·--o UnlimiierJ

Lago, Zaioa
o Unlimi1ecl

.)driguez, Brenda M
o _ Unlimited

t odriguez Juiio A
o Unlimited

Torres, MI. Fra 1dsco
o Un limited

Torres, Rosa-o Unlimited

Gross

Income

Net Worth

-

--

Perez, Mrs. Beatriz J
o Unlimited

Total Deb!

-

--

Perez, Mr. Feiix H
o Unlimited

Total Assets

-

Mruy-L

Cecchini,
o Unlimited

R. E.
Assets

-

-

If Yes, Please Comment
0YES 0 NO
Do G u a ranto (s) Add Va lue
There a re 1 2 guarantors: Julio & Anays Lago, Juan Carlos and Zaidc; Lago, Francisco and Rosa Torres, Julio and Brenda Rodriquez,

Anthony and rviary Cecchini, and Felix H. and Bealriz Perez.

Complaint ; WHff filed against all guarantors on '11/6/2008. Extent to which guarantors add value may be limited given investments in real
estate sector,. which include properties mo1igaged lo Great Florida Bani<, which is also pursuing fo reclosure actions for reasons similar to
ours.
--

All dollars in thousands
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wtive F ina ncial Statemen t

Firs t West Cutler Gardens, LLC

S I C Code 65000

- Real Estate - Not Elsewhere Classified

All dollar amounts in thousands
Statement Date

Months C overed

Quality

Highlights Entered By

Statement Type

--------+'----1---1

--=---=-===- ·---·-ASSETS
Cash & Deposits
Net Accounts I Notes Receivable
Income Tax Heceivable
Inventory
Other Current Assets
TOTA L CURHENT ASSETS
Net Fixed Assets
Long Term Receivables And I nvestments
Other Non-Curren! Assets
Net Intangibles
TOTA L NON-CURRENT ASSETS
TOTA L ASSETS

LIABI LITIES & N ET WORTH
r· '1r! Term Loans Payable
-en! Portion Long Term Debt
.aunts Payable
Accrued Liabililies
Taxes Payable
TOTAL CUR HE NT LIABILITIES
Long Tenn Debt
Other Non-Current Liabilities
TOTA L NON-CURRENT LIABILITI E S
TOTA L LIABILITIES

TOTA L NET WORTH

TOTA L LIA\? !:!_"£1ES AND NET WORTH
.
.
INCOME STATEMENT
Net Sales I Hevenues

I-------1

Cost Of Sales I Revenues

GROSS PROFIT
Net Operating Expense
Depreciation & Amortization

NET OPERATI NG PROFIT
Interest Income ( Expense)

Other Income {Expense)
PROFIT SI:FORE TAXES
Income Taxes
Minority Interest
PROFIT BEFOHE EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS

After Tax Income (Expense)

NET PROFIT
Other Comprehensive Income
COMPR!;HENSIVE INCOME
n ividends Withdrawals

'ustment_To 13etained Earnings

/\II

-· ----"---- ------L--'

dollars in thousands
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b
0
z

. AT RIVERWALK; ;LLG

:!!

Fi\TSGOLD\CITYVIEWAT RIVERWALK/ LLC

0

rn
z

Cost Co.de

Descriptiqn

m
(/)
-I
m
0

01
0.1-01 01-1 00

GENERAL REQUI REMENTS
ProjecfManager
superintend.ent
Asst. Superintendent
Field Office.Assf.
Business Cons.ultarit
Incentive Bonus·
Payroll Taxes
Insurance
Principal
Office .Asst.
Truck Allowance
Tre�vel
Office Rental
ffice Su p plies
Copier
'Fax
Telephone

Revised ·cast to

c

0.1 .:0 1 0 1 -1 05

01-01 0.1 -1 1 0
. 0 1 -01 01 :!120

;;o

CD
(0.

0 1 -0 1 01 -125

E'

0 1 -01 0 1 -1 30

=
(/)

o

....

O i-01 01 -140
·

0 1 -0 1 01 ..:1M

t-..)'

01 -0 1 0'1 -1 60

C)
(/)

.01-0 1 01-192

....

N
(/)
m

c
tr
"'0
0
CD
=

lru

0
0
0
.w
co
c.n
c.n

0 1-0'1.9:1:'1, 0

01-0 1 0 1 -1 9'0
01 0105-1 00
01 0.1 05-11 0

oi-o1'os-t18

0 1 -01,05-.1 29

0 1 -01 05-140

oi -o1 os:.tso

Q

-

Communication;>

0 1 -01 05-1 60 · Construction Photographs·
o 1 ,.o1'05-162 .Small Tools:

T

Storage railer
0 1 -01 09-1 1 0 Construction Schedules

0 1 -0 1'05-1 6 8

Job 20040 Construction

Complete

1 1 /1
3:06 PM

Page i of 1 3

JOB:

;;o
m
)>
-I
:s:
m
z
-I
;;o
m
£)

l

Forecast

Complet

27,692 32
1 9,038.46
31 ,306..23
2,31 820

7,706.70
8 ,600.00

.5,769.24
20, 998;91
:947:00
930.77
'250.00
250.00
1 1 1 65.02
2,76s:oo
320.00
2,000.00
(1 03.22)

(')
0
z
"11

0
m
z
-I

5>

r
-I
::u
m
)>
-I
s
m
z
-1
;:;o
m
0
c
m
en
-I
m
.0

::u

CD
co
-·
0
::l·

t-.,)'
...:l..

N

en
m
('")
en

.c::
0"
"0
0
CD
::l

lm

0
0
0
'(I.)
co
01
0)

AT RIVERWALK, LLC
F:\TSGO LD\CITYVI EW AT RIVERWALK, LLC

JOB:

.

DescriptJon
Survey & Layout
Reproductions & Blueprints
Soils Testing
Concrete Testing·
As Built Survey
Construction Schedule
Trash Shute
D ump Truck Rental
Elevators & Hoists
Fuel Expense
Mise Rental
Temporary Signage
Trash Removal
Electricity
Water
Toilets
Temporary Fire Protection
I nterior Clean

01-0125-1 00 Exteriot.Ciean
0 1 -0 1 26-1 00
0 1 -0 1 27-1 00
0 1 -0 1 29-1 00
0 1•0'1 29 1 1 0.
0'1-01 30-1 00
·a 1 ..:o1 30-1 .1 0'

General . Labor
Traffic Control
P unchoutlabor
Punchout Materials
Job Security
Temporary Fence

Job 20040 Construction

11

3:06 P M
2 of 1 3

Page

20040

Cost Code

0 1 -0 1 09-120
0 1 -01 09-1.3 0
0 1 -0 1 09..:1 50
0 1 -0109:..1 60
0 1 -0i09-1'SO
0 1 -0i Q9-1 90
01-0 1 1 2-1 1.0
01-0 1 1 2-120
0 1 -0 1 1 2-140
0 1 -0 1 1 2-1 50
0 1 -01' 1 2-1 70
0 1 -01 1 5-1 00
0 1 -0 1 1 9-1 00
0 1 -0'1 20-1 00
01-0 1 20-1 1 0
0 1 -0 1 20-1 30
0 1 -0 1 20-1 50
0 1 -012 1-1 00

Complete

Revis'e d Cost to

Complete

1 2,000.00
500.00
5,000.00.
(2,088.50)
1 0,000.00

(8, 1 1 6.99)
(2,042.84)
36,000.00
1 2,000.00
12,000.00
3, 1 1 9.43
1 ,200.00
25,000.00
12,000;00
(1 1 ,7-27.39)
30,500.00
12,200.00
9;240.00
0.00

0
0

z
"TT

8

m
z

AT RIVERWALK, LLC
F:\TSG0!-0\CITYV!EW AT RlYERWALK, LLC

Complete

JOB:

c
m
(J')
-1
m
0

::0

CD
co
-·

0
:::l
. (f)

I

0

t\)'
t\)

en
m
C')
(J')
r::

o'"0
0
CD
:::l

lp,)

0
0
0
'(,.)
co.
Cl
-...J

Revised Cost to
Cost Code

0 1 -0 1 37-1 00
0 1 -0 1 37-1 20
0 1 -0 1 39;.tOO
0 1 -0 1 40-1 00
0 1 -0 1 40'-1 1 0
0 1 -0140-120

02
02 0205-100
02-020.5-11 0
02-0205-120
02-0205-1 30
. 02-,0209 1 50
02-021'0-1 00
02-02 1 0-1 1 0
02-0210-1 20
o2-ci2to-t30
02-021 0-1 50
.
02 021 5-1 00
02-02.1 5-1 50'
02-02 1 7-1 50
02-0220-1 00
02-0220-1 1 0
02-0222-120

Description

Glass Replacement
Mise
Building· Permit
B uilder's Risk lnsmance
Liability Insurance
Bonds
DIVISI ON 01 TOTALS
SITE WORK
Gut ltitericir of bujlding
Structure Knockdown
Material Ha.ul off
Abestos Abatement
Slab crushing
Demolition
Clearing
Grading
ExportBoil
Crushing
Silt Fence
Mise Erosion Control
Other Adverse Site Conditions
Storm ·system
Bay 'Saver
Sewer System

Job 2004.0.Consi!uclion
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C om plete

6,200.00

6,000.00
4,082.00

30(),01 8 .34

(3,000;00}

20,000.00
7,500.00
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Complete

J O B:

Revised Cost to
,Cost Code

02-0224-1 20
02-0225-1 00
02-0225-1 1 0

02-0240-1 i 0
02-0240-1 30
02 0240-1 50
02-0245 1 00
02-0245-1 1 0
02-0245-120
02-0245-1 30
02-0245-1 70
02-02"70-1 00
·o2-o270..1 1 o
02-0283 120
02-0283-1 30
02-0287-1 20

Description

Domestic
Mobilization & Design
Micro pile Installation
Curb I nlet
Concrete Curb & Gutter
Parl<ing Stops
Temporary Road
Base. Stabilization
Binder
Top Coat
Stripe
Sidewalks
Concrete Steps
Backfill Curb
Final Grade
Landscc;�ping :subcontractor
DIVISION 02 TOTALS

:03

CONCRETE & FOUNDATION

03 0335-"1 00

Elevate d Concrete

03-0335-1 05

Extra Work

o3-0301 ;;1 ob Pesl Control

C o mplete

34,000.00
3,875.00
(745;63)
1 5, 360.00
20,200.00
1 2;444.0 0
7,000.00
56,000.00
2,500.00
5,000.00
1 0, 000.00
1 90;1 33.37

(6,226.. 05)

03 0335•1 1 2 Wing Walls·
03-0335 20 1
03-0335-'202

CONTINGENCY
PO 95 13-.S ITEWORKS

Job 20040 Construcllon.
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03-0335'-203
03 0335;..204
03-0335-205
03-0335-206
03-0335-207
03•0335 208
03-0335,.209
03-0335-21 0
03-0335-2 1 1
03-0335 212
03-0335-,213
03-0335-214
03-0335-:21 5
03-0335-2 1 6
03-0335-2 1 7
03-0335-2 1 8
03-0335-2:1 9
03-0335-220
03-0335-221
03-0335-222
03-0345-1 00
03-0395-1 00
03-0395 1 1 0

Description

P0#9521 -SWIFT
PO #9522·- SWIFT
PO #9532 - MARATHON
'
PO #9298 - MARATHO N
PO #9297 - MARATHON
PO #9306 - Sl"fEWORKS
P O #S539 - SUPERIOR DRAIN
LABOR
PO #9303 - UN ITED RENTALs
AMERISTEEL C0#3-6
R I N KER - PO 9562
DIESEL FUEL
GERDAU AMERISTEEUSONOTU B E .
BACKFILL OPERATION
METRO WATERPROOFING-PO 9 3 1 4
SONOTUBES
ALUMA SYSTEMS/WALL FORMS
RAM ROCK & EXCAVATE PILE CAPS
CONCRETE R-'1 AGO GROUP
PO 9380-MARAtHbN EXTRA WORK
Concrete Slab·Subcontractor
I nterior Lightweight
Exterior Lightweight
D!V!S!ON . 0.3 TOTALS

Job 2.0040 Constt:tJc(ion

Complete

(0.00)
(0.00)
Q.OO

80,870. 1 5
86,41 9 .00.
241 , 063.1'0
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04
04-0440 100
04-0440-110
04-0440-120
04-0440-130
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06
06-0637-1 1 0

06-0639-too
06-0639-101

06-0639-1 02
06-0639-1 03
06"0639-1 04
'
06-063$-1 05
06-0q40-1 0 0
06-0645_.1 00
06-0645-1.10
06-0650-1 1 0
06-0650-120

bescrietion

MASONRY
B rick
Stone
Block
Grouting
DIVISION 04 TOTALS
METAL
Stairs
Rails
DIVISION 05 TOTALS

LU MB ER & FRAMING
Other .Fasteners
Framin .Material Su pplier
Framing Fasteners
Framing Mat!3rial Supplier
Mise Framing Materials
oss Material
OSB lnstaliatl'i:m
Framing· Labor Subcontractor
Metal Studs
Framing· Specialties
Floor Trusses
Roof Trusses.

Job 20040 Construclilin

Com plete

82,685.8 1
(25 ,943.53)
2,41 7.1 8
59,1 59.46

21 3,000.00
(74,760.05)
1 38,239.95

(21 .451 .37}

6 ,000.00

79,208.03
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Cost Code
06-0650-130
06-0660-100
06-0660-1 1 0
06-0670-1 00

Descriptio.t:J
LVL Beams
Cement Siding
Aluminum Siding\Fascia
Architec.tural Columns
DIVISION 06 TOTALS

07
07-0707-1 00
07-0707-1 1 0
07 071 0-100
07-0720-1 00
07-0760-1.00
07-0760-1 1 0
07 07.70-1 00

THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION
Caulking
Sound Caul k
Flashing Material. s.upplier
Batt Insulation :Subcontractor
Roofing-Shingles
Roofing M etal 'Seam
Gutters & Downspouts
DIVI SION 07 TOTALS

08
08-08 1 0-1 00
08-0 8 1 0-1 10
08-08 1 0-120

EXT DOORS & WI NDOWS
Metal Entry Doors
Metal French Doors
Common Entry Doors

08-081 0-1 30 Special Function Doors
08-081 0-140 Metal Framed Storefronts
08-0850-1 00 Windows Supplier
DIVISION 08 TOTALS
Job 20040 Construction

.complete

1
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Revised Cost to
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(1 0 , 1 71 .82)

53,58.4.84

1 0,000.00
1 ,390.20
42 ,456 .01
605.20

54,451 .41

41 ,553.00
28,285.65
3,629.06

73.467.71
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Description

09
INT & EXT FINISHES
09-0925-1 00 Drywall Subcontractor
09-0$30 10Q Interior Trim Subcontractor
09-0930.:11 0 Six Panel Doors
09-0930•1 30 Ornamental Grills
09-0930-140 Interior Columns
09-0930-1 50 Base
09-0930-160 crownmolding
09-0930-170 Common Area Trim
09-0937-1 00 Unit Entry
09-0937-1 1 0 Common Entry
09-0937..1 20 Unit I nterior.

C o mp lete

421 ,762.31
1 03,61 3.01
82,965.58

34,403.85
27,1 93.80
1 1 ,380.35
1 8j559.51
30,714.28
1 72,87 1 .04

Shower\Bath Surrounds
09-0960-125 Hardwood
09-0960-1 30 carpet
09-09Er6-1 40 Floor Tile
09-0960.:150 Cotnmon Area Carpet
09-0960-1 6 0 common Area .Tile
.09-0 85-'1 00 Painting I nterior
09-0985-1 1 0 Painting Exterior

422,681 .83
45,848.94
61 ,258.85
69,383.71
5 , 80 9 03
1 07,400.00
5,746 . 1 5

09 0985.:'1.20 .common Area Painting
09-0995--1 00 Blin ds S ubcontrac.tor
DIVISION 09 TOTALS

53, 000.00
1 ,721 ,422.24

09-0960-120

10

ACCESSORIES

Job 20040 Construction
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Mirrors
1 0-1 01 0-1 20 Unit Shelving
1"0-1 010-1 3 0 Unit Accessories
DIVIS! ON 10 TOTALS

"1 0-1 0 1 0-i 1 0
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CABINETS & APPLIANCES
i 1 -1 1 1 0-100 Kitchen Cabinets
1 1 -1 1 20-1 00 Countertops
1 1 -1 140-1 50 Kitchen Appliances
DIVISION 1 1 TOTALS
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Description

FIREPLACES
1 2-1230-1 00 Special Fire Requirements
1 2-1 230-1 1 0 Fire Ex{nguishers
DIVIS I ON 1 2 TOTALS

Complete

31 ,362.60
20,754. 1 6
1 ,783.27
53,900.03

1 01 , 194.9 0
1 33,221 .47
252,008. 1 9
48.9.424.56

12

14
1 4 14 1 0-1 0 0

CONVEYOR SYSTEM
E!evatoJ:
DIVISION 1 4 TOTALS.

MECHANICAL
Rough HVAC
1 5-1"5 1 0-1 0 1 HVAC Air Handling
1 5-1 51"0-1 02 Mise HVAC
1 5-1 5 1 0-1 03 HVAC PARKING

1 5, 000.00
9,601 .28
24,601 .28

55,677.55
55,677.55

15

1 5-1 51 0-1 0 0

Job 20040 Construction

253,394.38
231.,244.0 0
1-2,500.00
1 ,1 00.00
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i 5-1 530-1 ad
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16
1 6-1 61 0-1 00
1 6-1 620-1 1 0
1 6-1 620-120
1 6-1.620-1 30
1 6-1 630-1 00

Description

Rough Plumbing
Plumbing Fixtures
Submeter
Annunciator Panel
Fire Alarm System
.Sprinkler System
DIVI SION 1 5 TOTALS
ELECTRI CAL
Unit Wirihg

Uriit Lighting Fixtures
Common Area Light Fixtures
Hardscape Lighting
Telephone
1 6-1 640-1 00 Cable
1 6-1650-1 00 Site Electric
1 6-1680-1 00 Security Wirin
DIVISION. 1 6 TOTALS
19
1 9-1 91 0-100
1 9-1920-1 00
1 9-1 930 1 00
1 9'-1 9'3b-.1 i Ci
1 9.:1 930-1'20

LEASING·- ACTIVITY CENTER
Leasing Office Allowance
Gazebo
HC!rdscape Lighting
Planters\Walls
Sidewalks

Job 20040 Construction

Complete

146,382.00
1 0,723.32
6,588.00
48,57:9.00
7 1 0,51 0.70

297,900.51
23;842.78
0.00
8}45.00
1 0,000.00
1 0,000.00
1 0,505.00
360,993.29

1 0 ,380.78

35,000.00

3:06 PM
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Revised Cost to
Cost. Code

Oescri ption

1 9-1 930-125 P avers
1 9-1 930-130 Landscape
1 9-1 930-1 40 Membrane
DIVISION 1 9 TOTALS
20.
20-2 1 40-1 00
20-2140-1 1. 0
20-2 1 40-1 2 0
20-,21 50-1 00
20-21 50-1 1 0
20.:2 1 56-1 00
20-2 1 56-120
20-2163•1 00
20-2 1 64..1 30
20-2165-1 08
20-2 1 80-1 00
20-2 1 97-1 00

AMENITIES
Swimming Pool Subcontractor
Pooi .Concrete
Pavers
Compactor
Compactor Enclosu(e
Arbors
Bicycle Sheds
Ent()' Gate Subcontractor
Monument
Mail Boxes
Picnic Area
Si£Jnage
DIVISION 20 TOTALS

22
MARINA
22-2200-1 00 Bank Stabilization
22-2200-1 1 0 Dredging
22-2200-120 Piers\Siips\Wi:!lkways
22-2200-130

Marina Utilities

Job 20040 Construction

11

Cornp!ete

6 1 , 992.80
1 0,035.56
1 1 7,409 . 1 4

1 8 ,300.00
7,364.92
1 .9 ,040.00
2,000.00
1 0 ,000.00
2,000.00

824. 1 0
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6 , 1 20.08
65,649. 1 0

1 4, 1 81 .09
(0.00)
529,041 .06
9 1 ,360.00
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Forecast

Revised Cost to
D escription

23
23-2300-1 00
23-2300-1 01
23-2300-102
23-2300-1 03
23-2300-1 04
23-2300-105
23-2300-1 i 0
23-2300-120
23-,2300-125
23-2300-1 30
23.:2300-140
23-2300-1 50

TIF
TIF - Internal Costs
Tl F - Demolition
Tl F - Clearing & Grading
TIF - Erosion Control
TIF - Environmental
TIF-Bank Stabilization
TIF - Western Boundary
TIF - Blount Avenue
TIF - Rocky Shore/C!tysjde
TIF - Riverwalk
TIF Design
TJ F - Interest
DIVISION 23 TOTALS

DIVISION 22 TOTALS

•

'

30
30-3090-1 00

NON-CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Contractor's Fee
DIVISION 30 TOTALS

40
CONTI NGENCY
40-40 1 0-1 00 Contingency
40-401 0-200 Construction Contringency
DIVISI ON AO TOTALS
.Jab 20040 Constructlon

11
Page

JOB:

Cost Cod e

Complete

Complete

634,582. 1 5

(1 0 ,000.00)
(52,300.00)
5,500.00
34,849.20
1 3,351 .24

:1 5 1 , 172.00
.
564,51 5.00
(5,072.49)
(to, obd.oo)
.692, 0 1 4.95

254,692:88
254,$92.88

250,000.00
25.0 ,000.00

3:06 PM
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Complete

D escription

6,542,996.05

JOB 20040 TOTALS

m
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Original
Pending Changes
Approv d Changes
Revised

COST S U MMARY

JTD Cost
Cost To Complete
Projected Cost

Projected Profit

Job 20040 Construction
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Before the

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933
Release No. 9490 I pecember 4, 2013

·

SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

Release No. 70983 I December 4, 2013

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING ENFORCEMENT

Release No. 3514 1 December 4, 2013 ·

ADMJNISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
File No. 3-15635

ORDER INSTITUTING PUBLIC

In the Matter of

ADMINISTRATIVE AND CEASE-AND"

DESIST :PROCEEDINGS PURSUANT TO

FIFTH TIDRD BANCORP
and DANIEL POSTON

SECTION 8A OF THE SECURITIES ACT
OF 1933 AND SECTIONS 4C .Affi) 21C OF
THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF
1934 AND RULE 102(e) OF THE

Respondents.

COMMISSION'S RULES OF PRACTICE,

MAKING FINDINGS, AND IMPOSING

REMEDIAL SANCTIONS AND CEASE"

AND -DESIST ORDERS .AND PENALTIES
I.

The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") deems it appropriate that cease
and-desist proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted pursuant to Section 8A of the Securities Act
of 1 93 3 ("Securities Act") and Section 2 1 C ofthe Securities Exchange Act of 1 934 (' Exchange
Act"), against Fifth 'f:hird Bancorp ("Fifth Third") and Daniel Poston ("Poston") (collectively,
"Respondents") , and· that public administrative proceedings be, and hereby are, instituted against
Poston pursuant to Section 4C of the Securities Exchange Act of 1 934 ("Exchange.Act") and Rule
1 02(e)(l)(iii) of the Commission's Rules of Practice.
II.

In anticipation of the institution of these proceedings, Respondents have submitted Offers
of Settlement (the "Offers") which the Commission has determined to accept. Solely for the
purpose of these proceedings and any other proceedings brought by or on behalf of th_e
Commission, or to which the Commission is a party, and without admitting or denying the findings
herein, except as to the Commission's jurisdiction over them and the subject matter of these
proceedings, which are admitted, Respondents consent to the entry of this Order Instituting Public

Administrative and Cease-and-Desist Proceedings Pursuantto Section 8A of the Securities Act of
1 93 3 and Sections 4C and 2 1 C of the Securities Exchange Act of 1 934 and Rule 1 02(e) of the
Commission's Rules of Practice, Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial Sanctions: and Cease
and-Desist Orders and Penalties ("Order"), as $et forth below.
.

.

III.

On the basis of this Order and Respondents' Offers, the Commission finds 1 that:
SUMMARY

This proceeding results from Fifth Third's failure to record substantial losses during the
financial crisis by not properly accounting for a portion of its commercial real estate loan portfolio.
In the third quarter of 2008, Fifth Third decided.to sell large pools of non-performing.commercial
loans. When Fifth Third decided to sell the loans, Generally Accepted Accounting Prillciples
("GAAP") required the company to reclassify them from "held for investment" to "held for sale,"
and to carry them at fair valile.2 Because the fair values of these loans were significantly below
Fifth Third's carrying values, classifying them as held for sale would have resulted in a $ 1 69
million impairment, and increased Fifth Third's pretax loss in the third quarter of2008 by 132
percent. Fifth Third's Chief Financial Officer Daniel Poston was familiar with the company's loan
sale efforts and understood the relevant accOtmting rules. Nevertheless, he failed to direct that
Fifth Third classify th_e loans as required, and made statements in a Fifth Third management
representation letter to Fifth Third' s auditors that, in light of the company's loan sale activities,
were not true. Fifth Third's and Poston's accounting violations operated to deceive investors
during a time of significant upheaval and financial distress for the company.
As the real estate market declined in 2007 and 2008, Fifth Third' s non-performing assets

("NPAs") increased substantially. In the third quarter of2008, it became clear that Fifth Third

would no longer be able to rely qn its collections and related "work-out" efforts to significantly
reduce its NPAs. The only alternative the company meaningfully considered was selling some of
its non-performing loans. In Jp1y 2008, Poston and the other members of Fifth Third'_s Corporate
Credit Committee authorized- the head of.Fifth Third's commercial banking division ("the EVP")
to determine the likely sales prices for certain pools of non-performing loans. At the time, Fifth
Third was carrying these loans at about 75 percent of unpaid balances (as a result of allowances for
incurred credit losses and charge-offs taken against the unpaid principal balances). Loan brokers

The fmdings herein are made pursuant to Respondents' Offers of Settlement and are not binding on any
other p erson or entity in this or any other proceeding.
2

GAAP prescribes that loans held for sale must be reported at the lower of cost or fair value. Because the
fair values of all the loans in this matter were below cost, references herein to such reclassification only refer to fair
value. See SOP 0 1 -6, Accounting by Certain Entities (Including Entities With Trade Receivables) That Lend to or
Finance the Activities ofOthers.

2

told Fifth Third that the loans would likely sell, on average, for 30 to 41 percent of unpaid
balances.
With Fifth Third 's N.flAs continuing to increase, the company's senior management
decided to pursue a large sale of non-performing commercial loans. In September 2008, Fifth
Third executed engagement agreements with two loan brokers to market and sell loans with
combined balances of $ 1 .5 billion.3 Poston was aware that the company's commercial banking
division had engaged the loan brokers.
Despite all of the actions that Fifth Third had taken with respect to these loans· - including
signing engagement agreements with brokers to sell the loans - the company did not classifY the
loans as held for sale and record them accordingly in its Form 1 0-Q for the third quarter of2008.
Instead, Fifth Third continued to classifY the loans as "held for investment," which incorrectly
suggested that the company had not made the decision to sell the loans. Poston certified the
accuracy and completeness of Fifth Third's Fonh 1 0-Q for the third quarter of 2008 despite his
knowledge of the company's ioan sales· activities and the relevant accounting rules.
In addition, Poston represented to the company's auditors in Fifth Third 's November 7,
2008 management representation letter for the third quarter of 2008 that the company had no plans
or intentions that may affect the classification of loans, and that the loans Fifth Third had classified
as held for investment were .those that the company had the intent and ability to hold Un.til maturity
or for the foreseeable :future. In light of Fifth Third 's intent to sell the loans, these representations
were not true. Fifth Third hegan receiving and accepting bids for loans that the brokers marketed
about two weeks after Fifth Third's. management representation letter was submitted to the
company's auditor.
In December 2008, :Fifth Third senior management consulted with the company's board of
directors about management's decision to sell the non-performing commercial real estate loans
discussed above, as well as · additional loans that Fifth Third. decided in December 2008 to sell.
Fifth Third did not disclose the impairments resulting from the reclassification of all the loans until
January 22, 2009. The reclassifications resulted in a cumulative $800 million loss. Fifth Third
sold most of the loans at issue in December 2008 and in 2009.
·

RESPONDENTS

1.
Fifth Third Bancorp, a diversified financial services company, is an ONo
corporation headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio. With $ 1 2 1 billion in assets, Fifth Thir9. is the
twenty-second largest bank. holding company in the United States . Fifth Third 's cominon stock is
registered with the Commission pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12(b) and trades on NASDAQ .
Daniel Poston, 55, is a resident of Cincinnati, Ohio, and was Fifth Third 's CFO
2.
from 2009 to October 20 1 3 . Poston was previously Fifth Third's interim CFO (May 2008 to
After receiving bids, Fifth Third had the option not to sell any of the loans at issue. Fifth Third began
receiving bids on those loans in November 2008.

3

November 2008), Controller (August 2007 to May 2008 and November 2008 to Septt1P1ber 2009),
and Director of Audit .(October 200 1 to August 2007). Before joining Fifth Third, Poston was a
partner with a large public accotmting firm. Poston was a licensed CPA in Ohio until he left public
accounting in September 200 I .
FACTS

Fifth Third Considers Loan Sales as NPAs Rise and then Takes Steps to Prepare for a Sale
3.
From the third qumter of 2007 through the second quarter of2008, Fifth Third
considered selling pools of non-performing commercial real estate loans. 4 Though it had generally
held its commercial loans until maturity, Fifth Third considered selling certain ofthes·e loans to
deal with a substantial increase in its NPAs. 5 By selling these loans, Fifth Third would· save the
carrying costs of the loans, such as maintaining the properties and paying property taxes; mitigate
the need for additional impairments jf workout strategies failed or real estate values continued to
decline; avoid the expenses and delays of foreclosure; and allow Fifth Third to report a stronger
balance sheet. Fifth Third chose not to sell the loans during this period, however, bec.ause it
deemed the prices it expected to receive from such sales too low.

In the third guarter of2008, it became clear that Fifth Third's efforts to work out
the non-performirig loans with the borrowers would not be sufficient to significantly reduce the
company' s NPAs, and that the company needed to pursue a large loan sale. In July 2008, Poston
and the other members of Fifth Third 's Corporate Credit Committee authorized the EYP to
determine the likely sales prices for four pools of non-performing loans and review the results with
the Committee. That day, the EVP instructed his staff to prepare for loan sales. The EVP 's direct
report and the head of the commercial bank's Special Assets Group ("SAG VP"), then told
commercial bank employees, "[o]ur intention is to do a large sale using [loan] brokers . . . " By the
end of July 2008, Fifth Third had decided to use two loan brokers ("Broker A" and "Broker
B") to
·
handle a potential sale of loans with combined balances of $700 million.

4.

.

Fifth Third 's Inter:iffi Controller Informs Poston of Potential
Accounting Consequences from Fifth Third's Loan Sale Activities

5.
In July and August 2008, Broker A and Broker B both discussed with .Fifth Third
the potential accounting consequences of the company obtaining "indicative pricing" :- i.e. the
brokers ' expert opinions ofwhat the sales prices were likely to be for the loans. Broker A told the
4

All of the loans discussed in this matter involved commercial properties in Michigan and Florida. During
the relevant period, the value of the collateral securing these loans, which were primarily homebuilder-related
properties, was declining at a significant rate.
·

5

Fifth Third's NPAs were loans on whiCh the ultimate collectab ility of the full amount of principal and
interest was uncertain or that had been renegotiated to provide for a reduction or deferral of interest or principal
because of a deterioration in the financial position of the borrower. At year-end 2006, Fifth Third had $271 million
in commercial NPAs. By year-end 2007, commercial NPAs had more than doubled to $672 million.

4

SAG VP that one of Fifth Third 's competitors had told Broker A that an audit fin:n ha:dreq¢red
the competitor to re-classifY loans from held for investment to held for sale when it had obtained
indicative pricing from a loan broker, and, consistent with the GAAP requirement to report the
loans at fair value, to mark the loans down to the indicative prices it had received from the loan
broker, regardless of whether the company sold the loans. After learning of this development, an
employee in Fifth Third' risk group sought advice from Fifth Third's interim Controller, noting
"[a]s we continue to work on potential commercial loan sales . . . we want to be sure that if we go
out to get indicative prices from broker$ that we do not need to mark those loans to market based
on those bids."
Broker B asked the SAG VP whether Fifth Third "even wanted [indicative]
6.
pricing" on the loans it was considering selling. Broker B told the SAG VP that thei r."early
indications are very low" and that Fifth Third 's "peers have not wanted this info, because of the
accounting rulings." -Brokei: B also asked the SAG VP whether Fifth Third "had the budget set
forth for such a large potential [charge-off]. "6 The risk group employee forwarded an email from
the SAG VP s ummarizing this discussion to the interim Controller, and again asked for
"confirmation from Accounting before we have the vendor send the pricing information that we
will not be forced to take a mark on the loans based on indicative pricing quotes."
·

.
In the same email chain the risk group employee expressed his understanding to
7.
the interim Controller that Fifth Third should not have to clC:tssify these loans as held for sale
because the company had not decided to sell them, and would be using the indicative pricing to
help it decide whether to proceed with a sale.
On August 4, the interim Controller recommended to his colleagues that they "hold
any specific pricing information since it may imply an intent to sell, [and] thereby
require us to classify them as [held for sale] and take a mark to adjust the loans to those prices. . . "
(emphasis in original). The interim Controller then forwarded the emails to Poston, who was
serving as Fifth Third's Chief Financial Officer on an interim basis, and explained that he had
"provided verbal/tentative guidance to [the risk group employee] that the receipt of bids on. specific
loans or pools of loans may be viewed as being inconsistent with the positive intent to hold a loan
to maturity and therefore might call into serious question the classification of such loans to the
extent they remained [classified as held for investment] ."7
8.

off on receiving

6

The reference to p otential charge-off refers to the impairment that Fifth Third would need to recognize to
record the loans at fair value upon the reclassification of the loans from held for investment to held for sale.
7

The interim Controller also indicated that he and his team would research the issue and report back. The
interim Controller and his team consulted, among other things, Fifth Third's draft policy regarding loan
classification, which mirrors the Interagency Guidance on Certain Loans Held for Sale (200 1 ) and a 2007 speech by
an SEC accounting fellow on loan classification, which conveys the SEC staff's beliefthat the .classification of loans
as held for investment or: held for sale is dep endent on management intent, and that management should make a
p ositive assertion regarding its ability and intent to hold or sell loans and classify them accordingly. The interim
Controller, who believed that the company continued to have the intent to holii the loans until maturity or for the
foreseeable future, concluded that a receip t of indicative bids was not, by itself, a bright light indicator that an issuer
had decided to sell loans.

5

9.

Fifth Third .subsequently obtained indicative pricing only orally from the two loan
brokers. On August 5, Broker A prepared two pricing analyses for Fifth Third: one containing
Broker A's most current pricing analysis and a second ''that we can send to Fifth ThirdO. Pricing
information has been removed . . . . " The following day, one of Broker A's principals;illfonned his
colleagues that he ha given Fifth Thin pricing. orally, by broad categories. On August 5, Broker
B sent the SAG VP a . Jist ofloans that Broker B recommended for sale that included the unpaid
customer balances for each loan, but no pricing information. In an August 7 email, the SAG VP
stated he received "verbal numbers" :fi·om Broker B.

1 0.
Poston, who had previously served as Fifth Third's Controller and wolild return to
that role in November 2008 .understo od the relevant accounting rules.
Fifth Third Retains Loan Brokers to Sell Loans

1 1.

During the August 1 5 meeting of the Fifth Third Enterprise Committee (which was
comprised of Fifth J]llrd 's Chief Executive Officer and his direct reports, including Poston and the
EVP, but not the interim Controller), the EVP 's team presented an analysis of the potential loan
sales estimating that, based. on the brokers' indicative pricing, selling the $700 million of loans
they had identified would result in Fifth Third recording a $272 million impairment. The
Enterprise Committee decided to delay a decision on whether to pro ceed with the contemplated
loan sales until the following week's meeting.
·

12.

As it saw its commercial NPAs continuing to increase, Fifth Third began
considering an even larger loan sale. Bank executives considered two options : pro ceeding with
the $700 million loan sale they had been contemplating or pursuing a $2 billion loan sale, which
would include the $700 million in loans they had already been discussing with the brol;cers.

13.

During the August 22 Enterprise Committee meeting that Poston and other s enior
executives attended, Fifth Third decided to pursue a larger sale than the company had been
discussing with the loan brokers. After identifying additional loans to include in a larger sale, Fifth
Third entered into engagement agreements with Broker A and Broker B in September 2008, which
evidenced that the company had formed the intent to sell the loans. The agreements p_rovided that
the brokers would help Fifth Third market and sell loans totaling about $ 1 .5 billion. Poston was
aware that the comp y' s commercial banking division had engaged the loan brokers. 8
Fifth Third Fails to Reclassify Loans as Required
Though Fifth Third had entered into engagement agreements with the brokers to
14.
facilitate a sale, which evidenced that the. company had formed the intent to sell the loans, the
company did not reclassify the loans from held for investment to held for sale prior to the filing of
its Form 1 0-Q for the quarter ended September 30, 2008.
8

In October 2008, Fifth Third received additional pricing information from the brokers and ll;Uthorized them
to begin marketing the loans and· oliciting bids from potential buyers .

6

1 5.
During its earnjngs call in October 2008 and in the Form I 0-Q that it filed in
November 2008 - which occurred during a time of significant economic upheaval and financial
distress for Fifth Third - Fifth Third reported a pretax loss of $ 1 28 million for the third quarter of
2008. Had Fifth Third reclassified the loans that were the subject of the engagement agreements as
required by GAAP, it would have reported a pretax loss of $297 million. 9 As Fifth Third's Chief
Financial Officer, Poston signed the company's Form 1 0-Q for the quarter ended September 30,
2008 and certified th accuracy and co.rp.pleteness of its contents.
Poston Makes Representations to Fifth Third's Auditors
that in Light of the Company's Loan Sale Activities. were Not True
1 6.
Though he was familiar with Fifth Third 's loan sale activities and understood that
another audit firm may have required . a ·competitor to reclassify loans based on having received
indicative pricing, neither Poston, nor anyone else at Fifth Third, sought advice from the
company's outside auditor, Deloitte & Touche, regarding the appropriate classification of the loans
at issue.
1 7.
On November 7, Poston signed Fifth Third's management representation letter to
Deloitte, which states, "[t]he Bancorp has no plans or intentions that may affect the carrying value
or classification of assets and liabilities" and "[t]he Bancorp has properly classified loans on the
condensed consolidated balance sheets as held for sale or held for investment, based on the
Bancorp ' s intent with respect to those loans." In light of Fifth Third's intent to sell thG loans, these
·
representations were not true.
1 8.
Fifth Third began receiving and accepting bids for loans that the brokers marketed
about two weeks after Fifth Third's management representation letter was submitted to Deloitte.
Fifth Third' s senior management consulted with the company's board of directors in December
2008 about its decision to sell the loans discussed above along with additional loans that Fifth
Third decided in December 2008 to s II. Fifth Third did not disclose the impairment resulting
:from the reclassification of ail the loans until January 22, 2009, when it released its earnings for the
fourth quarter of2008. Fifth Third sold most of the loans at issue in December 2008 and in 2009.
VIOLATIONS

19.
Securjties Act Section 1 7(a)(2) prohibits any person from obtaining money or
property in the offer or sale . of securities by means of any untrue statement of a material fact or any
omission to state a material· fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading.

9
The impainnent from the reclassification was $ 1 69 mil lion. This was less than the $272 million expected
impainnent as of August 1 5 because Fifth Third increased its p artial charge-offs and reserves for the loans at issue
between then and September 30.
7

Securities Act Section 17(a)(3) prohibits any person from engaging in any
20.
transaction, practice, or course of business which operates or would operate as a fraud or deceit
up on the purchaser in the offer or sale of securities.
21.
Exchange Act Section 1 3 (a) and Rule 1 3 a- 1 3 thereunder require that". every issuer
of a security registered pursuant to Exchange Act Section 12 file with the Commission, among
other things, quarterly reports as the Commission may require, and, pursuant to Rule 1 3 a-14,
mandate, among other things, that an issuer's principal financial officer certify each periodic
report.
22.
Exchange Act Section 1 3 (b)(2) (A) requires reporting companies to niak:e and
keep books, records and accounts which, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect their
transactions and dispositions of their assets.
23.
Exchange Act Section 1 3 (b)(2)(B) requires all reporting companies to devise and
maintain a system of internal accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable a8$urances that
transactions are recorded
a necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance
.
with GAAP.
.

.

24.
Exchange Act Rule 1 3b2-1 prohibits any person fi·om directly or indirectly
falsifying or causing to be falsified any book, record or account subject to Exchange Act
. Section
1 3 (b)(2)(A).
.

25.
Exchange Act Rule 13b2-2 prohibits, among other things, officers of issuers from
directly or indirectly making or causing to be made a materially false or misleading statement, or
omitting to state any material fact necessary in order to make statements made; in light of the
circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading to an accountant in
connection with any quarterly review or the preparation or filing of any document or report
required to be filed with the. Commission.
26.
As a result of the conduct described above, Fifth Third violated Securities Act
Sections 1 7(a)(2) and 1 7(a)(3), and Exchange Act Sections 1 3 (a) and Rule 1 3a-1 3 because its
financial statements failed to record its commercial real estate loans appropriately under GAAP.
27.
As a result ofthe conduCt described above, Fifth Third violated Exchange Act
Sections 1 3 (b)(2)(A) and 1 3 (b)(2)(B) because it failed to make and keep appropriate books and
records and devise and maintain a system of intemal accounting controls sufficient to provide
reasonable assurances that it valued its commercial real estate loans in accordance with GAAP .
28.
As a result of the conduct described above, Poston willfully violated Securities Act
Section 1 7(a)(3) and Exchange Act Rules 1 3 a-14, 13b2- 1 , and 13b2-2 and caused and willfully
aided and abetted Fifth Third 's violations of Securities Act Sections 1 7(a)(2) and 1 7(a) (3) and
Exchange Act Sections 1 3 (a), 1 3 (b)(2) (A), and 13 (b)(2)(B) and Rule 1 3 a- 1 3 because he failed to
ensure that Fifth Third appropriately recorded its commercial real estate loans; certified that Fifth
Third 's financial statements were prepared in accordance with GAAP ; and made representations in
8

a Fifth Third management representation letter to Fifth Third • s auditors regarding the company's
classification of commercial loans that, in light of Fifth Third • s intent to sell loans, were not true. 1 0
IV.
In view of the foregoing, the Commission deems it appropriate to impose the sanctions
agreed to in Respondent Fifth Third Bancorp's and Respondent Daniel Poston's Offers .
Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED, effective immediately, that:
A.
Fifth Third Bancorp shall cease and desist from committing or causing .any
violations and any future violations of Securities Act Sections 1 7(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) and Exchange
Act Sections 1 3 (a), 1 3 (b) (2)(A) and 1 3 (b)(2) (B) and Rule 1 3a-1 3 thereunder.
B.
Daniel Poston shall cease and desist from committing or causing any violations and
any future violations of Securities Act Sections 1 7(a)(2) and 1 7(a)(3 ) and Exchange Act-S ections
1 3 (a), 1 3 (b)(2)(A) and 1 3 (b)(2)(B) and Rules 1 3 a-13, 13 a-14, 1 3b2-l , and 1 3b2-2 thereunder.
C.
Daniel Poston is denied the privilege of appearing or practicing before the
Commission as an accountant.
D.
After one year from the date of this order, Respondent Poston may requestthat
the Commission consider his. reinstatement by submitting an application (attention: Office of
the Chief Accountant) to resume appeaiing or practicing before the Commission as :
1.
a preparer or reviewer, or a person responsible for the preparation or
review, of any public company's financial statements that are filed with the Commissio . Such
an application must satisfy the Commission that Respondent Poston's work in ·his practice before
the Commission will be reviewed either by the independent audit committee of the public
company for which he works or in some other acceptable manner, as long as he practices before
the Commission in this capacity; and/or
2.
Commission that:

an independent accountant. Such an application must satisfY the

(a)
Respondent Poston, or the public accounting firm with which he is
associated, is registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board ("Board") in
accordance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002, and such registration continues to be effective;
.

..:. .

10

This use of the word "willful" does not reflect a finding that Poston acted with the intention to violate the
law or knowledge that he was doing so. As used in the governing provisions of law, "willfully" means only that the
actor "intentionally committed the act which constitutes the violation." Tager v. SEC, 344 F.2d 5, 8 (2d Cir. 1 965);
see also Wonsover v. SEC, 205 F.3d 408, 4 1 4 (D.C. Cir. 2000). "There is no requirement that the actqr.also be aware
that he is violating one of the RuJes or Acts .
" Tage1 344 F.2d at 8.
·

.

.

.
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(b)
Respondent Poston, or the registered public accounting firm with
which 4e is associated, has been inspected by the Board and that inspection did not identify any
criticisms of or potential defects in the respondent's or the firm's quality control system that
would indicate that the respondent will not receive appropriate supervision;
(c)
Respondent Poston has resolved all disciplinary issues with the
Board, and has complied with all terms and conditions of any sanctions imposed by the Board
(other than reinstatement by the Commission); and
(d)
Respondent Poston acknowledges his responsibility, as long as
Respondent Poston appears. or practices before the Commission as an independent accountant, to
comply with all requirements of the Commission and the Board, including, but not limited to, all
requirements relating to registration, inspections, concurring partner reviews and quality control
standards.
·

The Commission will consider an application by Respondent Poston to resume
E.
appearing or practicing before the Commission provided that his state CPA license is current and
he has resolved all other disciplinary issues with the applicable state boards of accountancy.
However, if state licensure is dependent on reinstatement by the Commission, the Commission
will consider an application on its other merits . The Commission's review may include
consideration of, in additiori to the matters referenced above, any other matters relating to
Respondent Poston' s character, integrity, professional conduct, or qualifications to appear or
practice before the Commission.
F.
Respondent Fifth Third shall, within 14 days ofthe entry ofthis Order,' pay a civil
money penalty in the a:rnoun .of$6,500,000 to the United States Treasury. If timely payment is not
made, additional interest shall accrue pirrsuant to 3 1 U.S.C. §3717. Payment must be made in one
of the following ways :
(I) Respondent may transmit payment electronically to the Commission, which will
provide detailed ACH transfer/Fedwire instructions upon request;
(2) Responde;nt may n?-ake direct payment from a bank account via Pay.gov through the
SEC website athttp://www.sec.gov/about/offices/o:fin.htrn; or
(3) Respondent may pay by certified check, bank cashier's check, or United States postal
money order, made payable to the Securities and Exchange Commission and hand
delivered or mailed to:
·

.·

Enterprise Services Center
Accounts Receivable Branch

Payments by check or money order must be accompanied by a cover letter identifying Fifth
Third as a Respondent in these proceedings, and the file number of these proceedings; a copy of
the cover letter and check or money order must be sent to Stephen L. Cohen, Esq., Associate
10

Director, Division of Enforcement, Securities and Exchange Commission, 1 00 F St., NE,
Washington, DC 20549.
·

G.
Respondent Daniel Poston shall, within 14 days of the entry of this Order, pay a
civil money penalty in the amount of $ 1 00,000 to the United States Treasury. Iftimely payment is
not made, additional interest shall accrue pursuant to 31 U.S.C. §3 717. Payment must be made in
one of the following ways : ·
·

(1) Respondent may transmit payment electronically to the Commission, which will
provide detailed ACH transfer/Fedwire instructions upon request;
(2) Respondent may make direct paymel).t from a bank account via Pay.gov through the
:
SEC website at http://www. se.c .gov/ab out/offices/ofin.htm; or
(3) Respondent may pay by certified check, bank cashier's check, or United States postal
money order, made .payable to the Securities and Exchange Commission and hand
delivered or mailed to:
Enterprise Services Center
Acc01,mts Receivable Branch

Payments by check or money order must be accompanied by a cover letter identifymg
Poston as a Respondent in these proceedings, and the file number of these proceedings; a copy of
the cover letter and check or money order must be sent to Stephen L. Cohen, Esq., Associate
Director, Division of Enforcement, Secmities and Exchange Commission, 1 00 F St., NE,
Washington, DC 20549.
H.
Pmsuant to Section 3 08(a) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002, as amended, the
Commission may order that any civil money penalty paid by Fifth Third and Poston be used to
create a Fair Fund for the benefit of injured investors. If the Commission does not create a Fair
Fund, the Commission will order the transfer of any civil money penalty paid by Respondents to
the United States Treasury in accordance with Section 21 F(g) of the Securities Exchange Act of
1 934. for the Investor Protection Fund. Regardless of whether any such Fair Fund distribution is
made, amounts ordered to be paid as civil money penalties pursuant to this Order shall be treated as
penalties paid to the government for all purposes, including all tax purp oses. To preserve the
deterrent effect of the civil penalty, Respondents agree that in any Related Investor Action, they
shall not argue that they are entitled to, nor shall they benefit by, offset or reduction of any award
of compensatory damages by the amount of any part of Respondents' payments of civil penalties in
this action ("Penalty Offsets ") . If the court in any Related Investor Action grants such" Penalty
Offsets, Respondents agree that they shall, within 30 days after entry of a :final order granting
Penalty Offsets, notify the Commission's counsel in this action and pay the an10unts of Penalty
Offsets to the United States Treasury or as the Commission directs. Such payments shall not be
deemed additional civil penalties and shall not be deemed to change the amounts of the civil
penalties imposed in this proceeding. For purp oses of this paragraph, a "Related Investor Act!on"
11

means a private damages action brought against either Fifth Third or Poston by or on .behalf of one
or more investors based on substantially the same facts as alleged in the Order institut d by the
Commission in this proceeding.
By the Commission.

Elizabeth M. Murphy
Secretary
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OCC BULLETIN 199 8 21
S u bject: Share d National Credit Program
Date: May 5, 1 998
To: Chief Executive Officers of all National Banks, Department and Division Heads, a n d all Examining Personnel
Description: SNC Program Description and Guidelines

P URPOSE
This circular describes the Shared National Credit (SNC) Program and the manner in which it is administered by the Office of the Complroller
of the Currency (OCC). OCC Bulletin 9.5-9 dated February 14, 1 995, is rescinded and replaced by this issuance.
P OLICY
The SNC Program is governed by an interagency agreement among the three federal bank regulatory agencies the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System (FRS), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the OCC. The OCC's policies and procedures
for administering the SNC program are outlined in PPM 51 00-2 (Revised}, "Shared National Credit Program," dated May 5; 1 998. The PPM
delineates the roles and responsibilities ofthe Supervisipn .Support Department, the Large Bank Department, and the OCC's six districts. The
OCC's policies for the analysis and classification of individual credits are set forth in section 215 of the Comptroller's Handbook for National
Bank Examiners.
BACKGROUND
The SNC Program is an interagency program designed to review and assess risk in the largest and most complex credits shared by multiple
financial institutions. The program originated in 1 975 and was expanded to an interagency basis in 1977. The program provides uniform
treatment of and increases efficiencies in SNC risk analysis and classification.
DEFINITION
Shared National Credit Currently, a SNC is defined as any loan(s) and/or formal loan commitment(s) extended to a borrower by a
supervised institution or any of its subsidiaries and affiliates which aggregates $20 mjllion or more and, 1) is shared by two or more
institutions under a formal lending agreement; or, 2) a portion of which is sold to one or more institution(s), with the purchasing institution(s)
assuming its pro rata share of the credit risk. Effective December 3 1 , 1 998, the definition will change to include only those credits that are
shared by three or more institutions under a formal lending agreement, or a portion of which is sold to two or more institutions, with the
p urchasing institutions assuming their pro-rata share of the credit risk.
:
SNCs are drawn from all loans administered by a domestic office of a supervised institution. This includes all domestic commercial and real
estate loans and all international loans to borrowers in the private sector, denominated in any currency. It also includes assets taken for
debts previously contracted such as other real estate owned, closely held or nonmarketable stocks, notes, bonds, debentures, and other
farge credits designated by the supervisory agencies as meeting the general intent or purpose of the SNC Program. The definition
encompasses acceptances; commercial leiters of credit; standby leiters of credit or similar bonds or guarantees; note issuance facilities;
revolving underwriting facilities; lease financing receivables; and Eurodollar facilities, syndications, and similar extensions o r commitments.
A supervised institution is one that is subject to supervision by one of the federal bank regulatory agencies. Supervised institutions include all
FDlC-insured banks, their branches, subsidiaries, and affiliates. They also include bank holding companies and their nonbank subsidiaries
and affiliates and federally and state-licensed branches and agencies offoreign banks.
Reporting Requirements: SNCs are reported by the agent bank or an institution acting as administrative agent. Each U.S. · branch or agency
of a foreign bank should report SNCs fcir.which it is the esponsible agent. "Unagented" credits, including those originated or administered by
an entity other than a supervised institution, should be reported by each participant. Unagented credits are those governed by a fonnal loan
agreement, but for which an agent is not identified. The OCC will determine how and where these credits will be reviewed. If there is no
agent bank but one institution acts in a·Iead capacity, that institution should report the credit.
All loans or formal loan commitments, regardless of size, that are governed by a common loan agreement are combined to meet the $20
million threshold and should be reported as separate credits (i.e., a revolver and a term loan should be reported as two credits). Individual
loans or formal loan commitments less than $20 million in size that are governed by separate loan agreements are not combined to meet the
$20 million threshold, unless the participants under both loan agreements are identical. Loans or commitments adversely,rated·during the
previous SNC review that have been reduced to less than $20 million (but more than $ 1 0 million) should be reported as SNCs.
Certain financing arrangemen!s are not'incfuded in the SNC program:
·

· '

co

Credits shared solely between affiliated supervised institutions;

co

Private sector loans that are 1 00 percent guaranteed by a sovereign entity;

e

Direct loans to sovereign borrowers; and,

e

o

lnternational loans or commitments administered in a foreign office;
Credits below $ 1 0 million, even if previous!y adversely rated under the SNC program.

Arrangements known as "club credits" and collateral pooling agreements are not treated as SNCs. A "club credit" is one in which the
borrower negotiates individual loan agreements with multiple fenders. Generally, the terms are similar but not identical. Collateral pooling
agreements vary in detail, but involve sharing a "pool" of collateral among participating lenders.
Further instructions on specific assets which should be included in the SNC program accompany the annual request letter to participating
banks. A national bank that is uncertain about whether to report a credit as a SNC, should report it. OCC reserves the right to review any
credits it believes may help it fu lfill the program's objectives.
·

·

RESPONSIBILITIES
The Deputy Comptroller for Supervision Support establishes policies and procedures for the administration of the SNC Program and plans
and oversees the annual SNC review cycle.
Deputy Comptrollers for Large Banks and District Deputy Comptrollers assign appropriate personnel to participate in the SNC review and
budget funds to cover the SNC travel expenses of their examiners.

SNC Program Manager establishes procedures for the administration of the SNC Program consistent with the interagency .agreement and
OCC's mission, goals, and objectives. Through the SNC Analysts and Large Bank EICs, the SNC program manager plans":and ·oversees the
annual SNC review cycle and administers the SNC Appeals Process, in accordance with established OCC policy.
SNC Analysts work closely with the large bank EICs and district personnel to coordinate the annual planning process and to facilitate the
administration of reviews at SNC sites. They serve as members of the SNC management team and provide liaison with FRB and FDIC SNC
contacts for their assigned districts.
Resident Examiners-In-Charge (E!Cs) are responsible for the examination of their assigned banks and for all the bank's SNC activities.
Review location supervisors are responsible for large bank locations other than the head office or for SNC reviews at banks that do not have
resident EICs. They manage one or more teams of examiners and report to the EIC or his/ her designee. These positions are usually filled by
examiners with significant SNC voting experience.
Voters review file work, conduct discussions with bank account officers, assign the appropriate disposition of each assigned SNC; and
prepare final write-ups. Voters are usuiiJifY. commissioned NBEs with significant experience in evaluating credit risk of the larger and more
complex credits a t large bariks. In many locations, voters read their own credit files. Some locations utilize separate file readers who do not
vote on the credit.
·

·

PROCEDURE

Normally, credits are reviewed in the lead or agent institution, with exceptions made by representatives of the primary federal regulator. For
credits having a national bank and a state bank as co-agents, the determination of the appropriate review location is made by
representatives of the primary federal regulators. Credits agented by supervised institutions located in a city that has less. than five SNCs a re
usually reviewed at the largest participating supervised ins!ilutlon which already is a SNC review location. The OCC supervises the review of
SNCs where the lead or agen! is a natipnal bank; the·FRB .carries out the examination of SNCs led or agent d by state member banks; and
the FDIC is primarily responsible for credits at state nonmember banks.
Review Teams: Review teams; which may consist of three examiners, analyze and rate credits. For a particular ins!ilution, the EIC or review
location supervisor is an examiner representing the primary federal regulator. To the extent possible, each team will include at least one
examiner from any other participating agency. Team participation by· the third agency is accommodated on an ad hoc basis. Teams at the
largest institutions should include representatives from all three agencies. Participating agencies must be consulted any time the primary
federal regulator is considering a change in a credit disposition decided by an interagency review team.
Review Cycle: Review dates are established by mutual agreement of the Interagency SNC Committee in accordan·c e with:the interagency
agreement. The calendar for the cycle is:
o

.,
o

o
o

Mid December - The interagency request for SNC information as of December 31 is mailed to banks.
Late January - Information from the banks is due in the Washington office, where it is processed for distribution to the review
teams.
Late March - Materials are forwarded to the SNC EIC for the May review.
Late April - Reporting banks update the information to March 31 refleclfng new facilities, pay-offs, pay-downs, etc., and provide it
to the review teams upon their arrival. Examiners may begin reading credit files at the larger review locations.
First Monday - This is the officia l interagency.SNC review in May date.

o

Late June - Preliminary classifications are finalized and the agent bank is notified of any decision.

o

Mid September - The list of credits selected for re-review is finalized.

o
e

.,

e

Mid August - o"fficial notification of the results of the SNC review are distributed to participating banks.
Early Octobe r - Examiners begin reading credit files for re-reviews .
Late October - Voting on re-reviews is completed.
Early December - Re-review.res.ults are distributed.

Review Instructions: The "SNC Field Review Procedures" outline the SNC examination process and include specific instructions on duties
and responsibilities, SNC files, loan discussions, disputes, procedures for prescreening certain credits for limited review, write-ups, and re
reviews. Any additional instructions are communicated to voting teams by electronic mail or through the OCC SNC Intranet site.
Voting Process: SNC dispositions are decided by a majority vote of the team members, with each member having one vote. The review team
may schedule formal discussions with bank management for any of four reasons: 1) credits are potentially classified or special mention, 2)
the three voters do not agree, 3) the bank's internal risk rating is inconsistent with the voting team's initial conclusiqn. or 4)· to clarify factual
information.
The EIC or supervisor should notify the "review bank of the preliminary disposition upon completion of the review and vote and before the
loan write-ups are distributed. "Jh.e review bank is advised that the preliminary disposition is confidential and is being provided only for its
internal use. The review bank may, at its option, notify participating supervised institutions sharing in the credit. If the review bank elects to
do so, it must advise the participants that the disposition is preliminary, and that the final notification will be issued by the appropriate
regulatory authority once all the SNC results have been finalized and compiled.
Classified and Special Mention Loan Write-ups: SNC write-ups are to be uniformly prepared according to the "SNC Field Review
Procedures." A SNC write-up is the written presentation of pertinent comments regarding classified or special mention credit risk.
The write-up includes four parts: 1 ) a heading, with details about the borrower, guarantors, credit type, and credit history; 2} a description of
the terms of each facility; 3) the reasons for an adverse rating; and 4) any required accounting treatment, such as accrual·status, and an
explanation of the required treatment. · · · .
Uniform Treatment: All examiners will rely on SNC ratings for OCC reporting purposes until the credit is re-reviewed under the SNC program .
SNCs are not reviewed at. each individual participating bank. However, the examiner. o f each participating bank should consider the material
improvement or deterioration of an individual loan, and the resulting effect on asset quality, ALLL adequacy, earnings, and the overall
condition of the bank.
Interim Internal Risk Rating Changes: Participating banks are encouraged to revise their internal risk ratings of SNCs between SNC reviews
to properly reflect the risk profile of the borrower. When there is a significant change that could affect OCC's rating .of a credit, the agent
national bank should immediately notify the deputy comptroller for Supervision Support and the bank's resident EIC, if an : That notification
should include financial and other supp orting data that could help OCC to decide if an interim supplemental review is warranted. SNCs that
.
·

.

do not merit a formal, supplemental $NC·review will be reviewed during the participating banks' normal examination. Examiners will use this
information to evaluate the effecliveness and timeliness of the banks' internal risk rating systems and to determine ALLL allocations. The
official SNC disposition, however, remains in effect until the next official SNC review.
Unreported SNCs: If a regularly scheduled examination discloses credils that qualify as SNCs but are not included in the SNC program, they
should be reviewed during that examination. The EIC should forward the following information to the Deputy Comptroller for Supervision
Support: a description of the credit, a list of participants, and the disposition of the credit. If the bank being examined is the.agent and the
examination team has adequate resources, the credit should be reviewed in accordance with SNC program procedures. :. · ·
Appeals: When bank management doe_1; not agree with the voters' rating of a credit, the EIC or supervisor should attempt to mitigate
differences through further dis.cussion and review of any new information. The SNC analyst must be notified. The final decision for a
preliminary rating is determined by a majority vote of the voting team. Neilher EICs nor SNC analysts can overrule the decision of a votin g
team. When differences cannot be resolved, the voting team must notify bank management of the OCC appeal process.
Banks may appeal the disposilion of a SNC under procedures outlined in OCC Bullelin 96-18, "National Bank Appeals Process," dated
February 23, 1 996. SNC appeals may be s.ubmitted by the agent bank directly, or on .behalf of any of the participating national banks. IF t h e
agent bank refuses t o file t h e appeal on behalf o ft h e bank group, Supervision Support will accept a n appeal from any o n e participating bank.
Whenever possible, an interagency appeals panel will review all appeals. Participating OCC examiners will be designated by the deputy
comptroller for Supervision Support, or his/her designee. The entire appeals process should normally be completed within.-.30 days from
receipt of the appeal.
Re-reviews: The primary objective of the Te-review process is to determine if there is any material deterioration or improvement in the credit
risk of borrowers selected for re .review, The re-review process usually takes place six months after the annual review. Credils may be re
reviewed outside of this normal time frame if they contain significant exposure or if some event(s) has occurred that is so significant
examiners believe it may cause a major rating change.
Normally credits are re-reviewed if they are more than $50 million and if some portion of the credit was classified doubtful or loss a! the
previous review. Other circumstances may warrant the re-review of credits. These circumstances include when a credit is internally
downgraded by the agent bank, or when a credit is subject to significant media attention, or when a credit was not reviewed, for whatever
reason, at the annual review. In some cases, a sample of credils within an industry may also be selected for re-review due: to industry
conditions or economics.
Re-review of an individual credit may be triggered by five primary events: 1) EIC, supervisor, or voting team recommendation; 2) SNC
Analyst recommendation; 3) other field .examiner recommendation; 4) other agency request, and 5) bank request, usually the agent or review
institution. Final selection of credits for re-review is determined by the SNC Program Manager after consulting with the SNC Analysts and
resident EICs.
Processing: SNC results for national banks are processed by OCC and for state banks by the FRB. Specific time frames, standards, and
responsibilities for processing and exchange of information are incorporated in a separate agreement between the agencies. The primary
s upervisory agencies exchange loan write- ups as soon as possible after the conclusion of the field review.
Notification of Results: At the conclusion of the annual SNC review, a Report of Shared National Credits is distributed to ail participating
national banks. This contains a Report of Lenders and Their Borrowers, which lists all credits in which a participating bank has been
identified as holding a partiCipation. The Report of Shared National Credits also includes write-ups on credits classified or rated special
mention during the review, if any.
Information Security: The Report of Shared National Credits is the property of OCC and is furnished to the banks for their confidenlial use.
Under no circumstances shall a bank, or any of its directors, officers, or employees disclose in any manner the contents of that report to any
person or organization not officially connected with the bank as officer, director, employee, attorney or auditor. Any other disclosure or use of
this informalion, except as expressly permitted by the OCC, may be subject to the penalties provided in 1 8 USC 641 .
Agencies have full discretion to determine internal distribution of the material generated under the program, as long as the confidentiality of
the data is maintained. Except for responses required by the Freedom of Information Act, the materials may n·ot be distributed externally by
any agency without prior consultation of the other agencies. SNC information may be made ·available to appropriate state supervisory
a uthorities or other federal supervisory ·authorities that agree to be bound by the same standards of confidentiality and other limitations and
conditions respecting the use of such information.
·

.

·

·

ORIGINATING OFFICE
For further information, contact the Supervision Support Department at (202) 649-6670.
Ann F. Jaedicke
Deputy Comptroller
Supervision Support
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J 0 H N C . ( << J A C K " ) H A M
PROFESSIONAL EXPERI ENCE

2002, 2009-2010, 20"14

Problem Resolution Sll:ategics
Birmingbrun, Alaba.Q:Ja

Proprietor

Fonued and operated a consulting service ro fmancia! instirutions and other professionals assisting _in
the deve! opm

n

and .implementation of problem-loan resolving strategies and com m.ercial credit

training (2002). Provided consulting services to two OCC-regularcd banks related to the development

and implementation of commercial ioan p olicies and problem-loan resolving strategies and addressing

changes in lending policies and procedures to enhance i..nstimtional safety and soundness (2009-201"0).

Participated on a duc- 9iligencc team evaluating tl1c commercial loan portfolio of a small communi ty

bank; reviewed collateral documentation, performed valuation research, and cond ucted a UCC
compliant auction sale of a portfolio of classic cars for an asset-based lender; provided expert
testimony regarding commercilj.I note provisions in a borrower vs. lender fraud and breach o:f contract

lawsuit (20 14); conducted a risk rating and po licy compliance review of a $160 million commercial loan
portfolio ·(201 4).

201 0-2013

First National Bank of Central Alabama
Tuscaloosa, ;\labama

Cr11dit Ri.rk Mmwger

ollo�ViJ?g a six-month consl.ll tailg' agreement became an employee of this six-office $250 million

community bank with responsibility for correction of lendingptactices found to be unsafe and unsound
by the OCC, the·Bank s
regulator. Success fully implemented a commercial loan risk rating

sys t

primary

.including leap. officer training tl"l!lt resulted .in the proper .risk classification ofcommercial credits

while underw.t:iting ail large commercial loan relationships. Identified, ma.n:1ged and resolved a portfolio

of problem commercial loans and non-performing assets which peaked at 116% of total capital and has

been reduced to its current level of 46%. Implemented and performed a program of commer9al

appraisal .rev:iewand underwriting for the largest of the Bank's loans to reduce the degree of uninformed

qnd unintenped col lateral risk tlm h.Jld been traditionally assumed b}' the Bank's loan officers. Performed
various legal rnsks a signed b)i e.'i:ecutive management as needed

1

2008-2009

New S outh Federal Savings Bank

Bim1ingl-L1m, Alabama

i\da11agcr, RMidmtia/ CoJJslmclioll Lelldillg

lvfanaged this approximately $250 million national problem residential construction (25%) and land, lot,

and land development (75%) lo an portfolio during a downsizin·g of the portfolio and lending staff

CO\'tring the Texas, Arizona, N evad a Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, and A labama
markets. Supervised five construction ·am:! land developmen t loan officers and three credit administp1tion
pers on nel during the di fticu l t tran sition from active lending to Joss nlinimization and recovery acti\•ities.
,

2007- 2008

Southern States Bank

Birm ingh am Alabama
,

Jtjferioll rmd Sbeli?J· Co[tiJiicr Pn'fidml

Solicited·equity investors, hired staff, and op ened Birmingham-marke t branch of de novo state-ch;trtered,
.
. Branch a traeted $25 million in deposits and 8 milliop in loans in first
three office co!T!merdal b
.
year of ope atiqn.

2004-2006

Corpora]:ion)

Capmark Finance Inc. (form erly G1v1AC Commercial Mortgage

Birmingham, Alabama

SeJiior Vke Preridmt a11t(Arret lvlapager

Managed and substantially .tesolved a

137

million portfolio o f higher risk .s!'!nlors ho sing

and health care loans. Activities: performed detailed crcd.ir analysis; developed, implemented,
a.Qd rep orted status to execu tiv:e rpanag_ement of rec.ommended resolution s trategies; V:rorked

extensively \Vith and managed the actiVities o f outside counsel and negotiated directly witl1
cus tomers and others to restructure credit facilities. Participated in the marketing of 11
.

$80 million of performing and non-performing loans.
Developed and delivered comm e rci a l loa n d cum e n ta cion training to approxima tely 20
portfolio

of approximately

employees.

2002-2004

Superior Bank (formerly known as The Bank)

Exemlive Via· Preridmt and Stnior Cn:dfi 1\irk 11ifa11ager

Bimlingham, Alabarpa

In troduced company-wide sys tem of on-line credit manual a n d underwri ting templates
developed by and .licens.ed from a No rth Carolina-l;J ased credit process consultant to
.

accclc.tate the establishmen t of a company-wide credi t culture. Served as one of two senior

commercial oan und erwriters with joint authority up to $2 millio n .

Pers onally uncovered

extensive fa.ilw:e of a senior officer to follow bank policy regarding approval ·of related loans

and later testified at.h.is federal cr.itninal tri al.
1998- 2001

AuburnBank

Auburn, Alabama

Exemtivc Vice Pmidenl, .Smior C111dit Q[jicer, aud Geneml Co!lllfel

Recommended and implem ented .changes in loa!f pqlicie and loaf} ;1pproval procedures to impro\re asset

quality and to establish an institutional credit culture. Served as chainmm of senior managemen t loan

2

approval a nd policy committee. Personally m a.naged bank's largest problem Joan relationships, reviewed

and administered bank's i nsuran ce coverage, coordinated employment of ou tside a ttorneys and provided

daily "front-line" l ega l advice to em ployees. Temporarily served as bank's investment manager. Worked
with outside corpora te counsel and external consultants in the formation of a tax-savings private REIT.
-1-nalyzed, recommended, and adminis tered the bank's inyestment in a low income housing rax credit
develop ment entity yielding an ROE of 85%.

•

AmSouth Bank
Birmingh am, Alabama

1 980- 1998

Va.rio11s Positicms i11d11dtiJg Setdor Vice Presidptl t111d Co!IIIJ&J rcial R

Q_(Jicer

Coordinated

low income

ti! Bslale SeJJior Credit

housing lencliQ.g and investments. with

responsibility

for

recommending and drafting LIHTC l endi ng ·and im•esrment policies and for training
commercial eal es tate loan o fficers in those pol.ici(!s and r lated. procedures (1 year) . Served

as bank-wide Co mm e rcia l Real Estate Senior Credit Officer with approval a uthority ·o f $ 1 0
million

for non-owner occupied real estate-related loans

Banking Division Credit Officer,

appro

credits ($5

ving

(2

yea s) .

Served a s Corpora te

million authority) of specialized

commercial l ending units, inclu ding leasing, he;tlth care, commercial .teal estate, regional and
national corporate banking

(1 year).

Served as Birmingham Division's Credit Administration

O fficer approving credi ts and supporting speCialized lending areas listed above plus

Birmingh am branch sys tem's s m all business and exectltive an d professional con umer
lending activity (2 years) .

lVfanaged AmSo u th s larges commercial .r a! .estate le nding unit,
'

approxi mate doubling ftnanciJ1g com mi tm en ts to a level .in excess· of $500 million (1 6% of

bank's

commercial loan portfolio) ·while m:).in tairuqg

t.

a sse

quality

standards-portfolio

rated second of sixteen southeastern CRE loan p ortfo lios iiitei1sivcly examined by Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency in 1 990-91

administration
ad mini s tra tion

related

capacities

including

(6Y2 years) .

Senred i

loan review, workout loan

manager, and regio n al credit approval officer (S 1/2 years).

E D UCAT I O N

]. D. tllid lviBA degreu mvarded Deren;bo;

1978

University of North Carolina at Ch ap el Hill

B.S.BA. awarded}tmc,
Auburn Univers ity

P :\ ST P R O FESS I O N AL l\·IEMBERS HIPS

3

1973

various credit

o fficer, credit

.American Bar Association

(Business

Law; Real Properry, Trust and Probate,

and Construction Lllw Sections) ; i\.labama and N orth Catalina State Bars; Risk

Management .Association; Turnaround Management Association.

4

JOHN C. ("JACK") HAM
PRIOR EXPERT TESTIMONY

(1)

Wardor Lighthouse) Inc. et aL

v.

Drummond Compa1!J!) Inc.

(Circuit Court for Jeffers on County, Alabama, Bessemer Division,
Civil Action No . CV-20 1 1 -900009)
Reviewed /analyzed plaintiffs financial history and gave deposition testimony
directed to the issue of how a commercial loan underwriter should reasonably
assess the credit worthiness of the plaintiff relative to hypothetical loan
applications that might have been submitted before and after the event that
damaged the plaintiffs physical facilities and its revenues.
(2)

Ryan Creek A cquisitions) Inc. ) Alabama Boating Centers) Inc. )
et aL

v.

Renasant Bank) NA. et aL

(Circuit Court for St. Clair County, Alabama, Pell City Division,
Civil Action No. CV-1 997-000978)
Gave deposition testimony for the plaintiff concerning the interpretation of

g

p rovisions in a commercial note and mortga e, and the defendant bank's
application/treatment of loan payments made by the plaintiffs pursuant to the
note and mortgage over a three-year time p eriod.

(3)

United States

v.

Jed Hiers

(U. S. District Court for the Northern District of Florida,
Case No. 4: 1 1 -c.r-00042-RH-WCS)
Gave trial testimony for the prosecution as a hybrid fact/ exp ert witness
regarding discovery of defalcations on the loan policies and pro cedures at the

financial institution where I was then employed as Executive Vice President

and Credit Risk Manager.

